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Deictic pointing—pointing at things during conversations—is natural and ubiquitous in human 
communication. Deictic pointing is important in the real world; it is also important in 
collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) because CVEs are 3D virtual environments that 
resemble the real world. CVEs connect people from different locations, allowing them to 
communicate and collaborate remotely. However, the interaction and communication capabilities 
of CVEs are not as good as those in the real world. In CVEs, people interact with each other 
using avatars (the visual representations of users). One problem of avatars is that they are not 
expressive enough when compare to what we can do in the real world. In particular, deictic 
pointing has many limitations and is not well supported. 
This dissertation focuses on improving the expressiveness of distant pointing—where referents 
are out of reach—in desktop CVEs. This is done by developing a framework that guides the 
design and development of pointing techniques; by identifying important aspects of distant 
pointing through observation of how people point at distant referents in the real world; by 
designing, implementing, and evaluating distant-pointing techniques; and by providing a set of 
guidelines for the design of distant pointing in desktop CVEs. 
The evaluations of distant-pointing techniques examine whether pointing without extra visual 
effects (natural pointing) has sufficient accuracy; whether people can control free arm movement 
(free pointing) along with other avatar actions; and whether free and natural pointing are useful 
and valuable in desktop CVEs. 
Overall, this research provides better support for deictic pointing in CVEs by improving the 
expressiveness of distant pointing. With better pointing support, gestural communication can be 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Deixis is a reference to a thing that is relevant to the context of an utterance. Deictic pointing is a 
pointing gesture that provides such a reference and is usually used with words like “this” or 
“that”: for example, “look at that tree <points>.” It is ubiquitous, natural, and simple in face-to-
face communication. Although pointing has some cultural dependencies, many people from 
many different backgrounds naturally use deictic pointing in daily activities, such as showing 
people directions and indicating where things are. 
Deictic pointing is useful and important. It enhances our communication by providing a non-
verbal channel that simplifies and clarifies verbal descriptions. For example, “let's go over to the 
blue coffee shop at the corner across the street” can be simplified to “let's go over there 
<point>.” In some situations, only using speech to communicate can be confusing, e.g., in Figure 
1.1A, Alex is facing Bob and says “look at the monitor behind you.” It is unclear to which 
monitor Alex is referring. The uncertainty exists even if Alex specifies the location: “look at the 
monitor behind you. The right one.” It can mean the one on Alex’s right, but it can also mean the 
one on Bob’s right. Deictic pointing can clarify the confusion and simplify the utterance: “look at 
that monitor <point>.”  (Figure 1.1B) 
A  B  C  
Figure 1.1: A) Alex mentions a monitor behind Bob; B) Alex points at a monitor behind Bob; C) a monitor 
behind Bob is highlighted, but he cannot see it. 
Deictic pointing is important in the real world; it is also important in collaborative virtual 
environments (CVEs) because CVEs are three-dimensional virtual worlds that resemble the real 
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world. Some of them have a higher degree of resemblance to the real world, e.g., Second Life (a 
social community); others have a lower degree, e.g., World of Warcraft (a fantasy-world game). 
CVEs have been moving from research labs into everyday settings and are becoming 
increasingly common. A main reason why CVEs have become popular is their ability to connect 
people from different locations, allowing them to communicate and collaborate remotely. While 
CVEs resemble the real world, however, the interaction and communication capabilities of CVEs 
are not nearly equal to those of the real world. 
In current CVEs, people mainly rely on text channels and voice chat to communicate. People 
should also be able to use pointing gestures through their avatars (a human-like representation of 
themselves in the CVE) to communicate and interact with each other as naturally and freely as 
they can in the real world, but deictic pointing in CVEs has many limitations and is not well 
supported. 
Deictic pointing in CVEs has limited expressiveness, is difficult to control, and often depends 
heavily on visual aids, such as object highlighting and ‘laser beams,’ which are not complete 
solutions to the problem of referencing in CVEs. For instance, pointing with ‘laser beams’ can 
cause confusion when multiple beams appear on the screen. Also, object highlighting would not 
help indicate an object if the addressee cannot see it. For example, if the monitor example above 
were situated in a CVE, Bob would not know which monitor Alex is referring to with only object 
highlighting because it is behind Bob (Figure 1.1C). The current pointing mechanisms in CVEs 
are not sufficient to support the rich information that is available with pointing gestures. 
In order to keep this research effort manageable, I focus on distant pointing in desktop CVEs. 
Distant pointing is a type of deictic pointing where the target is out of reach. A desktop CVE is 
set up in a desktop environment. Figure 1.2 shows a typical desktop CVE that uses a desktop 
monitor as the display, and a keyboard and a mouse as input devices.  
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Figure 1.2: A desktop CVE. 
1.1 Problem Statement  
The problem addressed by this research is that pointing in CVEs is limited in comparison with 
pointing in the real world. The limitations are three-fold. First, the generation of pointing 
gestures in CVEs is discrete while real-world pointing gestures are created with continuous 
control. The gradual creation of pointing gestures provides important information for referential 
conduct. In CVEs, however, pointing is often immediate with discrete movement (e.g., with a 
“/point” command), resulting in missing crucial information, such as the speed of the gestures 
that may imply the importance of the conduct (e.g., a fast pointing gesture implies urgency and 
requires immediate attention). Second, pointing in CVEs is more difficult to generate than that in 
the real world. Raising an arm and index finger to generate a pointing gesture is generally easy to 
do in real life; however, doing so in CVEs with an avatar is much more complex. For example, 
controlling pointing in CVEs requires manipulating at least two extra degrees of freedom with 
the arms and hands, which are already busy with motion and direction controls. Third, pointing 
in CVEs is harder to observe than in the real world. This is primarily due to the difference in 
field of view width. The field of view in CVEs, especially desktop CVEs, is much smaller than 
that in the real world, making it more difficult to see pointing gestures generated by 
collaborators. Compared to observing a real person pointing, factors such as low avatar 
resolution and small screen size also reduce the visibility of pointing gestures. 
Based on the research problem, the statement of thesis is that the limitations of pointing in CVEs 
can be alleviated by three pointing methods: free, natural, and augmented. Free pointing is 
pointing that is independent from other avatar actions such as moving or turning, natural 
pointing is pointing that does not have any visual effect other than the movement of the gesture, 
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and augmented pointing is pointing that has additional visual effects (see Chapter 3 for more 
details on free, natural, and augmented pointing). 
1.2 Motivation 
As more people use CVEs for work (e.g., Second Life), socialization (e.g., PlayStation Home), 
and entertainment (e.g., World of Warcraft), support for deictic pointing in CVEs becomes more 
important. When there is no pointing support, people need to rely mainly on voice and text for 
referencing. Even when avatars are able to point, problems still arise if the support is poor. For 
example, avatars cannot point at spaces between objects, pointing animations are fixed and 
predefined without variations, subtle pointing gestures cannot be generated, gestures cannot be 
paused once the command is executed, pointing gestures are difficult to synchronize with speech, 
and pointing commands are hard to remember. Given the ubiquity of referential communication, 
these limitations mean that much effort would be wasted and errors would be introduced during 
communication in CVEs. Therefore, it is important to provide proper and sufficient support for 
deictic pointing in CVEs. 
1.3 Solution 
My solution to the research problem is to design techniques and provide design guidelines for 
improving the expressiveness of pointing gestures in CVEs. I do that with free, natural, and 
augmented pointing (see Chapter 3 for more details). This solution has the following steps: 
1. Develop a framework of distant pointing. The framework identifies important stages and 
characteristics of distant pointing (from analysis of previous work). 
2. Identify important aspects, such as accuracy requirements, of distant pointing. I 
observe and analyse how people point at distant objects in the real world.  
3. Develop pointing techniques. Based on the insights gained from the observational study, 
I design and develop new pointing techniques for CVEs. 
4. Develop a CVE that supports free and natural pointing, and other pointing techniques. 
This CVE is the basic software for the rest of my studies (with slight modifications for 
each). 
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5. Examine if natural pointing has sufficient accuracy to be used in desktop CVEs. The 
pointing technique needs to have adequate accuracy in CVEs; otherwise, it would not be 
useful. I compare pointing accuracy in the real world and CVE. 
6. Provide ways for people to control free pointing along with other avatar actions. I 
compare different input devices and configurations to find out the best input for 
controlling free pointing together with other avatar actions such as moving, turning, and 
looking. 
7. Determine whether people can control free pointing together with other avatar actions. 
The pointing method would not be useful if it cannot be controlled along with actions like 
moving and turning. I conduct a study to determine if people can control free pointing 
simultaneously with other avatar actions. 
8. Verify the usefulness of free and natural pointing in desktop CVEs. I observe how 
people use free, natural, and augmented pointing in a CVE with realistic collaborative 
tasks to compare the techniques, and to determine if free and natural pointing are useful 
even when augmented-pointing techniques are available. 
9. Provide design guidelines for distant pointing in CVEs. Based on the studies and the 
lessons learned, I develop a set of design guidelines to help CVE designers provide 
distant pointing support. 
1.4 Contributions 
The main contribution of this dissertation is the design and evaluation of a set of techniques for 
improving the expressiveness of pointing gestures in CVEs which together demonstrate that 
pointing-based referential communication can successfully be integrated into CVEs. My research 
also has the following minor contributions: 
- Provide a framework of distant pointing in desktop CVEs. 
- Identify important aspects of distant pointing from observational work. These important 
aspects include pointing accuracy requirements, types of pointing gestures, 
communication richness, attentional focus, and observer’s location. 
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- Show that natural pointing is accurate enough to be used in desktop CVEs. In particular, 
people can interpret others’ pointing gestures in a CVE almost as well as they can in the 
real world. 
- Determine the best way to control free pointing among five sets of commonly-available 
input devices. The mouse and Wii controls are consistently better than the trackball, 
gamepad, and joystick. 
- Verify that free pointing can be controlled together with other actions of an avatar.  
- Show that free and natural pointing are useful for distributed collaboration. They are 
useful even when augmented pointing techniques (e.g., a laser beam) are available and 
are particularly important at early stages of pointing. 
- Provide a set of design guidelines for developing distant pointing in CVEs. 
1.5 Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 provides background on three main areas of this research—deictic pointing, CVEs, 
and deictic references in CVEs. Chapter 3 details the framework of distant pointing. Chapters 4, 
5, 6, and 7 provide details of the steps to the solution. Chapter 4 describes an observational study 
about how people point at distant targets in the real world in order to identify important aspects 
of distant pointing. Chapter 5 focuses on pointing accuracy. It describes a study comparing 
distant pointing accuracy in the real world and in a CVE, and shows that distant pointing is 
accurate enough to be used in CVEs. Chapter 6 is about controlling distant pointing. It details a 
study that compares different pointing control techniques and tests how well distant pointing can 
be used together with other avatar actions such as moving, turning, and looking. Chapter 7 
verifies the usefulness of distant pointing for distributed collaboration in CVEs. It describes an 
observational study that shows how distant pointing is used to perform collaborative tasks in a 
CVE. Chapter 8 lists the design guidelines for distant pointing in CVEs, and discusses the 
solution to the research problem, the importance of free, natural, and augmented pointing 
techniques, and the limitations and generalizability of the research. Chapter 9 concludes the 
dissertation by summarizing the contributions and providing future directions for the research. 
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CHAPTER 2  
BACKGROUND 
This chapter provides fundamental understanding of three main areas that help improve the 
support of pointing in CVEs: deictic pointing, CVEs, and deictic references in CVEs. 
2.1 Deictic Pointing 
Deixis is a term that comes from a Greek word meaning display, indicate, and reference. Lyons 
(1977) wrote: 
By deixis is meant the location and identification of persons, objects, 
events, processes and activities being talked about, or referred to, in 
relation to the spatiotemporal context created and sustained by the act 
of utterance and the participation in it, typically, of a single speaker 
and at least one addressee. (Lyons, 1977, p. 637) 
There are three common kinds of deixis: person, time, and place (Lyons, 1977). For all of them, 
the context of the utterance is important to identify the referent—the actual thing being referred 
to. For example, in the sentence “she is happy”, the word “she” can refer to different people 
depending on who utters the sentence (person-deixis); in “today is sunny”, “today” refers to the 
day on which the sentence is said (temporal deixis); and in “that is a nice car”, “that” refers to the 
car at a particular location (spatial deixis). 
Spatial deixis usually requires indices to help identify the referents. An index is one of Peirce’s 
classes of signs (Buchler, 1955) that has a physical connection to the object of interest. Clark 
(1996) presented the concept of signals and methods of signaling. A signal is “the presentation of 
a sign by one person to mean something for another.” (Clark, 1996, p. 160) The method of 
signaling for an index is indicating.  
Clark (1996) identified many ways of indicating. For example, when someone rings a doorbell, 
the sound of the doorbell indicates that a person is outside the house. People also use voices in 
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conversations to indicate things, e.g., saying “I” indicates identity, “now” indicates time, and 
“here” indicates location. More obvious ways of indicating are by using body parts, such as 
using the body to occupy something (sitting in a chair and saying “I’m sitting here”), using the 
eyes to gaze at someone (“I need to talk to you <look> and you <look>”), and using the head to 
nod at somewhere (“let’s go over there <nod at the direction>”). Among all indicating methods, 
using a finger to point at something—deictic pointing—is the most common (e.g., “that is my 
book <point at the book>”).  
2.1.1 Pointing and Gestures 
Pointing is a type of hand gesture (Krauss, Chen, & Gottesman, 2000; McNeill, 1992).  Hand 
gestures can be ordered based on linguistic properties, and this ordering is called Kendon’s 
continuum (1988): gesticulation, language-like gestures, pantomimes, emblems, and sign 
languages.  
From gesticulation to sign languages, the obligatory presence of speech decreases while the 
presence of language properties increases (Kendon, 1988; McNeill, 1992). Gesticulation is 
idiosyncratic spontaneous hand and arm movements during speech. An example is pushing the 
palm forward while saying “he pushes the door open”. Language-like gestures are similar to 
gesticulation, but grammatically integrated in the utterance. For example, “the car fell off the 
bridge and <gesture to show overturning>”. The gesture here is replacing part of the speech. 
Pantomimes are gestures without speech. Multiple successive pantomimes can produce complex 
and sequential demonstration. Emblems are well-formed gestures that need to be performed in 
some specific ways, such as the OK sign that needs to be made by connecting the thumb and 
index finger while extending all other fingers. A sign language is a set of gestures that has a full 
linguistic system. 
In addition to Kendon’s continuum (1988), gestures can also be categorized using McNeill’s 
classification (1992). The classification has five types of gestures: iconics, metaphorics, beats, 
deictics, and cohesives. 
Iconic gestures depict the appearances of objects or actions of events, and have a close formal 
relationship to the semantic content of speech, e.g., moving both hands up and down while 
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saying “she climbed up that ladder”. Metaphoric gestures are pictorial gestures that show 
abstract ideas, e.g., when describing different game genres, a gesturer raises the hands to create 
sections of area as if each genre belongs to a section. Beats are hand movements that move along 
with the rhythm of the speech and have only two movement phases, e.g. in and out, up and 
down. They are used to emphasize the significance of words or phrases. Deictics are pointing 
gestures for indicating objects or events either concrete or abstract, e.g., saying “look at the tree” 
while pointing at the tree. Cohesive gestures are used to link together temporarily separated parts 
of a discourse that are within the same theme; they can be iconics, metaphorics, beats, or 
deictics.  
While deictic pointing can be performed by “the furthest point of the body part that has been 
extended outward into the environment” (Kendon & Versante, 2003, p. 112) and can be done 
using foot, head, lip, etc. (Sherzer, 1973), my research focuses on deictic pointing as a type of 
hand gestures. 
2.1.2 Phases of Pointing 
When we generate a pointing gesture, our arms and hands go through a sequence of actions. 
Kendon (1980) classified the sequence in terms of gesticular unit, gesticular phrase, and 
gesticular phase. 
A gesticular unit (G-Unit) starts when a limb moves from a rest position (e.g., one’s lap or the 
arm rest of a chair) and ends when the limb moves back to another rest position. Each G-Unit 
contains one or more gesticular phrases (G-Phrases), and each G-Phrase is composed by 
different phases: preparation, stroke, and recovery. A preparation is the movement of a limb 
from a rest position to the beginning of a stroke. A stroke is an accented movement with a 
distinct peak of effort in the sense of dance movements (Dell, 1977). A recovery describes the 
limb moving back to a rest position or becomes ready for another stroke. A stroke is an 
obligatory phase in a G-Phrase, whereas preparation and recovery are optional.  
McNeill (1992) and Kita (1990) point out that there are holding phases in a G-Phrase: pre-stroke 
hold and post-stroke hold. A pre-stroke hold is a period where the gesture waits for the speech to 
occur, and a post-stroke hold is to extend the period of a stroke.  
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In 1998, based on Kendon’s phases of gestures, Kita et al. (1998) proposed a more complete 
classification of movements. He pointed out that the stroke phase can be omitted in a G-Phrase. 
To capture this concept, he introduced the idea of an expressive phase that contains either a 
stroke or a stroke-less hold (also called independent hold). Kita also broke the preparation phase 
down into three different phases. First, the liberating movement phase is for freeing the hands 
from some constrained location, e.g., from an interlocking finger position. Second, the location 
preparation phase moves the arm to the starting position of an expressive phase. Third, the hand 
internal preparation phase is for shaping and orienting the hand for an expressive phase. The 
two preparation phases can occur at the same time. Figure 2.1 shows the flow of different 
movement phases. 
 
Figure 2.1: Movement phases (modified based on (Kita et al., 1998, pp. 26–27)). 
2.1.3 Factors Affecting Pointing 
The success of pointing gestures depends on more than how the gestures are generated. There are 
other relating interaction factors—such as speech, gaze, and orientation—that affect how well 
people can understand the pointing gestures (Goodwin, 1981; Heath, 1986; Hindmarsh & Heath, 
2000). How people communicate is based on the situation at hand (Clark, 2003; Goodwin & 
Goodwin, 1996; Goodwin, 2000; Heath & Luff, 1991; Heath, 1986; Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000). 
Researchers found that speech, gaze, orientation, and pointing gestures are mutually related in 
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many communication settings, for example, a playground (Goodwin, 2000), a medical 
consultation room (Heath, 1986), the line control rooms of the London Underground (Heath & 
Luff, 1991), the restoration control office of British Telecom (Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000), an 
airport (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996), and a university (Kita, 2003). 
When observing children playing hopscotch, Goodwin (2000) found that human interaction 
using speech and gestures was tightly related to the environment where the interaction took 
place. For example, when the children were discussing an illegal move in a game, the 
interactions (including their gaze direction, body orientation, gestures, and speech) between them 
only made sense when they were standing inside the hopscotch grid. Similar observations can 
also be found in other reports, e.g., (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996; Heath & Luff, 1991; Heath, 
1986; Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000). 
Heath (1986) observed how patients and doctors interacted during medical consultations. He 
found that when a patient looked at the doctor, the patient enabled a “display of recipiency” 
which invited the doctor to start a conversation. This highlights Goodwin’s findings in the 
observation of human discourse. Goodwin (1981) found that gaze between speakers and hearers 
is the fundamental element that initiates conversations. Whether and when a speaker obtains a 
hearer’s gaze can change the dynamic and even content of their conversation. For example, the 
speaker may wait until receiving the hearer’s gaze to begin speaking, and the speaker may pause 
or restart a sentence to request the hearer’s gaze.  
While gaze often initiates conversations, mutual orientation is also an important element 
supporting human interactions. Goodwin (1981) found that once the speaker and hearer obtain 
mutual orientation, they can withdraw their gaze without much impact to the conversation, by 
maintaining their awareness through body motion (e.g., nodding the head) and vocal responses 
(e.g., “mmhm”).  The importance of mutual orientation can also be seen in other research 
projects. For example, Heath and Luff (1991) found that the workers in the line control room of 
the London Underground relied on mutual orientation to accomplish their tasks. When having 
mutual orientation, workers can maintain awareness of each other’s actions; thus, they can obtain 
enough information to work on their individual tasks without interrupting each other. 
Furthermore, in the restoration control office of British Telecom, Hindmarsh and Heath (2000) 
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found not only that having mutual orientation is crucial in communication, but also that being 
able to refer to objects by pointing is also important. The workers can correctly identify objects 
in complex collaborative settings because they can point at the object while maintaining mutual 
orientation. 
In studies done by Kita (2003) outside a university library in Tokyo, he underscored the 
importance of the interplay between orientation, gaze, speech, and pointing gesture. He asked 
people outside the university library to describe directions to places that are out-of-view 
(occluded or too far to see) and to point at visible targets without speech. He found that all those 
components of communication are interrelated and crucial in communication. 
2.1.4 Pointing in Video-Mediated Environments 
While deictic pointing is commonly used in face-to-face activities, it can also be used in 
distributed settings, such as CVEs and video-mediated environments. In video-mediated 
environments, videos of hand gestures (Kirk, Rodden, & Fraser, 2007; Tang & Minneman, 
1991b; Tang, Neustaedter, & Greenberg, 2006) and full-scale people (Heath, Luff, Kuzuoka, 
Yamazaki, & Oyama, 2001; Luff, Yamashita, Kuzuoka, & Heath, 2011; Tang & Minneman, 
1991a) can be projected into collaborators’ workstations to enhance distributed collaboration. 
Tang and Minneman (1991b) developed a shared drawing tool, called VideoDraw, that allows 
two people to collaborate remotely. VideoDraw uses a video camera to capture hand gestures 
and drawings, and shows the video on the partner’s workstation. Being able to see each other’s 
gestures (e.g., point at certain parts of the drawings) while working together remotely provides a 
new sense of co-presence between collaborators.  
Tang and Minneman (1991a) later developed another shared drawing tool called 
VideoWhiteboard. The main difference between the two tools is that instead of showing hand 
gestures in full-colour video, VideoWhiteboard shows the shadows of collaborators’ upper 
bodies. Video cameras are placed at the back of the projection screens to capture users’ shadows. 
Tang and Minneman found that pointing gestures that require precise locations can be difficult to 
perceive when users stand far away from the screen because the shadows are blurry. However, 
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users are willing to exaggerate gestures and stay close to the screen to compensate for the 
difficulty, showing the importance of pointing gestures.  
Kirt et al. (2007) observed collaborators (one worker and one helper) performing a Lego block 
assembly task using a system similar to VideoDraw. They found that pointing gestures help 
establish mutual references and reduce overlapped speech, thus smoothing turn-taking and 
improving task performance.  
Studies using other video-mediated systems also show the importance and frequent use of 
pointing gestures. For example, Tang et al. (2006) used VideoArms, images of local 
collaborators’ arms that are redrawn at a remote location, to share hand gestures. They found that 
gestures are often used as a substitute for speech. Luff et al. (2011) observed how users worked 
on collaborative tasks in a system, called t-Room. A t-Room has multiple displays, video 
cameras, and tables. It allows full-scale videos of remote collaborators to be shown on local 
displays. While pointing gestures were used throughout the study, imperfect camera locations 
and viewer perspectives hindered the effectiveness of pointing. Heath et al. (2001) observed how 
two distributed collaborators arrange furniture. In the study, a collaborator was physically in a 
living room with a robot that was controlled by a remote partner. The remote partner could see 
what happened in the room through video cameras on the robot. Many pointing gestures were 
used during the study. However, it was difficult for the collaborators to fully understand each 
other and to know where referents were because they did not know whether their own conduct 
could be seen by their partner. Heath et al. (2001) also found that pointing often became the 
centre of discussion instead of a resource for collaboration. These studies show that while deictic 
pointing is useful and important, the setting and environment where pointing is used are crucial 
to its effectiveness. 
2.1.5 Pointing in Different Cultures 
People generate and use pointing gestures differently due to different cultural influences. In 
North America, pointing at objects with index finger extended is common, and is only 
considered impolite when pointing at people. In some Asian countries, such as Japan, Malaysia, 
and Indonesia, index-finger pointing in general is considered rude (Etiquette in Asia, 2012). 
Pointing gestures also have some specific rules in some cultures. For example, pointing with the 
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left hand is a taboo for Ghanaians (Kita & Essegbey, 2001), and pointing gestures with different 
hand shapes have different meanings for Arrernte people (Wilkins, 2003). In this section, I show 
how different cultures influence pointing gestures. 
Much research has shown that cultures have influences on pointing gestures even at early stages 
of the development of human communication. Salomo and Liszkowski (2012) observed daily 
activities of 48 infants (from 8 to 15 months) and their interlocutors across Yucatec-Mayans 
(Mexico), Dutch (Netherlands), and Shanghai-Chinese (China) cultures. The observation was 
focused on index-finger pointing. The authors found that Chinese infants used the most number 
of gestures, followed by Dutch infants, and then by Mayan infants. Index-finger pointing was 
used more frequently than other gestures. Also, the number of infants pointing with their index 
finger was significantly different across the three groups (Chinese was the most and Mayans was 
the least). The results suggested that infants' prelinguistic pointing behavior is influenced by the 
amount of social-interactional experience (Chinese infants had the most interactions with their 
caregivers while Mayan infants had the least). Zlatev and Andrén (2009) observed how Swedish 
and Thai children use pointing gestures between 18 and 27 months of age. Index-finger pointing 
occurred more frequently with Swedish children than with Thai. The findings suggested that a 
norm to avoid index-finger pointing, especially directed at people, in Thailand has influences on 
how children point. Pettenati et al. (2012) observed 22 Italian and 22 Japanese toddlers (from 25 
to 37 months) performed picture-naming tasks. They found that some differences of how 
gestures were used with speech between the two groups could be related to cultural differences. 
For example, Italian children used more gestures without speech because Italian adults often use 
gestures as emblems, and Japanese children created gestures that were closer to actions shown in 
pictures because learning by observation is more common in Japanese culture. 
Some cultural norms and traditions influence how pointing gestures are generated. For example, 
index-finger pointing is a taboo in American Indian culture; thus pointing with the lip is a 
common way for referential communication (Kirch, 1979; Labarre, 1947). Also, pointing and 
gesturing with the left hand is considered provocative and disrespectful in Ghana (Kita & 
Essegbey, 2001). Kita and Essegbey observed how Ghanaians give route directions. They found 
that when Ghanaians point to the left, they often cross the right hand in front of the face or 
around the neck to avoid using the left hand. For another example, using different hand shapes 
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for pointing can have different specific meanings for Arrernte people (Wilkins, 2003). Pointing 
with a horned sign (index and little finger are extended, and middle and ring finger are 
contracted) is for showing the destination of motion (e.g., “go over there <point with a horned 
sign>”). Pointing with one finger extended is to indicate a single object. When referring to 
multiple objects or a region, Arrernte people would point with all fingers extended and spread 
out. When showing path segments and turns, one would use a flat hand with all fingers held 
together. 
2.2 Collaborative Virtual Environments 
Collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) can be seen as a combination of the work from the 
fields of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Virtual Worlds (Benford, 
Greenhalgh, Rodden, & Pycock, 2001). Virtual worlds (or virtual environments) are computer 
generated three-dimensional environments that resemble the real world. Ellis (1994) defined 
virtual environments as “interactive, virtual image displays enhanced by special processing and 
by nonvisual display modalities, such as auditory and haptic, to convince users that they are 
immersed in a synthetic space.” (Ellis, 1994, p. 17) 
CSCW is a field that involves many different disciplines, such as Human-Computer Interaction, 
social sciences, and networking (Bannon & Schmidt, 1989; Grudin, 1994). While CSCW has a 
multidisciplinary nature, basically it can be described as “a field which covers anything to do 
with computer support for activities in which more than one person is involved.” (Bannon & 
Schmidt, 1989, p. 359) 
In traditional two-dimensional systems that support CSCW, users are normally represented by 
telepointers (Dyck, Gutwin, Subramanian, & Fedak, 2004; Greenberg, Gutwin, & Roseman, 
1996), which are replicated pointers that track the locations of other users’ mouse cursors. In 
three-dimensional virtual environments, users can be represented by more complicated 
embodiments called avatars (Benford, Bowers, Fahlén, Greenhalgh, & Snowdon, 1995; Fraser, 
Hindmarsh, Benford, & Heath, 2004; Salem & Earle, 2000; Wadley & Ducheneaut, 2009). 
Avatars are three-dimensional representations of the users and are commonly shown as human-
like shapes. Users can use their avatars to interact with others and objects in the virtual world. 
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When adding CSCW properties to virtual environments, the environments become CVEs. CVEs 
are computer generated three-dimensional worlds that resemble the real world, and allow people 
to interact with one another and objects in the environment via their avatars.  
2.2.1 Types of Collaborative Virtual Environments 
There are two main types of CVEs—immersive and non-immersive. Biocca and Delaney (1995) 
defined immersive as: 
the degree to which a virtual environment submerges the perceptual 
systems of the user in computer-generated stimuli. The more the 
system capivates the senses and blocks out stimuli from the physical 
world, the more the system is considered immersive. (Biocca & 
Delaney, 1995, p. 57) 
In general, immersive CVEs give users a feeling of being in a virtual environment; whereas, non-
immersive CVEs support the feeling of looking at the environment (Kjeldskov, 2001; 
Shneiderman, 1998). The sense of being in and looking at is largely dependent on the devices 
being used (Bowman, Datey, Ryu, Farooq, & Vasnaik, 2002; Draper, Kaber, & Usher, 1998; 
Otto, Roberts, & Wolff, 2005, 2006; Pausch, Proffitt, & Williams, 1997; Slater & Steed, 2000). 
An immersive CVE usually uses motion-tracking devices along with a head-mounted display 
(HMD) or a spatially immersive display (SID), and a non-immersive CVE primarily uses a 
desktop display with a mouse and a keyboard.  
A fully immersive head-mounted CVE requires the user to wear a HMD. A typical HMD is a 
helmet-like device with a display in front of each eye (e.g., Figure 2.2). Some HMDs use the 
same image for both eyes while others use different images to produce a stereoscopic effect. 
HMDs are also equipped with a tracker to detect head movements. By tracking head location and 
orientation, the scene shown on the displays can be changed accordingly to provide a correct 
view for the user. 
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Figure 2.2: A headed-mounted display. 
A spatially immersed CVE uses a SID that surrounds the user. A typical SID has four to six sides 
arranged like a cube (Figure 2.3 shows a four-sided SID). Images are projected from outside the 
cube. The user needs to wear a head tracker so that the virtual environment can be changed 
corresponding to the user’s point of view, and normally wears stereoscopic glasses for 3D 
effects. The CAVE (Cruz-Neira, Sandin, & DeFanti, 1993) developed at the Electronic 
Visualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois is a commonly used SID. 
 
Figure 2.3: A four-sided spatially immersive display. 
A desktop CVE only uses a desktop monitor. It can be used in regular home and office settings, 
and is the most common kind of CVE (see Figure 1.2).  
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2.2.2 Avatars 
In CVEs, avatars are three-dimensional human-like representation of users (Benford et al., 1995; 
Meadows, 2007). Users interact with each other and elements in the virtual world via avatars. 
They are primarily used to reflect users’ actions, and to mediate social interactions (Bowers, 
Pycock, & O’Brien, 1996; Hindmarsh, Fraser, Heath, & Benford, 2001; Hindmarsh, Fraser, 
Heath, Benford, & Greenhalgh, 1998; Meadows, 2007; Moore, Ducheneaut, & Nickell, 2007). 
For example, Bowers et al. (1996) observed how people interact during virtual meetings and 
pointed out that the orientation of an avatar helps identify who will talk next in a conversation, 
and that avatars’ expressiveness has a significant role in turn-taking in conversations. Moore et 
al. (2007) observed how people play video games and found that the limited control mechanisms 
and expressiveness of avatars cause problems in social interactions, e.g., difficult in 
understanding intentions of others, creating actions with precise timing, and coordinating 
activities. To improve social interactions in CVEs, it is important that avatars have high 
expressiveness and appropriate methods to control their actions (Bowers et al., 1996; Moore, 
Ducheneaut, et al., 2007; Salem & Earle, 2000). 
2.2.2.1 Expressiveness  
To make an avatar more expressive, one can increase its flexibility by having more movable 
components and more variety in its appearance. In this section, I outline research about 
appearances, facial expressions, gaze directions, postures, and gestures of avatars. 
Appearance. Avatars are not only used to represent users’ actions, but also their identity (Turkay 
& Adinolf, 2010; Turkle, 1995). Identity, personality, and other personal attributes, such as 
fashion and body shape, can be expressed through the appearance of an avatar (Bessière, Seay, & 
Kiesler, 2007; Ducheneaut, Wen, Yee, & Wadley, 2009; Pace, 2008; Salem & Earle, 2000; 
Turkay & Adinolf, 2010; Turkle, 1995). Many commercial CVEs allow users to customize 
avatar appearance. Users can choose different races, genders, body shapes, outfits, hairstyles, and 




Figure 2.4: Avatar customization in City of Heroes/Villains. 
Turkay and Adinolf (2010) conducted a survey with players of World of Warcraft (WoW) and 
City of Heroes/Villains. They found that avatar appearance is an enjoyable feature, is one of the 
favourites among other customizations (e.g., sound, graphics, and user interface), and can affect 
players’ interest in the games. Another survey was conducted by Bessière et al. (2007) with 
players of WoW and found that they tend to create avatars that look like an idealized version of 
themselves, and this phenomenon is often seen among players with high levels of depression and 
low self-esteem. The finding was further confirmed by Ducheneaut et al. (2009) who performed 
a study investigating appearance customization in WoW, Second Life (SL), and MapleStory. In 
addition, they found that avatars reflect the players’ physical properties and limitations, and that 
hairstyle and colour were consistently considered to be the most important features in avatar 
appearance. 
Facial Expressions. People often convey their emotion through facial expressions (Ekman, 
1992). They are particularly useful when collaborators are in close proximity in CVEs because 
the details can be clearly seen (Salem & Earle, 2000). Users are able to identify, feel, and 
understand the mental states of other users in a CVE from observing the facial expressions of 
avatars (Fabri, Moore, & Hobbs, 2004; Fabri & Moore, 2005). Salem and Earle (2000) 
developed a system to synchronize text chat and expressions by storing some predefined 
expressions, such as blinking and smiling, and map them to strings of text. This method has been 
widely used in modern CVEs, e.g., WoW and SL. However, it raises problems such as users are 
required to memorize certain commands, only a limited set of expressions can be produced, and 
the duration of the expressions is difficult to control (Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007). 
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Gaze Directions. In face-to-face interaction, gaze direction has useful functions such as 
providing feedback and regulating turn-taking (Kendon, 1967). Garau et al. (2003; 2001) 
compared random gaze directions and gaze directions that correspond to turn-taking in 
conversations. They found that showing meaningful gaze directions for avatars helped improve 
quality of communications. This finding was further supported by Steptoe et al. (2009) with a 
study of gaze influence on performance in object arrangement tasks. Furthermore, an avatar’s 
gaze can be used as deictic reference (Duchowski et al., 2004). Duchowski et al. (2004) 
developed a system allowing users to use their real-world head or gaze direction to control where 
their avatars look (indicated by a red dot in the CVE). They found that using a red dot is an 
effective way to show gaze direction, and that using eye-control is more effective than head-
control in manipulating an avatar’s gaze. Using a red dot is not the only way to represent gaze. In 
other CVEs, gaze can be shown using view frustums with wire-frames (Fraser, Benford, 
Hindmarsh, & Heath, 1999) and semi-transparent colour (Fraser et al., 2004). 
Postures. People often use postures in face-to-face communication (Heath, 1986), e.g., to 
indicate availability to engage in a conversation. In CVEs, the posture of an avatar can be used to 
indicate the state of the user (Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007; Moore, Gathman, Ducheneaut, & 
Nickell, 2007; Salem & Earle, 2000). Moore et al. (2007) pointed out that when an avatar 
appears to be like a ‘lifeless zombie’ (i.e., standing still for an extended period of time with no 
other activities like text chat or voice chat), collaborators often assumed that the user of the 
avatar is away from the keyboard or busy at other things like navigating through menus. Moore 
et al. (2007) also suggested that creating meaningful postures to represent user actions that are 
hidden from other users can improve coordination between collaborators. For example, an avatar 
holding up a map can represent the user looking at a map of the CVE, and tilting the head and 
closing eyes can represent the user being away from the keyboard. 
Gestures. One of the most important non-verbal communication channels in CVEs is gestures 
(Hindmarsh, Fraser, Heath, Benford, & Greenhalgh, 2000; Kirk, Crabtree, & Rodden, 2005; Kirk 
et al., 2007; Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007; Salem & Earle, 2000). However, these gestures are 
mostly predefined with limited sets of variations (Salem & Earle, 2000) and are difficult to use 
effectively for communication (Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007). While expressive gestures are 
often suggested by researchers (Bowers et al., 1996; Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007; Salem & 
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Earle, 2000), using basic gestures to indicate objects is challenging (Fraser et al., 1999; Fraser & 
Benford, 2002; Hindmarsh et al., 2001, 2000). In order to make gestures easier to see and 
interpret, Fraser and colleagues (Fraser et al., 1999; Fraser & Benford, 2002) exaggerated the 
gestures by extending the length of the avatar’s arm, and Hindmarsh et al. (2000) and Linebarger 
et al. (2003) used a thin line to connect the arm and the object of interest.  
2.2.2.2 Inputs and Controls  
There are many ways to control avatars. Some use specialized equipment such as body sensors 
(Peinado et al., 2009), eye trackers (Duchowski et al., 2004), and Omni-directional locomotion 
systems (Bouguila, Ishii, & Sato, 2002). Others involve more commonly-available devices, e.g., 
keyboards and mice (Mackinlay, Card, & Robertson, 1990) and gamepads (Templeman, Sibert, 
Page, & Denbrook, 2007). 
Body sensors and trackers. Some researchers use body motions and gestures to control avatars 
by attaching sensors and trackers to the users. For example, Lee et al. (1998) used a hand-gesture 
recognition system along with tracking body orientation to control movements such as sitting, 
walking, and jumping; Peinado et al. (2009) put optical markers on users so that they can use 
their whole body to control an avatar. 
Eye trackers. These are primarily used to control avatars’ gaze directions. For example, Steptoe 
et al. (2008, 2009) developed a system called EyeCVE allowing users to control avatars’ gaze 
with their own gaze. Duchowski et al. (2004) used an eye tracker for object selection in a CVE. 
Omni-directional locomotion system (ODLS). An ODLS allows users to control avatar’s 
movement by walking and turn in any direction in-place. Using ODLS can prevent users from 
walking out of range and from turning out of view. These systems can be built by using a 
turntable (Bouguila et al., 2002), slidable footwear (Iwata & Fujii, 1996), two overlapped 
perpendicular treadmills (Darken, Cockayne, & Carmein, 1997), or a giant sphere surrounding 
the user (Virtusphere, n.d.). 
Keyboard and mouse. In the early 90’s, Mackinlay et al. (1990) used a mouse and on-screen 
icons to control an avatar’s body and gaze locations. Later, Salem and Earle (2000) used 
predefined text strings from a keyboard to control the facial expressions and gestures of avatars. 
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Nowadays, many modern PC-based CVEs use keyboard and mouse combination as default input 
devices. 
Gamepad. Console-based CVEs (e.g., PlayStation Home) primarily use gamepads for controlling 
avatars. Some researchers explore customized gamepad settings to improve performance. 
Templeman et al. (2007) altered the conventional control mapping of a gamepad to make it more 
suitable for tactical movement (moving and aiming at the same time), by separating the control 
of avatar movement and viewing direction. 
2.2.3 Awareness 
Awareness is “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your 
own activity” (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992, p. 107). It is important in CVEs because awareness 
information helps coordinate group activities and is crucial to the success of collaboration 
(Benford, Bowers, Fahlen, & Greenhalgh, 1994; Benford & Fahlen, 1993; Dourish & Bellotti, 
1992; Endsley, 1995; Fraser et al., 1999; Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002; Hindmarsh et al., 1998). In 
this section, I describe the concept of situation awareness, the framework of workspace 
awareness, and the model of focus and nimbus. 
2.2.3.1 Situation Awareness 
Endsley defined situation awareness as “the perception of the elements in the environment 
within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of 
their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988, p. 792). Her definition has three levels (Endsley, 
1995): 
Level 1: Perception of the Elements in the Environment. An actor needs to gather relevant 
information about what is happening in the environment. This involves the kinds of elements in 
the surroundings, as well as their locations, attributes, and status. For example, a driver needs to 
know where other vehicles are, how fast they are moving, whether there are traffic signals, and 
the states of the signals. 
Level 2: Comprehension of the Current Situation. An actor needs to synthesize the elements 
from level 1 and understand their importance based on the current situation. For example, a 
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driver notices that three vehicles in close proximity change lanes one after another and 
understands that the two vehicles at the back may be following the one in the front. 
Level 3: Projection of Future Status. An actor needs to predict how the elements will change in 
the near future based on the knowledge of the elements (from level 1) and comprehension of the 
situation (from level 2). For example, when a driver knows that someone is drunk driving, they 
can avoid a possible accident by staying away from the drunk driver. 
2.2.3.2 Workspace Awareness 
Gutwin and Greenberg provided a framework of workspace awareness, which they defined as 
“the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction with a shared workspace” 
(Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002, p. 412). Workspace awareness can be seen “as a specialization of 
situation awareness, one that is tied to the specific setting of the shared workspace” (Gutwin & 
Greenberg, 2002, p. 417). A shared workspace is a bounded space that allows users to share and 
manipulate artifacts within a real-time distributed groupware system. 
The framework was oriented towards small groups (three to five people) of users working 
together in a medium-sized shared workspace, and was built around the information of 
workspace awareness: the components of information involved, the mechanisms for gathering 
and maintaining the information, and the ways people use the information (Gutwin & Greenberg, 
2002).  
The elements of workspace awareness can answer the “who, what, where, when, and how” 
questions: e.g., who (Who is there? Who is doing that?), what (What is that? What are they 
doing?), where (Where are they? Where are they looking?), when (When did that happen?), and 
how (How did that happen?). 
Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) state that one reason why workspace awareness is important is 
that it helps collaborators interpret visual signals such as deictic references. Knowing who is 
creating the reference, what is being referenced, and where the reference happens, are crucial to 
the understanding of deictic references. Although the framework of workspace awareness was 
developed mostly based on Gutwin and Greenberg’s experience with 2D distributed groupware 
systems, it can be applied to other groupware such as CVEs. 
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2.2.3.3 Focus and Nimbus 
Benford et al. (1994; 1993) developed a spatial model that manages awareness in CVEs. The key 
concepts of the model include aura, focus, nimbus, adapters, and boundaries. An aura bounds the 
presence of an object (Fahlén & Brown, 1992). If the auras of two objects intersect, they may 
interact with each other depending on the environment. Focus is the attention of observers, and 
nimbus is the projection of the information from the person being observed (Benford et al., 1994; 
Benford & Fahlen, 1993). The amount of awareness depends on whether and how focus and 
nimbus overlap. For instance, Ben is looking at the back of Alex. Alex’s focus and Ben’s nimbus 
do not overlap, so Alex has no awareness of Ben. However, Ben’s focus intersects with Alex’s 
nimbus; therefore, Ben has awareness of Alex (Figure 2.5). Adapters are objects that change 
one’s focus and nimbus (Benford et al., 1994; Benford & Fahlen, 1993), e.g., a loudspeaker 
increases one’s nimbus, while boundaries are dividers of areas that affect the properties of aura, 
focus, nimbus, and interactions between objects (Benford et al., 1994), e.g., walls and windows. 
MASSIVE-2 is a CVE system built based on these concepts (Benford, Greenhalgh, & Lloyd, 
1997; Greenhalgh & Benford, 1995). 
 
Figure 2.5: Focus and Nimbus. 
2.2.4 Views 
Establishing proper views in CVEs is critically important for the success of collaboration in 
CVEs. This primarily involves issues of field of view, perspective, and mutual orientation. 
Fields of View. CVEs (especially desktop CVEs) have smaller fields of view (FoV) compared to 
the real world (Ellis, 1995). Narrow FoV limits one’s range of focus, and so decreases one’s 
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awareness of others. It also causes the problem of ‘fragmentation’—the screen cannot display all 
the relevant things needed for communication (Hindmarsh et al., 1998). For example, an avatar 
and the objects related to the avatar’s actions (such as a chair being pointed at) cannot be seen 
simultaneously. Users need to change their view multiple times to look for their collaborators 
and the objects of interest to make sense of conversations and activities, disrupting the flow of 
collaboration. Fragmented views also slow down collaboration because users often need to 
explicitly describe the action in more detail to compensate for fragmentation (Fraser et al., 1999; 
Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000).  
Hindmarsh, Fraser, and colleagues (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 2000) attempted to 
solve the problem of fragmentation with peripheral lenses (Robertson, Czerwinski, & Van 
Dantzich, 1997). Peripheral lenses are small columns on the left and right edges of the screen. 
The lenses have high FoV showing the peripheral view, and so the screen can show a wider 
scene with the total FoV increased. While this technique helps show a larger scene and improves 
awareness, the images in the peripheral lenses are compressed (high FoV in a small area) causing 
much distortion. This makes it difficult to perceive other avatars’ orientation and what other can 
really see (Fraser et al., 1999). 
Perspectives. There are two commonly used perspectives in CVEs: first- and third-person view. 
In a first-person view, the camera of the scene is located at the eyes of the avatar (Figure 2.6A). 
In a third-person view, the camera is moved behind the avatar (Figure 2.6B). The main visual 
difference between the two views is that in a first-person view users are able to see the virtual 
world from the avatar’s perspective but cannot see the avatar (they may be able to see very 
limited parts of the avatar such as hands in some CVEs); whereas, in a third-person view users 
can see the whole avatar and all of its actions (Rouse, 1999). Rouse (1999) discussed the two 
perspectives in games in different genres (e.g., shooting, adventure, and role playing). He 
mentioned that players with a first-person view can have a better sense of immersion and can 
associate more closely with the game characters, but players with a third-person view can have a 
much stronger sense of the characteristics of the game characters. He suggested that different 
perspectives are better in different situations depending on the goals of the games. His 
suggestions aligned with the results of Salamin et al.’s study that compared the two perspectives 
in virtual and augmented reality (Salamin, Thalmann, & Vexo, 2006). They found that different 
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views are better in different situations. In particular, a first-person view is good for moving 
objects and a third-person view is good for avatar movement. While the study was not done with 
a CVE, they argued that the results can be generalized to CVEs. Recently, Bateman et al. (2011) 
compared the two views in a driving simulation, but they did not find any significant differences 
of first- and third-person views in performance with driving tasks.  
A  B  
Figure 2.6: Perspectives in Second Life: A) first-person view and B) third-person view. 
Mutual Orientation. Establishing mutual orientation is important for communication in the real 
world. To have a successful conversation, people often need to see the person they are having a 
conversation with and the things they referring to (Goodwin, 2000; Heath & Hindmarsh, 2000; 
Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000). This also applies in CVEs. People arrange their avatars so that they 
can see each other’s actions and the objects of interest (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 
1998, 2000). This process is particularly difficult when the CVE has a narrow FoV, because it is 
unlikely that the object of interest and the avatars are in the same view at the onset of a 
conversation. Although it is not easy to establish mutual orientation in CVEs, Hindmarsh et al. 
(1998, 2000) found that people take time and effort to arrange their avatars to compensate for the 
narrow FoV and to maintain awareness of each other. To help establish mutual orientation, 
Fraser et al. used wire-frame models (Fraser et al., 1999) and semi-transparent colours (Fraser et 
al., 2004) to show the view frustums of avatars. However, users found it was confusing when the 
view frustums were used with peripheral lenses. 
user’s avatar 
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2.3 Deictic References in Collaborative Virtual Environments 
Deictic referencing has an important role in collaboration in CVEs. It helps in grounding 
communicational conduct (Clark, Schreuder, & Buttrick, 1983; Heath et al., 2001; Hindmarsh et 
al., 1998; Luff et al., 2011; Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007) and can simplify complex verbal 
descriptions (Bangerter, 2004; Fussell et al., 2004). Deictic referencing can be based on virtual 
pointers or avatar based. Virtual-pointer-based references can be controlled by users directly 
without an avatar. Avatar-based references, on the other hand, are based on various actions of an 
avatar. The user needs to control the avatar to create the references. 
2.3.1 Virtual-Pointer-Based References 
There are two main types of virtual pointers: virtual cursors and ray casting. 
Virtual Cursors. A virtual cursor is a 3D cursor in a virtual environment that allows users to 
control its location in 3D (Hinckley, Pausch, Goble, & Kassell, 1994). Poupyrev et al. (1996) 
developed an interaction technique called Go-Go to control a hand-shaped virtual cursor. Zhai et 
al. (1994) applied semi-transparency to a rectangular virtual cursor called Silk Cursor. With 
transparency, users are able to know if an object is in front of, within, or behind the cursor, thus 
making object selection easier. However, it is difficult to select a single target from a group of 
dense objects. Vanacken et al. (2007) developed 3D Bubble Cursor that is based on the ideas of 
Silk Cursor (Zhai et al., 1994) and Bubble Cursor (Grossman & Balakrishnan, 2005). The 
Bubble Cursor is a 2D area cursor (a cursor that covers an area of a 2D surface) that can 
dynamically change its size to always select only the closest object. Vanacken et al. applied a 3D 
effect and transparency (from the Silk Cursor) on the Bubble Cursor to form the 3D Bubble 
Cursor allowing users to select a single target in a dense environment. 
Ray Casting. A visual technique of projecting a ray from the user’s hand or input devices is 
called ray casting. The most basic kind of ray casting allows users to select the first object it 
intersects (Liang & Green, 1994; Mine, 1995). This method is straightforward and easy to use, 
but is limited to only one selectable object at a time and cannot select occluded objects. To 
overcome these problems, many variations of ray casting were developed. Liang and Green 
(1994) changed the traditional ray to a cone-shaped selection volume, called Spotlight, with the 
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apex at the input device. With the increased volume, users can select multiple objects. Wyss et 
al. (2006) developed the iSith technique that uses two rays for object selection. The user controls 
the direction of one ray with each hand. An object can be selected by intersecting the rays at the 
object. This allows users to select objects that are located behind other objects. Olwal and Feiner 
(2003) introduced a flexible pointer that allows users to bend an arrow-shaped ray. Users can 
bend the arrow to refer to partially occluded objects at the back of the environment without 
intersecting with the occluding objects in the front. Vanacken et al. (2007) developed the Depth 
Ray by adding a depth marker to a basic ray. Users can control the location of the marker along 
the ray by moving the hand forwards or backwards. The object that is intersected with the ray 
and is the closest to the depth marker can be selected. When using the Depth Ray with 
transparency applied on the objects near the ray, users can select occluded objects. 
2.3.2 Avatar-Based References 
Avatar-based references are typically accomplished by avatar pointing gesture, gaze direction, 
and orientation. 
Pointing Gestures. Although few CVEs allow avatars to point with their arms, two methods 
have been suggested to aid referential communication: object highlighting and connecting lines. 
Hindmarsh, Fraser, and colleagues suggested that visually highlighting objects in CVEs could be 
used to help collaborators identify objects of interest (Fraser et al., 2004; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 
2000). Object highlighting is implemented in Second Life (SL). In SL, users can control an 
avatar to point at individual objects by clicking on them. The outline of the object will be 
highlighted.  While highlighting makes objects easier to identify, this method restricts what can 
be pointed at because some referents are not objects. Referents can be directions, spaces between 
objects, or general areas, which are not supported by this pointing method. In addition, the 
granularity of highlighting can lead to misunderstanding. For example, when a user wants to 
point at the door of a house, the house could be highlighted instead of the door if the door is not a 
predefined ‘highlightable’ object. On the other hand, if the door is ‘highlightable’ and the user 
wants to point at the house by clicking the door (which is part of the house), the door will be 
highlighted instead of the house. 
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Another suggestion by Hindmarsh et al. (1998, 2000) to help identify objects is to connect the 
avatar to the object by a line. This method is also used in SL in that a dotted line connects the 
avatar’s hand and the thing being pointed at. However, the problems of limited ‘pointable’ 
objects and granularity still exist with this method. In addition, when many avatars perform this 
kind of pointing simultaneously, lines would overlap creating confusion. Hindmarsh, Fraser, and 
colleagues also built a variation of this technique by lengthening the arms so that they reach the 
objects (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 2000), but they found that this method slowed 
down the flow of collaborations and caused confusions between collaborators (Fraser et al., 
1999).  
Gaze Direction. Duchowski et al. (2004) explored how deictic referencing can be performed 
through gaze direction of an avatar in a CVE. A red dot represented the location of where the 
avatar was looking. They compared two ways to control gaze direction. The user could control 
the avatar’s gaze by his/her head movement or gaze direction. They found that using gaze 
direction to control visual deictic reference in CVE caused less confusion than using head 
movement especially when the user’s line of sight is different from the head direction. 
Orientation. Avatar orientation can often help the process of grounding conversational conduct 
(Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000; Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007), thus make understanding 
deictic references easier. In the real world, people’s orientation is a strong indicator of what they 
can or cannot see. We often assume that people can see the objects that their body is facing. 
However, we cannot assume the same in CVEs. Moore et al. (2007) pointed out that some CVEs 
allow users to change their view without moving their avatar, and therefore, the user may not be 
looking at where the avatar is facing. For example, Figure 2.7A shows what the user of an avatar 
is actually seeing. However, this is not known by other people. They might think the user has the 
view as in Figure 2.7B, which is aligned with the avatar’s orientation. This can cause confusion 
if someone is referencing an object in front of the avatar and assumes that the user of the avatar 
can see it. 
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A  B  
Figure 2.7: A) The view of the avatar user; B) the view that other people think the user sees. 
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CHAPTER 3  
A FRAMEWORK OF DISTANT POINTING 
To better understand distant pointing and to improve the expressiveness of pointing gestures in 
CVEs, I construct a conceptual framework that describes the stages and enactment of distant 
pointing, and provides a list of questions that help in designing distant-pointing techniques. I 
then discuss the problems of existing distant-pointing methods in CVEs and provide design 
principles derived from those problems. 
3.1 What Is Distant Pointing? 
Distant pointing is a type of deictic pointing where the referent is out of reach. For example, 
pointing at a restaurant across the street and saying “I had lunch at that restaurant <point>” is 
distant pointing. In distant pointing, the gesturer builds a connection between him/herself and a 
referent without touching it. Because the gesturers are not able to touch the referents, distant 
pointing is much different from non-distant pointing (deictic pointing where the referent is 
within reach). 
One major difference is that gesturers in distant pointing may not be pointing directly at the 
objects that they want to reference. Because referents are out of reach and can be far away, the 
gesturers may point at objects that are near to the referent. Whether the gesturers are actually 
pointing at the referent can be ambiguous, thus affecting how people communicate. Although 
this problem can be alleviated by speech, distant pointing is not as accurate as non-distant 
pointing where the gesturers can point at the referent up close or even put their finger on the 
referent. 
Achieving mutual understanding is therefore more difficult when communicating with distant 
pointing. The gesturer and observer need to be able to see each other, the pointing gesture, and 
the referent for effective communication. When the gesturer points at a referent from a distance, 
the observer has to switch focus from the pointing gesture to the referent (and sometimes back 
and forth between them). When a referent is nearby, the observer does not need to switch focus 
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in this way because the referent is right next to the gesturer. These characteristics of distant 
pointing may not seem to be problematic in the real world; however, they can hinder gestural 
communication in CVEs.  
3.2 Stages of Distant Pointing 
In order to use distant pointing effectively in communication, people need to pay attention to 
more than hand gestures—therefore, distant pointing consists of body movements other than just 
hand gestures. Distant pointing has four stages: orientation, preparation, production, and holding. 
These stages are the fundamental building blocks of expressive distant pointing in both the real 
world and CVEs. 
Orientation. Establishing mutual orientation (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000) 
is critical to pointing especially distant pointing. When a gesturer wants to indicate a referent to 
an observer with distant pointing, the gesturer needs to see where the referent is in order to point 
at it. The observer must also see the referent as well as the pointing gesture to understand what 
the gesturer wants to show. So, the gesturer needs to orient him or herself so that the gesturer and 
observer can see both the pointing action and the referent (Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.1: Orientation. 
Preparation. After achieving mutual orientation, the gesturer makes preparatory motions that 
often indicate to the observer that a pointing gesture is about to be made. This stage is similar to 
the preparation phase as described in Section 2.1.2. In addition to liberating movements (for 




starting position), and hand internal preparation (for shaping and orienting the hand), the 
preparation stage described here includes other body movements. These movements can be 
moving the head, turning the torso, and changing gaze directions. All of these preparation actions 
not only set the stage for the pointing gesture, but also provide useful information to the observer 
letting the observer knows that a pointing gesture is about to be made (Figure 3.2).  
 
Figure 3.2: Preparation. 
Production. The gesturer is ready to produce the pointing gesture after preparatory actions are 
done. The production of a pointing gesture (the stroke phase as described in Section 2.1.2) is not 
immediate (see Figure 3.3). The gradual production of the action, together with information from 
previous stages and conversational content, allow the observer to predict the general direction of 
the gesture before it is completed (Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007).  
 
Figure 3.3: Production. 
Holding. Once a pointing gesture is produced, the gesturer holds the gesture to make sure the 






important stage because it provides the most information to the observer. In this stage, the 
pointing gesture creates and maintains a connection between the gesturer and the referent. The 
gesturer needs to hold the gesture until a mutual understanding of the referent has been achieved. 
 
Figure 3.4: Holding. 
Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.4 illustrate how the four stages of distant pointing are used in a 
conversation (Alex is asking Ben the direction to a classroom). First, they need to establish 
mutual orientation (Figure 3.1). They orient themselves to the general direction of the referent in 
such a way that they are also slightly facing each other. Doing so allows them to be able to aware 
of each other’s actions and to make sure they mutually know what the referent is going to be. 
Ben then proceeds to the preparation stage (Figure 3.2). He takes his hands out of his pockets 
and gets ready to point. At this time, Alex knows that Ben is about to show him where the 
classroom is, thus shifting attention from the map he is holding to Ben. Once Ben knows that he 
has Alex’s attention, he produces the pointing gesture (Figure 3.3). Alex then follows the gradual 
production of the gesture and turns his head toward the general direction of the classroom, 
although he does not yet know its exact location. Finally, Ben points at the classroom and holds 
the pointing gesture (Figure 3.4) making sure that Alex knows where it is by allowing him to 
check between the gesture and the referent. 
3.3 Enactment of Distant Pointing 
Enactment of pointing (i.e., how it occurs) can be characterized in terms of properties, such as 




- Speed—how fast a gesture is generated. Gestures may have different meanings when 
generated with different speed. For example, a quickly-generated gesture shows 
confidence while a slowly-generated gesture shows hesitation. 
- Flexibility—how flexibly a gesture is generated. The ways the elbow, wrist, and fingers 
move when generating a pointing gesture can affect how the gesture is perceived. Also, 
generating a pointing gesture with the arm straight may have different meanings than 
with the arm bent. 
- Movement—how freely the arm can move. Whether the arm can freely move to point at 
any directions greatly affects how people use pointing gestures. For example, if someone 
has an arm injury and can only point to the side, they need to turn and then point in order 
to point at something that is originally in front of them. 
- Visual effect—how different pointing gestures appear visually. Visual effects, such as a 
laser dot (pointing with a laser pointer) and a light beam (pointing with a flashlight), can 
change how pointing gestures are generated and perceived. Without such visual aids, it 
would be difficult to precisely point at something at a distance. 
Among these four properties, movement and visual effect are particularly important in the design 
of pointing techniques for CVEs. Arm movement, as seen in the previous section, is crucial to 
the production and holding stages, which provide most information about the location of 
referents. Visual effect is especially important in CVEs where many physical limitations of the 
real world do not exist. Many more visual effects, such as changing the appearance of the whole 
referent (object highlighting) and extending the length of a gesturer’s arm (Fraser et al., 1999; 
Hindmarsh et al., 2000), can be used in CVEs but are not available in the real world. Therefore, I 
characterize the enactment of distant pointing in terms of movement and visual effect. 
Movement describes how freely a person can point. When the pointing direction is independent 
from other actions of the gesturer (such as where the gesturer is facing or looking), this type of 
pointing is called free pointing. Free pointing is how people normally point in daily activities, 
and people can point anywhere they want, e.g., point at a referent while keeping eye contact with 
the interlocutor (Figure 3.5). The opposite of free pointing is called restricted pointing, which is 
commonly used in CVEs. Many pointing gestures in CVEs are command based and have a 
limited number of preset animations (Moore, Ducheneaut, et al., 2007) (Figure 3.6A). As a 
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result, most avatars can only point at the direction they are facing and where they are looking, 
i.e., the centre of their current view (Figure 3.6B). Restricted pointing is also seen in the real 
world although it occurs more rarely (e.g., a gesturer holding something or with arm injuries that 
restrict arm movements). 
 
Figure 3.5: Free pointing: a gesturer is pointing at a referent while keeping eye contact with the interlocutor. 
A  B  
Figure 3.6: Restricted pointing: A) the avatar can only point forward with fixed animations, and B) at the 
centre of the view. 
Visual Effect describes how different pointing gestures appear visually. A pointing gesture that 
does not have any visual effect other than the movement of the gesture is called natural pointing. 
It is how people naturally point at things in the real world. Figure 3.7 shows examples of natural 
pointing in the real world and a CVE. Conversely, augmented pointing is pointing that has 
additional visual effects. For instance, when a gesturer in the real world uses a laser pointer to 
point at a referent (e.g., an object on a projector screen), a laser dot appears on the referent. As 
shown in Section 2.3.2, augmented pointing is used more often in CVEs with techniques such as 
object highlighting and connected lines between gesturers and referents (Figure 3.8). 
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A  B  
Figure 3.7: Natural pointing: A) in the real world; B) in a CVE. 
A   B  
Figure 3.8: Augmented pointing in CVEs: A) object highlighting with a dotted line connecting the object and 
the avatar, and B) a laser gun. 
3.4 Design Questions for Distant-Pointing Techniques 
In this section I present four basic design questions (see Table 3.1) that need to be answered 
when designing and developing distant-pointing techniques. I then address these questions based 
on the stages and enactment of distant pointing.  
Table 3.1: Design questions for designing and developing distant-pointing techniques. 
Design	  Questions	  for	  Distant-­‐Pointing	  Techniques	  
1. How	  accurate	  is	  the	  type	  of	  pointing?	  
2. How	  to	  control	  the	  type	  of	  pointing?	  
3. How	  visible	  is	  the	  type	  of	  pointing?	  	  
4. Can	   the	   stages	   (i.e.,	   orientation,	  preparation,	  production,	  and	  holding)	  be	   shown	  by	   the	  
type	  of	  pointing? 
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3.4.1 Types of Distant Pointing 
The design questions of Table 3.1 can be addressed by different types of pointing based on 
movement and visual effect. As described in Section 3.3, pointing gestures characterized by 
movement are either restricted or free, and pointing gestures characterized by visual effect are 
either augmented or natural. So, when combining movement and visual effect, there are four 
types of distant pointing: restricted and augmented (RA), restricted and natural (RN), free and 
augmented (FA), and free and natural (FN). Here, I provide some typical examples for each type 
of distant pointing in the real world and CVEs (see Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2: Examples of distant pointing. 
	   Restricted	  and	  Augmented	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(RA)	  
Restricted	  and	  Natural	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(RN)	  
Free	  and	  Augmented	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(FA) 




A)	  Pointing	  with	  a	  flashlight	  
on	  a	  helmet	  
	  
	  
D)	  Pointing	  while	  holding	  
something	  
	  
G)	  Pointing	  with	  a	  laser	  
pointer	  
	  
J)	  Pointing	  in	  daily	  activities	  
CVEs	  
	  




E)	  Pointing	  in	  World	  of	  
Warcraft	  
	  
H)	  Highlighting	  an	  object	  in	  
Second	  Life	  
	  
No	  current	  CVE	  support	  
	  
C)	  Indicating	  point	  of	  
interest	  in	  Portal	  2	  
	  
F)	  Pointing	  in	  PlayStation	  
Home	  
	  




Restricted-and-augmented (RA) pointing. In the real world, RA pointing is uncommon and is 
used only in some specific situations. For example, when a firefighter uses the flashlight 
mounted on the helmet to point (Table 3.2A), the pointing direction of the flashlight is bounded 
to where the head is facing (restricted) and flashlight forms a light beam towards the referent 
(augmented). In CVEs, for example, RA pointing occurs when firing a machine gun in Return to 
Castle Wolfenstein (Table 3.2B), a first-person shooter (FPS) game, and when using an 
indication mechanism in Portal 2 (Table 3.2C), a collaborative puzzle game. In both cases the 
avatar can only point at the centre of the screen, thus they are restricted. They are also 
augmented because firing creates tracers and bullet holes and the indication mechanism creates 
laser beams. Tracers, bullet holes, and laser beams are additional visual effects to arm 
movement. 
Restricted-and-natural (RN) pointing. This kind of pointing occurs in the real world when arm 
movement is limited, e.g., when someone is holding something (Table 3.2D). In CVEs, 
command-based pointing with fixed animations, such as pointing in fantasy role-playing games 
(e.g., World of Warcraft in Table 3.2E) and social environments (e.g., PlayStation Home in 
Table 3.2F), is restricted and natural. The avatar can only point with some preset gestures and no 
extra visual effect was used. 
Free-and-augmented (FA) pointing. A typical example of FA pointing in the real world is 
pointing at something on a projector screen with a laser pointer (Table 3.2G). There is no 
restriction on the arm movement (free) and the laser dot shows up on the screen (augmented). In 
CVEs, pointing with object highlighting, e.g., in Second Life (Table 3.2H), a social environment, 
and The Gunstringer (Table 3.2I), a 3D shooting game, changes the appearance of the referent 
but the hand-and-arm movements are not limited by other actions of the avatar, so object 
highlighting is free and augmented. Note that not everything can be highlighted in CVEs. 
Although object highlighting is considered a kind of FA pointing, it is limited by whether the 
objects are highlightable and where they are located. 
Free-and-natural (FN) pointing. This kind of pointing has no restriction in where the avatar can 
point and does not use a visual effect. FN pointing is commonly used in real-world 
communication (Table 3.2J); however, it is not available in current CVEs. 
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3.4.2 Answers to Design Questions  
Here I list the characteristics of the four types of distant pointing (RA, RN, FA, and FN; see 
Figure 3.9) in Table 3.3, and then answer the four design questions in Table 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.9: Distant pointing (RA, RN, FA, and FN). 
Table 3.3: Characteristics of different types of distant pointing 
Distant	  Pointing	  Characteristics	  
Restricted-­‐and-­‐augmented	  (RA)	  pointing	  	  
• arm	  movement	  is	  unavailable	  or	  limited	  (no	  subtle	  control	  of	  movement	  and	  speed)	  
• augmented	  techniques,	  e.g.,	  object	  highlighting	  and	  a	  laser	  beam,	  can	  be	  used	  
• accuracy	  is	  low	  because	  of	  restricted	  arm	  movement	  
• accuracy	  can	  be	  improved	  by	  augmented	  techniques	  
• visibility	  is	  depended	  on	  the	  augmented	  techniques	  used	  
Restricted-­‐and-­‐natural	  (RN)	  pointing	  	  
• arm	  movement	  is	  unavailable	  or	  limited	  (no	  subtle	  control	  of	  movement	  and	  speed)	  
• accuracy	  is	  low	  because	  arm	  movement	  is	  restricted	  and	  no	  extra	  visual	  cue	  is	  available	  
• pointing	  and	  non-­‐pointing	  states	  are	  difficult	  to	  distinguish	  (e.g.,	  avatars	  with	  no	  explicit	  
pointing	  gestures	  as	  in	  FPS	  games)	  
Free-­‐and-­‐augmented	  (FA)	  pointing	  	  
• the	  arm	  can	  move	  freely	  
• augmented	  techniques,	  e.g.,	  object	  highlighting	  and	  a	  laser	  beam,	  can	  be	  used	  
• accuracy	   is	  depended	  on	  the	  augmented	  techniques	  used	  (e.g.,	  a	   laser	  beam	  is	  possibly	  
more	  accurate	  than	  an	  elongated	  arm)	  
• visibility	  is	  also	  depended	  on	  the	  augmented	  techniques	  used	  (e.g.,	  object	  highlighting	  is	  
possibly	  more	  visible	  than	  a	  laser	  dot)	  
Free-­‐and-­‐natural	  (FN)	  pointing	  	  
• the	  arm	  can	  move	  freely	  
• accuracy	  is	  low	  because	  no	  extra	  visual	  cue	  is	  available	  
• visibility	  is	  also	  low	  for	  the	  same	  reason 
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Table 3.4: Answers to the design questions. 




Restricted	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Natural	  
(RN)	  
Free	  	  	  	  	  	  
Augmented	  
(FA)	  




Examples	  of	  Type	  
-­‐ Pointing	  with	  a	  
flashlight	  on	  a	  
helmet	  
-­‐ Shooting	  in	  FPS	  
games	  
-­‐ Indicating	  point	  
of	  interest	  in	  
first-­‐person	  
puzzle	  game	  
-­‐ Pointing	  while	  
holding	  
something	  
-­‐ Pointing	  in	  World	  
of	  Warcraft	  
-­‐ Pointing	  in	  
PlayStation	  
Home	  
-­‐ Pointing	  with	  a	  
laser	  pointer	  
-­‐ Highlighting	  an	  
object	  in	  
Second	  Life	  
-­‐ Shooting	  in	  The	  
Gunstringer	  





1) How	  accurate	  is	  it?	   -­‐ Low	  (restricted	  
pointing	  
direction,	  but	  can	  




-­‐ Low	  (restricted	  
pointing	  
direction)	  




2) How	  to	  control	  it?	   -­‐ No	  explicit	  
control	  (fixed	  
arm)	  
-­‐ Text	  command	  




-­‐ No	  explicit	  
control	  (fixed	  
arm)	  
-­‐ Text	  command	  
-­‐ Move	  the	  arm	  
with	  different	  
input	  devices	  	  




-­‐ Move	  the	  arm	  
with	  different	  
input	  devices	  
3) How	  visible	  is	  it?	   -­‐ Vary	  (depending	  
on	  augmented	  
techniques)	  
-­‐ Low	  (also	  not	  
obvious	  when	  









4) Can	  the	  
stages	  be	  
shown?	  
Orientation Yes,	  but	  not	  
suitable	  (may	  
mislead	  observers	  
that	  the	  referent	  
is	  already	  being	  
pointed	  at)	  
Yes	   Yes,	  but	  not	  
suitable	  (may	  
mislead	  observers	  
that	  the	  referent	  
is	  already	  being	  
pointed	  at)	  
Yes	  
Preparation	   No	   No	   Yes,	  but	  not	  
suitable	  (the	  same	  
reason	  as	  above)	  
Yes	  
Production	   Yes,	  if	  the	  arm	  is	  
movable;	  no	  
otherwise	  
Yes,	  if	  the	  arm	  is	  
movable;	  no	  
otherwise	  
Yes	   Yes	  
Holding	   Yes	   Yes	   Yes	   Yes	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3.5 Problems of Existing Distant Pointing Methods in CVEs 
The distant pointing methods mentioned above can be used to indicate referents in CVEs; 
however, these methods have several problems.  
Pointing direction is tied to the centre of the screen (restricted pointing). While it is common to 
point where we are looking, the exact pointing direction may not necessarily be the centre of the 
screen. For example, imagine that Alex needs to point out five different referents to Ben. Alex 
adjusts his view so that the five referents are all on the screen with one in the bottom and two on 
each side (see Figure 3.10). He wants to point at each of them without losing sight of any of the 
referents. This cannot be done if the avatar can only point at the centre of the screen because 
Alex needs to change his view every time he points at a different object.  
 
Figure 3.10: Five referents (highlighted with dotted lines) locate in different regions of the screen. 
Users cannot control how pointing gestures are generated (restricted pointing). Restricted 
pointing is often generated with fixed animations and activated by command-based input. Once 
the command is executed, the pointing gesture cannot be paused or changed. Users have no 
control over how fast pointing gestures are generated. Therefore it is difficult for users to 
synchronize pointing gestures with speech, and difficult to generate subtle pointing gestures. 
Users need to remember pointing commands (restricted and augmented pointing). Users need 
to use special commands, e.g., “/point” in World of Warcraft, or navigate through menus, e.g., 
selecting “Conversation” then “Point” in a pop-up menu in PlayStation Home (Figure 3.11), to 
activate pointing gestures and augmented-pointing techniques. These commands can be hard to 
remember especially when multiple pointing gestures and techniques are available. 
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A  B  C  
Figure 3.11: Pointing in PlayStation Home: A) top-level menu, B) second-level menu, and C) pointing gesture. 
Highlightable objects are predefined by CVE designers (augmented pointing). Users have no 
control of what can be highlighted. If the referent is an object that cannot be highlighted, the user 
needs to point at the closest object and rely on verbal description to clarify the referent (e.g., “the 
bus station is in front of the restaurant that I highlighted” instead of “the bus station is there 
<highlighting the bus station>”). Also, users have no control over the granularity of highlightable 
objects. Users may only want to refer to one part of the whole highlighted object or refer to the 
bigger object that contains the highlighted part. For example, in Figure 3.12, a single chair 
cannot be highlighted because all the chairs and the table are considered as one single 
highlightable unit in the CVE. They are highlighted together even when only one chair is 
selected. The users need to clarify the referent with speech. Another problem is that object 
highlighting cannot be used on empty space (e.g., areas between objects, or general directions). 
 
Figure 3.12: Users cannot control the granularity of object highlighting in Second Life. 
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3.6 Design Principles for Distant Pointing in CVEs 
In this section, I discuss design principles for distant pointing in CVEs. These principles are 
derived from the problems of existing distant pointing mentioned above. 
1. Pointing gestures should not be restricted by other avatar actions. People often point at 
things that are not at the centre of their focus. This happens more often during the holding 
stage of the pointing process. For instance, when the gesturer is holding the gesture for 
the observer to see, the gesturer looks at the observer to make sure he/she knows where 
the referent is (see the example discussed at the end of Section 3.2). Being able to 
separate pointing gestures with other avatar actions is important for establishing mutual 
understanding. 
2. Users should be able to control the production stage of pointing gestures. There are 
different properties, such as speed and direction, in the production stage of pointing 
gestures. In order to successfully use pointing gestures for communication, the production 
of the gestures needs to be synchronized with other communicational conduct, e.g., 
speech and gaze direction (Goodwin, 1981; Heath, 1986; Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000). 
Without control over pointing speed and direction, timing and aiming gesture to match 
speech content becomes difficult. Being able to control these properties during the 
production of pointing is important to communication. 
3. Pointing gestures should be easy to generate. Pointing gestures should be controlled by 
easy-to-use input devices and should have intuitive control schemes. Users should not 
need to memorize complex commands for generating pointing gestures.  
4. Avatars should be able to point anywhere. Referents can be objects, areas, paths, 
directions, and empty space. Distant pointing should be able to point at all of these kinds 
of referents, not only to objects (as with object highlighting). 
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CHAPTER 4  
OBSERVING DISTANT POINTING 
To design and develop techniques for improving the expressiveness of gestural communication 
in CVEs, an understanding of the important characteristics of distant pointing is needed. 
However, there is little previous work available to provide this information. Therefore, I 
conducted an observational study to identify and explore different aspects of distant pointing. In 
the study, I observed the way that people point at distant referents in the real world, and the way 
that people interpret others’ pointing gestures. In this chapter, I describe the study, explain five 
important aspects of distant pointing that the study identified, and discuss how the insights help 
designing and developing distant-pointing techniques in CVEs. 
4.1 Setting 
Distant pointing can be used to point at a wide range of referents. They include objects (e.g., a 
building and a road sign), areas (e.g., a parking lot, and an empty field), paths (e.g., a path from 
one building to another), and directions. Figure 4.1 shows examples of these referents. The 
referents can have varying visibility and distance from gesturers and observers. For example, a 
road sign can be close and fully visible (Figure 4.2), a car can be partially occluded (Figure 4.3), 
buildings can be distant but still visible (Figure 4.4), and a landmark can be too far away to see. 
This study explored how people generate and interpret pointing gestures for all of these referents. 
4.2 Method 
In this section, I describe the participants, experimental setup, procedure, and tasks. 
4.2.1 Participants 
I recruited four pairs of participants (7 male, 1 female); ages were between 21 and 40. There 
were two undergraduate students, five graduate students, and one faculty member. The 
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undergraduate students were from the Department of Chemistry and Kinesiology; the graduate 
students and the faculty were from the Department of Computer Science.  
 
Figure 4.1: Object: A) a flag, B) a window, and C) a road sign; area: D) a parking lot, and E) an empty field; 
path: F) a skywalk connecting two buildings. 
 
Figure 4.2: A road sign that is close and fully visible. 
 








Figure 4.4: Buildings that are far away but visible. 
4.2.2 Experimental Setup 
The study was carried out on the fifth floor of a building (Figure 4.5), with large windows 
overlooking a city. During the study, I observed how pointing gestures were generated and 
interpreted by the participants; I also video recorded the study for further analysis. I reviewed the 
videos and looked for instances that were important for referential communication. 
 
Figure 4.5: A hallway where the study took place. 
4.2.3 Procedure 
For each session, the participants were informed with the purpose of the study, signed a consent 
form, and then did the tasks (described in the section below). At the end, the participants were 
debriefed and were given $10.00 as remuneration. The study took about one hour to complete. 
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4.2.4 Tasks 
The study had three types of tasks: task 1 had different types of referents with different 
communication channels and visibility; task 2 involved users choosing their referents; and task 3 
was a collaborative decision-making task. There were a total of 75 tasks and all of them involved 
distant pointing. Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.4 show some of the referents, and Figure 4.6 shows 
how a gesturer (who generates pointing gestures) and an observer (who interprets pointing 
gestures) were working on a task.  
 
Figure 4.6: Participants were working on a task. 
Task 1. In the first set of tasks, one participant was the gesturer and the other was the observer, 
and they interchanged roles halfway through the tasks. The gesturer was given photographs of 
different referents (e.g., the circled referents in Figure 4.1) that were outside the windows. I 
asked the gesturer to indicate the referents to the observer using three different communication 
channels (gestures only, gestures and written notes, or gestures and speech). The purpose of 
using these channels was to find out how people communicate when they were restricted by 
common CVE communication settings. Gesture only was used for simulating CVEs in which 
text and voice chat are unavailable; participants were not allowed to talk and pass notes to each 
other. Gestures and written notes was used to simulate text-chat-only CVEs; participants were 
not allowed to speak, but they could write notes on a notebook that was passed between them. 
Gestures and speech was used for simulating CVEs that support voice chat; participants were 
allowed to use gestures and talk to each other.  
There were three kinds of referents: objects (e.g., a window, a flag, or a road sign), areas (e.g., a 
parking lot), and paths (e.g., a path between two buildings). The referents were either directly 
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visible, partially occluded, or completely out of view (e.g., a playground that was behind some 
buildings and places that were too far to see). Examples of these referents are shown in Figure 
4.1 through Figure 4.4. 
Task 2. The second set of tasks also involved a gesturer and an observer. The gesturer indicated 
ten different referents of their choice outside the building with only pointing gestures. The 
observer needed to figure out the referents one at a time and as quickly as possible. The observer 
continued stating to the gesturer what they thought the referent was until the gesturer confirmed 
that the answer was correct. The participants repeated the task with interchanged roles after the 
first ten referents were identified. 
Task 3. For the third task type, I asked participants to collaboratively decide upon five different 
locations outside the building to hide imaginary objects. There were no restrictions on locations 
and communication methods. The participants were allowed to use gestures and talk to each 
other whenever needed to do so. 
4.3 Observations 
Participants used pointing gestures frequently throughout the study. In this section, I present five 
main findings relating to accuracy requirements, pointing gestures, communication richness, 
observer attention, and observer locations. 
4.3.1 Accuracy Requirements 
Participants’ success in identifying the referent varied depending on the saliency and location of 
the referent. Observers were able to identify obvious referents quickly, but performed less well 
when referents were in a group, were hard to describe, or were partially occluded. When the 
referents were landmarks or obvious objects that were visible in the indicated direction, 
observers had no problem with identification. However, the difficulty of identifying referents 
dramatically increased when they were unobvious, such as pointing at a referent within a group 
of similar objects (e.g., any blue van in Figure 4.7 would be difficult to identify). In order to 
successfully identify referents, observers needed to understand the pointing gestures and then 
connect the gestures to the referents. Therefore, the varying difficulty of determining a referent 
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suggested that there are varying requirements for specificity in generating pointing gestures. I 
identified three canonical situations from the study that have different accuracy requirements. 
 
Figure 4.7: A group of similar objects: a parking lot with many blue vans. 
High accuracy requirement:  
Pointing at an object in a group. The accuracy of pointing gestures appeared to be more 
important when an object is near or within a group of similar objects. Participants often had 
trouble identifying referents that were not obvious: for example, when someone pointed at a 
particular car in a full parking lot, it was difficult for observers to identify the referent. The 
problem arises both because of the density of the objects, and the difficulty of disambiguating the 
objects using speech. Observers would often have to guess at the referent within the cluster using 
a linear search. For example, when the referent was the car circled in Figure 4.8, one observer 
said “the black van in middle of the second row away from us”, then “the black car next to it”, 
and then “the next one”. This linear-searching behaviour was seen most often when gesturers 
were not allowed to talk. When talking was allowed, gesturers would often give complex 
descriptions. For example, “it’s a black car. Two cars to the right of the black van in middle of 
the second row away from us.” These situations suggest that the more accurate a pointing gesture 
can be, the less verbal work will be required in these situations.  
 
Figure 4.8: A parking lot full of cars. 
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Low accuracy requirements: 
Pointing at distinct objects. Pointing accuracy was less critical when referents were distinct or 
easy to describe. Participants were able to easily identify referents such as a car that was the only 
vehicle in a parking lot; in these cases a general directional gesture and the phrase “the car” was 
usually enough for the observer to correctly identify the right referent. Even when speaking was 
not allowed, a general direction was sufficient if the referent was the only landmark in that 
direction (e.g., the flag at the top of the building in Figure 4.1). In these situations, pointing 
accuracy was not a major issue; participants needed only the general directions of the referents in 
order to successfully identify them through verbal cues. 
Pointing at out-of-view referents. When referents were out of view, pointing accuracy also 
appeared to be less important. Participants tended to rely on the general directions for referents 
that they could not see from their view. For example, when gesturers wanted to indicate a 
parking lot that was behind other buildings, they might point at the direction of the parking lot 
and say, “somewhere over there.” Also, when referring to something that was very far away and 
out of view, e.g., another city, accuracy was also less important. A general direction towards the 
far-away referent was appeared to be sufficient, but in these cases verbal communication was 
required. 
4.3.2 Types of Pointing Gestures  
Past research shows that people use a wide range of gestures in face-to-face settings (Bekker, 
Olson, & Olson, 1995; Tang, 1991). Similar behaviour was observed in this study. Participants 
used different types of pointing gestures for different referents. When the appearance of the 
referents can be easily depicted, participants might use one or both hands to illustrate the 
referents. For example, if the referent was the tip of a roof, the gesturer might generate a two-
hand gesture forming a triangle, and extend the arms making the gesture in the direction of the 
roof (Figure 4.9). While these complex gestures were seen occasionally, the majority of the time 
when gestures were used, they were simple pointing gestures with a straight arm and an extended 
index finger. For example, when indicating a plainly-visible referent or general direction, the 
gesturer would raise the arm with an extended index finger as shown in Figure 4.6, and when 
showing an area, the gesturer would move the arm or wrist to create a circling gesture towards 
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the area. Sometimes different kinds of gestures were used for the same referent. For example, in 
Figure 4.10, the gesturer used a straight arm to point at a rooftop and the observer responded by 
using two hands to form a triangular shape towards it. 
A  B  
Figure 4.9: A) a referent with a triangular shape; B) a gesture shaped like the referent. 
 
Figure 4.10: Participants used different gestures. 
4.3.3 Communication Richness  
There was a clear relationship between the richness of the communication channel and the type 
and complexity of pointing gestures. When communication channels were more restricted 
(written notes or no verbal communication), gestures were more detailed. For example, when 
only gestures were allowed, participants would form shapes with their hands more often. When 
communicating with gestures and written notes, participants needed to constantly switch between 
pointing and writing, which interrupted the flow of communication. When speech was allowed, 
gesturers used simpler gestures together with verbal descriptions and observers could identify 
referents much faster and easier. 
4.3.4 Attentional Focus of Observers  
Observers switched their attention depending on the stages and complexity of gestures and did 
not necessarily look directly at the gesturers or their pointing gestures. Before producing pointing 
gestures (i.e., during orientation and preparation stages), the participants would normally look at 
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each other, especially when speech was allowed. The attention of the observer was on the 
gesturer. When the gestures were produced, however, the observer would shift the focus to the 
referents and only saw the gestures in their peripheral view. Figure 4.11 shows an example of 
how the observer’s attention was switched from the gesturer to the referent. In this example, the 
gesturer wanted to indicate a distant building. The observer was looking at the gesturer during 
orientation and preparation stages (Figure 4.11A and B), and switched the focus to the gesturer’s 
arm when the pointing gesture was being produced (Figure 4.11C), and then changed the focus 
again to the building during the holding stage (Figure 4.11D). Although observers did not look at 
the gesture for most of the time, they were always able to determine the general direction of the 
pointing gesture. This happened more often when the pointing gestures were simple (raised arm 
and extended index finger). When the gestures were complex (such as forming the shape of the 
referent), observers appeared to pay much more attention to the gesture. 
A  B   
C  D  
Figure 4.11: The observer changed his focus throughout the course of pointing: A) the observer was looking 
at the gesturer during the orientation stage; B) the observer was still looking at the gesturer when the 
gesturer was preparing to point; C) the observer switched his attention to the arm during the production of 
the gesture; D) the observer focused on the referent during the holding stage. 
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4.3.5 Locations of Observers  
Observers changed their locations depending on how easy the referents could be identified. 
When referents were easily identified, observers would remain where they were standing. For 
example, in Figure 4.12, the observer would stay in position A, look at the gesturer, and then 
look at the referent (like the scenario described in the previous section). However, when 
observers had difficulty in finding the referents (e.g., cannot find the correct building after 
several attempts), the observers would move closer to the gesturers. There were several instances 
that observers even stood right behind the pointing arm to reduce parallax (Figure 4.12B and 
Figure 4.13). 
 
Figure 4.12: An observer stands at different locations: A) when referents can be easily identified; B) when 
referents are difficult to identify. 
 
Figure 4.13: The observer stood behind the gesturer. 
4.4 Discussion 
In this observational study, I found that referents and communication richness have noticeable 
influences on pointing accuracy, type of gesture made, and observers’ attention and position. In 




1. Pointing accuracy requirements differ depending on how obvious referents are; 
2. Different gestures are used for different types of referents;  
3. Communication richness affects how complex gestures are used;  
4. Attention to gestures varies depending on the complexity of the gestures; and  
5. Observers move to different locations based on how difficult it is to identify referents. 
From these five points, I list lessons and implications that can be applied in CVEs: 
1. Distant pointing has varying accuracy requirements. The accuracy required for different 
pointing gestures varied with the difficulty of the referential task. This means that 
designers can support different kinds of pointing with different mechanisms; for example, 
augmented pointing techniques (e.g., laser beams) may not be required for pointing at 
obvious referents or referents that cannot be seen.  
In Chapter 5, I will focus on pointing accuracy by investigating whether natural pointing 
(i.e., pointing without additional visual effects) is accurate enough to be used in desktop 
CVEs. 
2. CVEs should support multiple types of pointing. People use different gestures during 
referential communication. For example, pointing with an extended arm is for indicating 
plainly-visible objects, circling gestures for general areas, and complex two-handed 
gestures for hard-to-describe objects. To allow this richness in CVEs, designers should 
provide much more expressivity than what is currently available.  
In the studies described in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the avatar will be using free pointing (i.e., 
able to move the arm freely) for all referential activities. While the avatar cannot generate 
all the complex gestures (e.g., forming triangular shapes with two hands) as seen in this 
chapter, it can freely move the arm to point at objects, circle around areas, and draw 
along paths. The knowledge that will be gained from investigating free pointing can set 
the foundation for supporting more complex gestures in the future. 
3. Speech is important for referential communication. The relationship between pointing 
complexity and communication richness suggests that in lower-richness CVEs (e.g., chat-
based communication in environments like Second Life), the difficulty of constructing 
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referential statements puts the onus on pointing gestures to carry the reference. CVE 
designers should provide rich communication channels (e.g. enable voice chat) to make 
referential activities more effective. 
In the study described in Chapter 7, I will use a CVE that allows collaborators to 
communicate with gestures and speech. 
4. The importance of a wide field of view. Several situations in the study involved people 
focus on the referents instead of the pointing gestures, but clearly maintaining an 
awareness of the gesture in peripheral vision. CVEs with a wide field of view can allow 
users to maintain awareness of the gestures and focus on the referents at the same time. 
In Chapter 5, I will compare narrow and wide fields of view, and will investigate whether 
field of view affects pointing accuracy. In Chapter 7, I will explore two different ways to 
increase field of view by using three monitors and a third-person view. 
5. Other avatar actions are also important. People need to move to different locations, 
change orientations, and face different directions during referential communication. 
While providing pointing support, CVE designers should keep other basic avatar actions 
available such as moving and turning. 
In Chapter 6, I will explore five different input mechanisms for controlling four avatar 
actions—pointing, moving, turning, and looking. In Chapter 7, I will conduct a study 
using avatars that are able perform all these actions. 
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CHAPTER 5  
DETERMINING THE ACCURACY OF NATURAL 
POINTING IN CVES 
Accuracy is a crucial element to the success of pointing. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
different referents have different pointing accuracy requirements in different situations. 
However, we do not know how accurately people can point and how accurately people can 
interpret pointing gestures in CVEs. Therefore, I conducted a study examining whether natural 
pointing (i.e., distant pointing that has no additional visual effects) is accurate enough to be used 
in desktop CVEs.  
5.1 Setting 
This study focused on the holding stage of distant pointing. During holding, the gesturer holds 
the gesture to ensure that the observer has seen it and has made a connection to the referent. This 
stage provides the most information to the observer when compared to other pointing stages (i.e., 
orientation, preparation, and production). Without the ability to convey direction in the holding 
stage, referential communication via pointing gestures cannot be successful. Therefore, I 
investigate how accurately people can point and interpret pointing gestures during the holding 
stage. 
Natural pointing (pointing without additional visual aids) is the most basic way to point, and is 
the typical type of pointing people use in daily activities. Therefore, natural pointing was used in 
the study. If the study can show that natural pointing is accurate enough for referential 
communication in CVEs, it would suggest that other types of pointing that have added visual 
aids would also be accurate enough. 
In order to determine whether natural pointing is accurate enough to be used in CVEs, I needed 
to compare pointing accuracy in the real world and in a CVE. If people can point in CVEs as 
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accurately as they can in the real world, pointing should have adequate accuracy in CVEs. 
Therefore, the study was held in two environments: the real world (RW) and a CVE. 
In this chapter, I answer two main questions: 
1. How accurately can people point at referents, in the RW and in a CVE? 
2. How well can people determine the direction of a pointing gesture, in the RW and in a 
CVE? 
In addition to the main questions, I also answer the following questions:  
3. Does distance to the referent affect accuracy? 
4. Does the observer’s location affect interpretation? 
5. Does field of view affect pointing? 
5.2 Method 
In this section, I describe the method of the study, including details of the participants, apparatus, 
experimental setup, conditions, procedure, and tasks. 
5.2.1 Participants 
Ten university students (6 male and 4 female) participated in the study. The mean age of the 
participants was 24. All participants were regular computer users, and four of them reported that 
they played 3D video games weekly. 
5.2.2 Apparatus 
The CVE used in the study was built using C# and XNA (see Figure 5.1). The CVE was set as a 
room with an avatar in it. Users were able to move the avatar’s arm with a mouse. Moving the 
mouse up, down, left, and right pointed the arm in the corresponding directions. The system ran 
on a Windows XP PC with a Pentium 4 processor, and used a 22-inch LCD monitor with a 1680 
x 1050-pixel resolution.  
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Figure 5.1: The CVE used in the study. 
5.2.3 Experimental Setup 
The study was conducted in two environments—RW and CVE. For the RW setting, the study 
was held in a 750cm x 400cm room. A projector with 1024 x 768 resolution was used to display 
referents on a 400cm-width wall. The projected area was 300cm x 225cm. The image was 
horizontally centred on the wall and 100cm above the ground (Figure 5.2). The locations where 
the participants and experimenter were standing are shown in Figure 5.3. For generation tasks, 
participants stood at location A (300cm from the wall) and B (600cm). For pointing-
interpretation tasks, the experimenter (who had the role of a gesturer) stood at A and B, while 
participants stood at C, D, E, and F. Further explanation of the locations will be given in the 
following section. 
 
Figure 5.2: The RW setup. 
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Figure 5.3: Top view of the experimental setup. 
For the CVE setting, participants sat in a quiet room and did tasks in a CVE. The CVE replicated 
the real world setting: the virtual room was the same size as the real room, and participants 
placed their avatars in the same locations as in the real room. For gesture-generation tasks, 
participants used a mouse to control the avatar’s arm movement. The avatar was at location A 
and B in Figure 5.3. For the pointing-interpretation task, the participant used the mouse to 
control the camera (the observer’s view) at locations C, D, E, and F. The avatar in the role of the 
gesturer was located at A and B. 
5.2.4 Conditions 
The study had five factors: environments, task type, distance, observing location, and field of 
view (FoV); each factor had two levels. 
Environment: RW and CVE. As explained earlier, I need to compare pointing accurate in the 
real world and in a CVE to determine whether natural pointing has adequate accuracy in CVEs. 
Task type: generation and interpretation of pointing gestures. Pointing is a communicational 
act that involves someone generating a gesture and someone else interpreting the gesture. To 
examine the accuracy of natural pointing, I need to know how accurately people can generate 




C	   E	  
B	  
D	   F	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Participants stood at location A and B in Figure 5.3 for generation task; at C, D, E, and F for 
interpretation task. Figure 5.4 shows the two task types in the RW and CVE settings. 
A  B  
C  D  
Figure 5.4: From participants’ view: generation (A and B); interpretation (C and D). 
Distance: 300cm (near) and 600cm (far) to the referents. How far referents are can affect how 
people communicate via pointing gestures (see Chapter 4). For example, far-away objects can be 
harder to point at than close ones. However, due to the difficulty in measuring accuracy for very 
far-away objects (e.g., the buildings in the cityscape in Chapter 4) and the limitation of the 
experimental room, I only compared pointing accuracy for referents that are 300cm and 600cm 
away. 
Participants stood at location A, C, and E in Figure 5.3 for the near condition; at B, D, and F for 
far condition. Figure 5.5 shows the near and far conditions in the RW and CVE settings. 
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A  B  
C  D  
Figure 5.5: Distances to referents: near (A and B); far (C and D). 
Observing location: behind and beside the gesturer. As described in Chapter 4, observers 
move to different location relative to the gesturers depending on the difficulty in identifying the 
referents. Standing behind (for hard-to-identify referents) and beside (for easy-to-identify 
referents) the gesturer are two typical observing locations. Note that this condition was only used 
for interpretation tasks because generation tasks did not have observers. 
Participants stood at location C and D in Figure 5.3 for the behind condition; at E and F for the 
beside condition. Figure 5.6 shows the differences between behind and beside in the RW and 
CVE settings. The two locations were chosen to ensure that both the referents and the gesturer’s 
arm will be able to be seen by the observers in a single view, so that the participants will not 
need to establish mutual orientation by themselves. 
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A  B  
C  D  
Figure 5.6: Observer views: behind (A and B); beside (C and D). 
Field of view: 85° (small) and 120° (large). As discussed in Chapter 4, it is important that CVEs 
have a wide field of view. Therefore, I compared two different fields of view to determine how 
field of view affect pointing accuracy. This factor was only used for the generation tasks in the 
CVE. Interpretation tasks in the CVE had an 85° field of view. Figure 5.7 shows the difference 
between small and large fields of view.  Note that the monitor size did not change, so the widen 
field of view resulted in a compressed image. 
A  B  
Figure 5.7: Different fields of view: A) small (85°); B) large (120°) 
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There were 15 trials per condition. The first five trials of each condition were marked as training. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the conditions used in the study. The study was a within-participants 
design and condition order was counterbalanced using a Latin square design. 
Table 5.1: Number of trials in each experimental condition. 
	  
CVE	   RW	  
Near	   Far	   Near	   Far	  
Gesture	  Generation	  
Small	  FoV	   10	   10	  
10	   10	  
Large	  FoV	   10	   10	  
Gesture	  Interpretation	  
Behind	   10	   10	   10	   10	  
Beside	   10	   10	   10	   10	  
5.2.5 Procedure 
At the beginning of each session, the participant was informed of the purpose of the study, 
signed a consent form, and filled out a demographic survey. Then, the participant did the tasks 
and filled out a post-test questionnaire. Finally, the participant was debriefed and was given 
$10.00 as remuneration. The study took about one hour to complete. 
5.2.6 Tasks 
The study had two types of task: gesture generation, in which participants were asked to point as 
accurately as possible at a given referent; and gesture interpretation, in which they were asked to 
determine the direction of another person’s pointing gesture. 
Generation of pointing gestures. Participants were asked to point at the centre of referents that 
appeared on the wall in front of them. Referents appeared at random locations, one at a time. In 
the RW, participants pointed with a laser pointer; in the CVE, the participants controlled their 
avatar’s arm with the mouse (Figure 5.8). 
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A  B  
Figure 5.8: Generation task: A) RW; B) CVE. 
In the RW, participants were first given a laser pointer and asked to practice with it until they 
could point comfortably and consistently. Then they stood at the required position in the room, 
and pointed at referents with their arm straight. Participants were told not to turn the laser pointer 
on until they were confident that it was aiming at the referent. When the laser was switched on, 
the experimenter recorded the location of the laser dot. 
In the CVE, a similar procedure was followed, except that participants used the mouse to control 
the avatar’s arm direction, and clicked the mouse button to complete each trial. On each mouse 
click, a red dot appeared on the virtual wall to provide the same feedback about where the user 
had pointed as was given in the real world. 
Interpretation of the direction of pointing gestures. For this task, participants were asked to 
observe a gesturer (the experimenter) who pointed at locations on the front wall, and then 
determined what location was being pointed at. Figure 5.9 shows the interpretation task in the 
RW and CVE settings.  
A  B  
Figure 5.9: Interpretation task: A) RW; B) CVE. 
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In the RW version of the task, the participant first turned away, and then a referent appeared on 
the wall. The gesturer produced and held a straight-arm pointing gesture towards the referent. 
When the pointing gesture was ready, the referent was hidden and the participant turned around. 
Then, the participant used a laser pointer (on at all times) to indicate where on the wall he/she 
thought the gesturer was pointing; this location was recorded by the experimenter.  
The CVE version of the task was equivalent, but adapted to the desktop setting similar to the 
description of the generation task. The gesturer was a computer-controlled avatar that pointed at 
random invisible referents on the wall. The participant did not need to turn away from the 
gesturer because the referents were not shown on the screen. Instead of using a laser pointer, the 
participant used the arrow keys on a keyboard to control a small dot to indicate where the 
referents were. 
5.3 Results 
All referent locations and the locations where the participants pointed were recorded. Using these 
data and height of participant shoulders (measured and recorded before the tasks began), I 
calculated the angular error of each task (i.e., the difference in angle between imaginary lines 
drawn from the gesturer’s shoulder to the referent, and from the shoulder to the participants’ 
recorded location). Angular error is used as the measure of performance, rather than absolute 
error, because it is not affected by distance from the referents, and thus results can be comparable 
across different distances. Results are organized below based on the five research questions 
specified earlier. 
5.3.1 How Accurately Can People Point at Referents, in the RW and in a 
CVE? 
Using the data from the generation task, except the data with a large field of view for balancing 
the data points between environments, the mean angular error was 3.1°. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) showed a main effect of environment (F1,9 = 31.56, p < 0.001), with RW pointing 
(mean 1.8°) significantly more accurate than pointing in the CVE (mean 4.4°) (see Figure 5.10).  
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Figure 5.10: Mean error by environment, task, and distance (error bars represent standard error). 
5.3.2 How Well Can People Determine the Direction of a Pointing Gesture, in 
the RW and in a CVE? 
Using all conditions in the gesture-interpretation task, the mean angular error was 5.5°. ANOVA 
showed a significant main effect of environment (F1,9 = 7.04, p < 0.05), with errors in RW (mean 
5.1°) less than in the CVE (5.9°).  
There was also a significant interaction between environment and distance (F1,9 = 7.38, p < 0.05); 
as shown in Figure 5.10, the difference between the RW and CVE was much more pronounced at 
300cm than at 600cm. There was no interaction between environment and observation location 
(F1,9 = 3.04, p = 0.12). In addition, generation of pointing gestures overall was more accurate 
than interpretation; ANOVA showed a main effect of task (F1,9 = 169.47, p < 0.001). 
5.3.3 Does Distance to the Referent Affect Accuracy? 
An ANOVA using data from both tasks (data of large field of view and standing beside 
conditions were excluded for balancing) showed a main effect of distance (F1,9 = 12.31, p < 
0.01). However, the ordering of the two conditions was surprising: when standing 300cm from 
the referent, error was always more than when standing at 600cm (see Figure 5.10 and Figure 
5.11). Although the difference was unexpected and small (less than 1°), the result was significant 
(see Section 5.4.2 for the explanation of the result). As reported above, there was also a 
significant interaction between distance and environment (with distance having more of an 
impact on interpreting pointing in the CVE). 
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Figure 5.11: Mean error by distance (error bars represent standard error). 
5.3.4 Does the Observer’s Location Affect Interpretation? 
An ANOVA showed a significant main effect of location on interpretation accuracy (F1,9 = 
14.32, p < 0.01). When observers stood behind the gesturer, error was less (mean 4.9°) than 
when standing beside (6.1°) (see Figure 5.12). No interaction was found between location and 
environment (F1,9 = 3.04, p = 0.12).  
 
Figure 5.12: Mean error by observer’s location (error bars represent standard error). 
5.3.5 Does Field of View Affect Pointing? 
ANOVA on the gesture-generation task did not show a significant main effect for field of view 
(F1,9 = 1.53, p = 0.25), and no interaction between field of view and distance (F1,9 = 1.84, p = 




Figure 5.13: Mean error by field of view (error bars represent standard error). 
5.3.6 Questionnaire Responses 
All participants reported having more confidence in doing both tasks in RW as compared to the 
CVE; participants were also unanimous in stating that the tasks were more difficult in the CVE. 
Most participants (7 of 10) reported having more confidence when observing from behind the 
gesturer as opposed to beside. 
5.4 Discussion  
The main findings from the study organized by research questions are as follows: 
1. How accurately can people point at referents, in the RW and in a CVE?  
Participants could generate pointing gestures more accurately in the real world than in the 
CVE.  
2. How well can people determine the direction of a pointing gesture, in the RW and in a 
CVE?  
Participants could determine pointing directions more accurately in the real world than in 
the CVE. The difference between the environments for interpreting pointing direction 
was much smaller than expected—only 1.4° at 300cm, and only 0.33° at 600cm. 
3. Does distance to the referent affect accuracy? 
Errors were larger (by approximately one degree) when people were nearer to the 
referent. 
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4. Does the observer’s location affect interpretation? 
Observers were more accurate when interpreting a pointing gesture from behind than 
from beside (a difference of 1.13°). 
5. Does field of view affect pointing? 
The different fields of view available in the CVE made little difference in generating 
pointing gestures. 
5.4.1 Differences between RW and CVE 
Although the differences between the real world and the CVE were significant (with people 
performing better in the real world), the most interesting and surprising feature of the study 
results is that the actual differences between the two environments are relatively small. To put 
the differences into real-world terms, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 compare the error from the 
two environments, for the interpretation task. At 600cm from the referent, people would be able 
to differentiate objects that are 50cm apart in the real world, but in a CVE, referent objects would 
have to be 53.5cm apart. For example, people would not be able to differentiate the two crosses 
in Figure 5.15A in both the real world and CVEs. In Figure 5.15B, the crosses can be 
differentiated in the real world, but not in CVEs. In Figure 5.15C, the crosses can be 
differentiated in both environments. 
 
Figure 5.14: Comparison of error zones in RW and CVE (red area is the difference). 
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Figure 5.15: At 600 cm from the referents: A) the crosses cannot be differentiated in the real world and 
CVEs; B) the crosses can be differentiated in the real world, but not in CVEs; C) the crosses can be 
differentiated in both environments. 
There are three possible reasons for the differences between the real world and CVEs: 
Avatar control. People found it much easier to point in the real world than to control the avatar’s 
arm in the CVE. One participant commented “[in the] real world, I just found I have more 
control over what I was doing and felt more confident in doing it.” Although participants did not 
have any major difficulties with the input techniques, controlling the avatar in the CVE was 
definitely more difficult than moving one’s own arm. 
Size and resolution of the view. People receive much more information from their view of the 
real world than from a CVE displayed on a regular desktop monitor. In the real world, people 
have a view close to 180°, but had a much smaller view in our experimental CVE (a 22-inch 
screen). Furthermore, the visual resolutions of CVEs was dramatically less than the real world, 
and many details that could be seen in the real world may have been lost in the CVE. 
Sense of distance and depth. Participants’ comments indicate that the sense of depth in the CVE 
was not as strong as in the real world: for example, participants stated that “the real world was 
easier; it’s easier to determine the distances,” and “the distances are not as real compared to the 
real world… in the virtual world, I couldn’t feel the distance difference.” There were two 
potential differences in depth perception between the environments. First, whereas head 
movement (and the associated parallax that results from these minor view shifts) was a natural 
part of the real-world environment, the tasks in the CVE did not involve movement of the view. 
Second, some of the distance cues available in the real world (such as stereo vision) were not 
available in the CVE, reducing perception of depth. 
A	   B	   C	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5.4.2 Distance from Referents 
It was surprising that people were more accurate when the referent was farther away. There are 
two possible explanations for this result. First, participants were asked to aim at the centre point 
of each referent, and distance does not affect the size of a point. Therefore, nearer referents do 
not have the advantage of appearing bigger. Second, parallax and the distance between the 
gesturer’s eye and their shoulder may have an effect on accuracy. Near objects have larger 
parallax than faraway objects for both pointing and observing. The difference in angle between 
the eye-to-referent line and the shoulder-to-referent line becomes smaller as the gesturer moves 
farther from the referent. 
5.4.3 Observer’s Location 
People were better at interpreting others’ pointing gestures from behind rather than from beside. 
This is likely due to the fact that the view from behind the gesturer is more similar to the 
gesturer’s view. The behind view was closer to the gesturer’s shoulder, suggesting that the 
parallax issue described above may account for some of the difference between the two observer 
locations. 
5.4.4 Field of View 
The different fields of view available in the CVE made little difference in generating pointing 
gestures. It is possibly because all the necessary visual elements to carry out the pointing task 
(i.e., the gesturer’s arm and the referent) were shown in both views at all times. This means that 
the view was not fragmented (Hindmarsh et al., 1998), and therefore the wider field of view 
made little difference. Field of view is clearly an important factor, however; if important 
elements are not in view, the pointing gesture cannot be either created or interpreted. Another 
possible reason is that both views were displayed on the same 22-inch monitor, which means that 
the larger field of view was compressed. Therefore, the benefit of having a larger field of view 
was not detected. 
5.5 Lessons 
There are three main lessons learned from the study. 
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1. Natural pointing in CVEs can be successful. The results show that people can interpret 
others’ pointing gestures in a CVE almost as well as they can in the real world. Given 
that many types of pointing gesture do not require high accuracy, the results strongly 
suggest that naturalistic deictic reference without any additional visual effects can be 
used to a much greater degree than has been seen in current CVEs. In particular, both 
general directional pointing and more specific pointing where the referent is relatively 
easy to disambiguate through speech (as discussed in Chapter 4), should be possible in 
CVEs using natural pointing. However, these results are limited to situations where 
mutual orientation has already been established. I will address this limitation in Chapter 
7. In the study of Chapter 7, participants will need to establish mutual orientation to do 
the tasks. 
2. Pointing in CVEs is still less accurate than RW. Although people were more accurate 
overall for generation than for interpretation, generating gestures in the CVE was 
considerably less accurate than in the real world. There are several ways in which people 
could be assisted in pointing, e.g., put objects in the scene to help people estimate 
distance when generating a pointing gesture and use augmented-pointing techniques to 
provide visual aids. The studies in Chapter 6 and 7 will have more objects in the scene; 
the study in Chapter 7 will have a more realistic scene and the avatars will be able to use 
augmented pointing. 
3. Compressed field of view does not aid accuracy. The process of mutual orientation, the 
ability to see both gesture and referent, peripheral awareness of gestures, and the 
visibility of pointing actions are all made difficult or impossible by restricted fields of 
view (Fraser et al., 1999). However, the results show that accuracy cannot be supported 
simply by compressing a larger view. Multi-monitor displays are a more likely solution to 
this problem, as they provide an uncompressed field of view increase. I will use multi-
monitor displays in the study of Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 6  
CONTROLLING AN AVATAR’S POINTING GESTURES  
Pointing in common CVEs has limited expressiveness. To improve pointing expressiveness, I 
added free pointing—where the pointing direction is independent from other actions of the 
gesturer— to existing avatar actions (i.e., moving, turning, and looking). Users’ hands, however, 
are already occupied for manipulating these basic actions. Also, existing input configurations for 
avatars may not work because of the extra pointing control. Therefore, I configured five 
commonly-available input devices so that they can each be used to control pointing, moving, 
turning, and looking. I then conducted a study to compare these configurations and answer the 
following two research questions: 
1. Can people control free pointing while controlling other avatar actions? 
 
2. What input device is the best for controlling free pointing along with other avatar 
actions? 
6.1 Control of Deictic Pointing in Current CVEs 
The expressiveness of deictic pointing in CVEs is limited compared to the real world. In this 
section, I provide examples of how pointing is performed in some common CVEs and describe 
the corresponding problems. 
In World of Warcraft, pointing is performed by a text command (i.e., “/point”). The avatar can 
only point straight to the front, which is a preset and fixed animation. Once the command is 
executed, the user cannot change the pointing direction, pause the gesture, or control the speed. It 
is difficult for users to synchronize pointing gestures with speech. In addition, the user can click 
on an object and then execute the pointing command. The avatar will then generate the pointing 
gesture, and the game will register that the object is being pointed at. However, because the 
avatar can only point to the front, what is registered by the game may be different from what is 
visually shown in the virtual world. For example, in Figure 6.1A, the avatar on the right is 
visually pointing at an entrance. When other people see this pointing gesture, they would think 
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the referent is the entrance. However, this is different from what the system sees. The system 
registers that Orgrimmar Grunt (the avatar on the left) is the referent (see Figure 6.1B). This 
mismatch of information can cause confusions between players. 
A  B  
Figure 6.1: How a pointing gesture is seen in World of Warcraft by A) other players; and B) the game. 
In Second Life, pointing gestures can be generated by right-clicking on objects. The objects will 
be highlighted and the avatar will point at the objects (Figure 6.2). However, highlightable 
objects are predefined by CVE designers. Users have no control of what can be highlighted. 
They may want to point at a single part of the whole highlighted object or point at the bigger 
object that contains the highlighted part. For example, in Figure 6.2, the user is not able to point 
at only one of the chairs because the system considers all the chairs and the table as one single 
highlightable unit. In addition to the granularity problem of highlightable objects, coupling 
pointing gestures to only objects is another problem. Users may want to point at empty space 
between objects, general directions, and paths between objects. However, these referents cannot 
be pointed at using this object-based pointing method. 
 
Figure 6.2: Pointing in Second Life. 
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In PlayStation Home, pointing is performed by navigating through menus (Figure 6.3). Users 
need to bring up the menu, choose “Conversation”, and then select “Point”. The avatar will then 
point to the front once the command is selected. One problem with this activation method is that 
it takes a long time to go through the menu, making pointing gestures difficult to synchronize 
with conversations. Another problem is that it is difficult to remember the command sequence. 
For example, in Figure 6.3, users need to select “Conversation” and then “Point”. If users forget 
the correct sequence and think that “Point” command is under “Actions”, they would select 
“Actions” instead of “Conversation” and unable to find the correct command. 
   
Figure 6.3: Pointing by navigating through menus in PlayStation Home. 
In many first-person shooter games, avatars can only point at the centre of the view and pointing 
is performed by controlling the avatar’s view. Tying pointing direction to viewing direction is a 
problem because users may lose sight of important areas when pointing. For example, Bob needs 
to pay attention to the four exits on the sides and the box at the bottom (in Figure 6.4A), and also 
needs to tell a teammate to go to the top left exit. If Bob wants to point at the exit and say “go 
over there”, he will need to change the view so that the top left exit is located at the centre of his 
screen (Figure 6.4B). He will then lose sight of other areas that he needs to pay attention to. 
A  B  
Figure 6.4: The screen of an FPS game: A) showing all important areas; B) showing only two areas. 
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6.2 Avatar Actions 
To make gestural communication more effective in CVEs, it is important to solve the pointing 
problems mentioned above by improving pointing expressiveness. Therefore, I added a hand-
and-arm based pointing control to basic avatar actions. Most avatars have three basic actions: 
moving, turning, and looking; and free pointing is added as the fourth action. Figure 6.5 shows 
the four actions. All actions can be controlled simultaneously, enabling the notion of parallel 
structure for object manipulation as discussed by Wang, MacKenzie, Summers, & Booth (1998). 
They suggested that “if the main goal of interface design is to achieve the ‘naturalness’ or 
realism such as virtual reality, remaining the natural structure of human object manipulation [that 
is being able to simultaneously control different avatar actions] will be particularly important.” 
(Wang et al., 1998, p. 319) 
      
Figure 6.5: Four different actions of avatar: moving, turning, looking, and pointing. 
Moving (body location). Moving an avatar involves translating its position on the surface of the 
CVE world (as would occur if the avatar walked sideways, forward, or backwards). Avatar 
movement also alters the avatar’s view and pointing gesture, since the eyes and arm are moved 
along with the body. In many CVEs, avatar movement is accomplished using a four-directional 
keypad (e.g., the A-S-D-W keys on a keyboard). 
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Turning (body direction). Turning an avatar means rotating it around its vertical axis. Turning 
does not change the avatar’s location, but does change the view and the direction of pointing. In 
addition, turning control is often used in concert with keypad-based movement in order to allow 
precise translation: that is, by turning as the avatar moves forward, better control over movement 
can be achieved. In many CVEs, turning is the only way to change the avatar’s view left or right, 
as there is no separate control over horizontal view direction. 
Looking (head direction). Looking involves changing an avatar’s view, i.e., the direction of the 
view frustum originating from the avatar’s eye position. Changing the avatar’s view also changes 
what the user can see on the screen if a first-person view is used. Looking does not affect the 
avatar’s location, rotation, and pointing direction. Many CVEs only provide dedicated control 
over up-down looking, with left-right looking tied to turning. 
Pointing (arm direction). Pointing means extending the avatar’s arm to indicate a particular 
direction relative to the avatar. I used a straight-arm gesture as the pointing action: the arm is 
held straight with a finger extended, and can be rotated horizontally and vertically at the avatar’s 
shoulder. Free pointing does not change the avatar’s location, rotation, or view. This type of free 
pointing is not supported in any current CVE. 
6.3 Input Configurations 
Input devices used in CVEs are not explicitly designed to control pointing together with other 
actions. To test if free pointing can be successfully controlled, I configured five widely-available 
input devices to allow control of all four types of avatar action (Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.10). These 
input devices are all commonly available; however, the input mappings are in some cases 
different from their conventional settings. 
Each device combination has many possible mappings (e.g., the left thumbstick of gamepad can 
control looking while the right thumbstick can control pointing, or vice versa), and each mapping 
can have many different sensitivities. I performed a series of pilot tests to find out the best input 
mappings and sensitivities for all device combinations. Also, in all configurations, I combined 
looking and turning as described in the previous section. Because turning also changes the view, 
people can still look at all directions through the avatar’s view.  
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Mouse and Keyboard. These devices are the most common configuration for controlling avatars 
on PCs. I retained the conventional mappings of the mouse and keyboard, but added a mode 
switch to control pointing: when the mouse button is pressed, the mouse controls pointing; when 
the button is up, the mouse controls rotation and view as normal. When pointing, forward and 
backward movement of the mouse moves the pointing arm up and down, and left and right 
mouse movement moves the arm left and right (see Figure 6.6). This configuration has the 
restriction that view control and pointing cannot be done at the same time. 
  
Figure 6.6: Mouse and keyboard. 
Trackball, Mouse, and Keyboard. This combination is similar to the mouse-and-keyboard 
configuration, except that in place of a mode switch, an additional 2D input device (a trackball) 
was added to the top of the mouse in the normal mousewheel location (I used an Apple Mighty 
Mouse). Pointing can be controlled at any time by the trackball: rotating the ball forward, 
backward, left, or right changes the pointing direction up, down, left, and right (Figure 6.7). 
Other input mappings for the mouse and keyboard are as above. This configuration is similar to 
the mouse but allows simultaneous control of pointing. 
   
Figure 6.7: Trackball, mouse, and keyboard. 
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Gamepad. A gamepad is the primary input device for CVEs on game console systems. I used an 
Xbox controller with two thumbsticks and a directional control pad (d-pad). The right stick was 
used for pointing, the left stick for looking and turning, and the d-pad for moving (Figure 6.8). I 
used standard directional mappings of the thumbsticks and d-pad for pointing, looking, turning, 
and moving.  
A  B  
Figure 6.8: Gamepad: A) thumbsticks; B) d-pad. 
Joystick. Many game joysticks allow control over multiple dimensions with a single device; I 
used a Microsoft SideWinder Precision 2 joystick to control all avatar actions (see Figure 6.9). 
The main stick (forward, back, left, right) is for pointing, and the ‘hat’ at the tip of the stick is for 
looking and turning. I used the four buttons on the base of the joystick (left of the main stick) to 
control moving.  
A  
B  C  
Figure 6.9: Joystick: A) main stick; B) hat; and C) buttons. 
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Wii Controls. The Nintendo Wiimote allows direct pointing at the screen, letting people point as 
they would in the real world. Pointing direction was controlled by the user’s (real) arm: to point 
the avatar’s arm in a certain direction, they moved the Wiimote in the corresponding direction. 
The thumbstick on the Nunchuk controller was used to control turning and looking (as with the 
thumbstick on the gamepad). The Wii Balance Board controlled the movement of the avatar. 
When seated, the user pressed on different parts of the board to move forward, back, left, and 
right (see Figure 6.10). 
A  
B  C  
Figure 6.10: Wii controls: A) Wiimote, B) Nunchuk, C) Wii Balance Board. 
6.4 Degrees of Freedom for Controls and Inputs 
Moving, looking, and pointing involve continuous two-dimensional control, whereas turning 
involves continuous control over one dimension only. I used the same simplified controls as 
many game environments by reducing movement to simple four-direction control (forward, 
back, left, right), and by locking horizontal view direction to avatar rotation direction. Free 
pointing adds another two-dimensional space in which pointing direction must be specified: that 
is, vertical and horizontal rotation of the straight arm around the shoulder. The table below 
shows the degrees of freedom of each control and the corresponding devices. 
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Table 6.1: Degrees of freedom for controls and input devices. 




1	  rotation:	  	  
-­‐	  left/right	  
1	  rotation:	  	  
-­‐	  up/down	  
2	  rotations:	  	  
-­‐	  up/down	  
-­‐	  left/right	  
Mouse	  +	  Keyboard	   Keyboard	   Mouse	   Mouse	   Mouse	  	  
(button	  pressed)	  
Trackball	  +	  Mouse	  +	  
Keyboard	  
Keyboard	   Mouse	   Mouse	   Trackball	  
Gamepad	   D-­‐pad	   Left	  Thumbstick	   Left	  Thumbstick	   Right	  Thumbstick	  
Joystick	   Buttons	   Hat	   Hat	   Main	  Stick	  





6.5 Properties of Input Devices 
There are different properties of input devices that affect how they are used for controlling free 
pointing (Hinckley, 2003; Jacob, 1996):  
Absolute vs. Relative. The mapping of the input space to the virtual space can be either absolute, 
where each point on the input space corresponds to a point in virtual space; or relative, which 
allows more flexible movement but often requires clutching. For example, a mouse or trackball 
provides control over the position of the controlled object. When the mouse reaches the edge of a 
mouse pad or the trackball rolls to the edge of the hand, a repositioning of the mouse and the 
hand is required. 
Direct vs. Indirect. The directness of the device is also an issue: direct input implies that the 
input space is the same as the output space (e.g., touch screens or Wii remotes); indirect devices 
use a separate input space (e.g., the mouse and keyboard). 
Position vs. Rate control. The translation of raw device input to movement of an object is the 
device’s transfer function, and can be zero-order (i.e., position control), first-order (i.e., rate 
control), or higher-order (e.g., acceleration control). In general, only position and rate control are 
used in human motor control tasks. For example, a mouse provides position control; moving the 
mouse changes the position of the cursor. A joystick provides rate control; moving the joystick 
alters the speed of the cursor. 
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Fixed vs. Variable rate. Devices with rate control can have fixed or variable rate. The input is 
usually mapped to velocity of the controlled object (e.g., the cursor or the pointing finger). 
Keyboards or buttons on gamepads have fixed-rate control. When a key or button is pressed, it 
controls an object at a constant rate. Joysticks generally provide variable-rate control. How fast 
an object moves depends on how far the joystick is moved or how much force is applied to the 
joystick. 
The table below provides a summary of the above properties for the five input configurations. 










Mouse	  +	  Keyboard	  
Point	   Mouse	  (mode)	   Relative	   Indirect	   Position	   	  
Move	   Keyboard	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Fixed	  
Look/Turn	   Mouse	  (mode)	   Relative	   Indirect	   Position	   	  
Trackball	  +	  Mouse	  +	  	  
Keyboard	  
Point	   Trackball	   Relative	   Indirect	   Position	   	  
Move	   Keyboard	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Fixed	  
Look/Turn	   Mouse	   Relative	   Indirect	   Position	   	  
Gamepad	  
Point	   Right	  stick	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Variable	  
Move	   D-­‐pad	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Fixed	  
Look/Turn	   Left	  stick	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Variable	  
Joystick	  
Point	   Main	  stick	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Variable	  
Move	   Buttons	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Fixed	  
Look/Turn	   Hat	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Fixed	  
Wii	  Controls	  
Point	   Wiimote	   Absolute	   Direct	   Position	   	  
Move	   Balance	  board	  	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Variable	  
Look/Turn	   Nunchuk	   Relative	   Indirect	   Rate	   Variable	  
6.6 Method 




Ten university students (5 male and 5 female) were recruited; ages were between 20 and 28 
(mean 23.7), and five participants were experienced with video games (more than three hours per 
week). 
6.6.2 Apparatus 
The study used a CVE built with XNA and C#, running on a Windows 7 PC with a 22-inch LCD 
monitor at 1680 x 1050-pixel resolution. The CVE had three versions (one for each task; see 
Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.13); all contained random targets and an avatar. The avatar was 
controlled by the input devices as described above (Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.10). 
6.6.3 Conditions 
The study tested one main factor (input configuration, with five levels as described above) in a 
within-participants design. Secondary factors were gender and prior gaming experience (gamer 
or non-gamer). The first two tasks were presented in balanced order, with the third task always 
last (for additional training time, since it was the most difficult). Differences between tasks were 
expected and so tasks were analysed separately. 
6.6.4 Procedure 
At the beginning of the study, the participant was informed of the purpose of the study, signed a 
consent form, and filled out a demographic survey. Then, the participant did each task with all 
the five input configurations (balanced with a Latin square design). The participant filled out 
NASA-TLX worksheets (Hart & Staveland, 1988) to record subjective effort after using each 
configuration, and stated preferences and gave comments for the devices after finishing all tasks. 
At the end of the study, the participant was debriefed and was given $15.00 as remuneration. The 
study took about one hour and thirty minutes to complete. 
6.6.5 Tasks 
There were three tasks in the study. The tasks involved combinations of pointing, moving, 
turning, and looking. Participants were asked to point out some objects to a simulated partner in 
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the CVE. However, in order to find out if people can control free pointing at all, the participants 
were told to focus on pointing control and did not need to communicate verbally to the simulated 
partner. 
Task 1: Move-and-Point (MP). In the MP task, referents were located on a wall in front of the 
avatar (Figure 6.11), and participants were asked to point at the referents while moving 
sideways. This corresponds to many real-world communicative situations (e.g., discussing what 
items to buy on a grocery store shelf). Avatars were restricted to moving left and right in this 
task, to prevent participants from simply moving back until they could see all the objects at once. 
Participants moved the avatar’s arm (using the input device specified by the experimental 
condition) to point at the referents. A red dot on the CVE’s wall indicated where the avatar was 
pointing. The referent disappeared after being pointed to, and a trial ended once all ten referents 
were correctly indicated with deictic pointing (i.e., as if the participant is stating “this one and 
this one and this one…”). The task had eight trials of ten referents each (the first three trials were 
marked as training and the rest were used for analysis). The dependent measure was completion 
time. Time was recorded at the end of each trial (i.e., after all ten referents were indicated). 
 
Figure 6.11: Move-and-Point task. Participant moves left or right, pointing at referents along the way. 
Task 2: Turn-Look-and-Point (TLP). In the TLP task, referents were placed on the walls of a 
room in the CVE (Figure 6.12). The participants were asked to turn all the way around in the 
room, looking up and down to find the objects, and indicating each object to the simulated 
listener by pointing at it. This task corresponds to real-world communicative scenarios such as 
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when a realtor indicates various features of a room when showing a house. This task was also 
involve eight trials (the first three were for training and the rest were for analysis) of ten referents 
each, with completion time (i.e., the time to point at all ten referents) as the dependent measure. 
 
Figure 6.12: Turn-Look-and-Point task. Participant turns around inside the room, finding referents and 
pointing to them. 
In the MP and TLP tasks, referent locations were pre-set with different locations for each trial. 
Participants saw the same locations for each configuration, but since there were several different 
sets of referents, and trials were randomly ordered, participants were not expected to learn the 
locations. 
Task 3: Move-Turn-Look-and-Point (MTLP). In the MTLP task, participants pointed at a green 
spot on the wall while moving to a particular location in the room (marked with a ball on the 
floor, see Figure 6.13). The green spot traveled in a slow circle on the wall, requiring that 
participants continually adjust their pointing direction. Since the task also required that the avatar 
turn en route to the destination (to remain facing the green spot), participants were required to 
control all four avatar actions simultaneously. This task corresponds to situations where people 
must point out a moving object to another person, while also moving to a particular location 
(e.g., pointing out the movements of a bird to a friend, while walking towards and through a 
gate). 
In the MTLP task, each trial had only one spot on a wall and one destination on the floor (there 
were three spot locations, and three destination locations). Participants carried out 20 trials, with 
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the first two were marked as training; the remaining trials covered all spot/destination 
combinations. To force participants to maintain a certain level of accuracy in their pointing, the 
trial would re-start if the avatar’s arm left the green spot for two seconds. The dependent 
measure was the percentage of total time that participants’ gesture is outside the green spot (i.e., 
error rate). Error rate was used as the dependent measure instead of completion time because I 
wanted to measure how well participants could adjust pointing directions (for constantly pointing 
at a moving target) while controlling other avatar actions, but not how fast the participants could 
reach the destination. 
 
Figure 6.13: Move-Turn-Look-and-Point task. Participant moves to the ball while continuing to point at the 
green spot on the wall. 
6.7 Results 
The following sections analyse results from the three tasks, look at the effects of gaming 
experience and gender, and report perception of effort and preference ratings.  
6.7.1 Task 1: Move-and-Point (MP) 
The mean time to finish a trial was 16.6s. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant 
main effect of device (F4,36 = 31.79, p < .001). A post-hoc Tukey HSD test showed that the 
mode-switched mouse was significantly faster than the trackball, gamepad, or joystick; and that 
the Wii setup was faster than the gamepad or the joystick (all p < .05). As seen in Figure 6.14, 
the differences were substantial: the mouse took half the time of the slower devices. 
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Figure 6.14: Mean completion time, MP task (error bars indicate standard error). 
6.7.2 Task 2: Turn-Look-and-Point (TLP) 
The mean time to finish a trial was 19.90s. ANOVA again showed a significant main effect of 
device (F4,36 = 36.09, p < .001). A Tukey HSD test showed that the Wii setup was significantly 
faster than the gamepad and the joystick; and that the mouse and trackball were also significantly 
faster than the joystick (all p < .05). Again, the differences are large (Figure 6.15): for example, 
the Wii was almost 15 seconds faster than the joystick and almost eight seconds faster than the 
gamepad. 
 
Figure 6.15: Mean completion time, TLP task (error bars indicate standard error). 
6.7.3 Task 3: Move-Turn-Look-and-Point (MTLP) 
The mean error (percentage of time the avatar was not pointing at the green spot) was 28.1%. 
ANOVA again showed a significant main effect of device (F4,36 = 18.41, p < .001). A Tukey 
HSD test showed that the mouse and the trackball were more accurate than the gamepad or 
joystick, and that the Wii setup was faster than the joystick (p < .05). As seen in Figure 6.16, 
accuracy results are similar to the completion-time results above: the better-performing devices 




Figure 6.16: Mean error, MTLP task (error bars indicate standard error). 
6.7.4 Effects of Video-Game Experience 
ANOVA showed no effect of game experience in either the MP task (F1,8 = 3.57, p = .095) or the 
TLP task (F1,8 = 2.85, p = .13), but a significant effect was found in the MTLP task (F1,8 = 5.34, p 
< .05) (see Figure 6.17). In this task, gamers were slightly better able to continue pointing at the 
green spot as they moved (8% less error) than non-gamers. There were no interactions between 
device and game experience for any task: MP (F4,32 = 0.63, p = .65); TLP (F4,32 = 1.19, p = .34); 
MTLP(F4,32 = 0.27, p = .90). 
 
Figure 6.17: Mean error, by game experience in MTLP task (error bars indicate standard error). 
6.7.5 Effects of Gender 
ANOVA showed no main effect on gender in any of the three tasks: MP (F1,8 = 0.17, p = .69), 
TLP (F1,8 = 0.00, p = .99), and MTLP (F1,8 = 0.00, p = .99). No significant interaction was found 
between the devices and gender in the MP (F4,32 = 0.88, p = .49) or TLP tasks (F4,32 = 0.96, p = 
.44), but there was a device by gender interaction in MTLP (F4,32 = 2.72, p < .05). As shown in 
Figure 6.18, the interaction likely arises from the fact that women were better with the mouse 
and Wii setup than men, but worse with the gamepad and the joystick. 
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Figure 6.18: Mean error, by gender in MTLP task (error bars indicate standard error). 
6.7.6 Perception of Effort and Preferences 
The TLX effort questionnaires (taken after each device condition) showed results that are 
consistent with the performance data (Figure 6.19). In general, people felt that the mouse 
required the least effort (considering all three tasks), and that the joystick and gamepad required 
the most. Exceptions did appear, however: for example, the trackball and the gamepad were seen 
as requiring low physical effort but high mental load. 
 
Figure 6.19: Mean scores (1-best, 7-worst) for workload assessment across all devices. 
Figure 6.20 shows participants’ overall ratings of the devices (1 = best, 10 = worst). There were 
substantial differences in these ratings: most participants preferred either the Wii configuration 
or the mouse; the trackball and gamepad were generally next, and the joystick was rated worst. 
 
Figure 6.20: Mean rating by control and task (1-best, 10-worst). 
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6.8 Observations 
Several participants found the simultaneous control tasks difficult at first, but they became more 
comfortable using the devices as the study progressed. Some participants tried to avoid using 
different controls at the same time in the MP and TLP tasks: for example, they moved (in MP) or 
turned (in TLP) the avatar, stopped, and pointed at all the objects showing on the screen; then 
repeated the same action sequence until all objects were indicated. However, in MTLP—where it 
was easier to complete the task with all actions used together—the participants tried to use 
multiple controls simultaneously. They manipulated all the controls with the trackball, joystick, 
and Wii configurations (it was possible to manipulate all controls at the same time with these 
devices, but not with the mouse or gamepad). 
Participants also used a variety of motions to point to objects: in addition to the pointing 
controls, they also utilized the avatar’s movement and rotation. In the process of pointing to an 
object, people sometimes adjusted the arm to the correct horizontal level (where the object was), 
and then either moved or turned the avatar so that the arm direction gradually approached the 
object. This behavior happened with all input devices except the Wii controls; but most often 
with the trackball setting. This appeared to be because the Wiimote was easier to control for 
pointing, whereas the trackball was harder for left-right manipulation (see Section 6.8.2 below). 
6.8.1 Mouse 
Participants were very comfortable using the mouse and keyboard. They were able to switch 
between modes (pointing and looking/turning) with ease. The mouse’s familiarity and simplicity 
are likely reasons for its top performance. 
The mouse was slower in TLP than in MP, and this may have occurred for two reasons. First, the 
requirement for mode switching may have slowed participants (pointing and viewing controls 
were both required, but were in different modes). Although participants found the mode switch 
easy to do, it is impossible to carry out the two actions simultaneously. Second, turning required 
clutching, whereas there is no clutching when using the keyboard keys to move in the MP task. 
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6.8.2 Trackball 
The trackball showed reasonable performance. While this configuration allows simultaneous 
control of all actions, horizontal ball manipulation was difficult. Most participants only used the 
trackball to move the arm vertically with very few horizontal movements. It appeared that left-
right manipulation of a mouse-mounted trackball was a somewhat unnatural motion. A typical 
trackball is controlled with the combination of wrist movement (for left and right) and finger 
movement (for up and down). However, the trackball in the Mighty Mouse must be manipulated 
by the finger in both directions, which participants felt was unnatural. 
6.8.3 Gamepad 
Some participants commented that they wanted to simultaneously manipulate all the avatar’s 
actions with the gamepad but it was impossible to do so in normal use (the left thumb can only 
control either the left thumbstick or the d-pad). Others said that they liked to use the thumbstick 
(a variable-rate input) to change the view because they could hold the thumbstick at a fixed angle 
and the view would change at a steady rate, allowing them to focus on pointing out the referents.  
6.8.4 Joystick  
The joystick was the worst configuration on all measures (performance, preference, and effort). 
It caused considerable frustration across all participants, and one main reason is that participants 
often unintentionally changed their pointing and viewing directions. This happened more often in 
the MTLP task where the participant tried to use all the actions at the same time. They had 
substantial difficulty controlling pointing and looking/turning on the same device with one hand. 
Most participants experienced problems of simultaneous control with the joystick: for example, 
losing track of the avatar’s arm by looking up while pointing down. This occurred because there 
are two 2D-velocity-based inputs (the main stick and the hat) assigned to one hand. In addition, 
the two inputs are physically stacked (the hat is built on top of the main stick). Pointing (with the 
stick) and turning/looking (with the hat) often affect each other—this also appears to be why 
participants spent more time in the TLP task than the MP task. 
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6.8.5 Wii controls 
Participants liked the Wii configuration, and were enthusiastic about using it. They liked the 
naturalness of pointing with the Wiimote, and were all able to point easily and comfortably. 
Participants’ comments and preference rankings suggest that they liked using the Wiimote to 
point and the Nunchuk (thumbstick) to look and turn, but did not like the Balance Board for 
movement as much. Some participants experienced difficulty with using the Balance Board—for 
example, moving the avatar past the desired destination in the MTLP task. Some participants 
also commented that they preferred not to use a foot-control device as it was physically 
demanding. This difficulty could be improved with different thresholds. Despite problems with 
the Balance Board, the Wii controls were very good in both performance and preference. The 
main advantage of this configuration is that people can carry out pointing the same way that they 
do in the real world. 
6.9 Discussion 
The study has four main findings: 
1. People can successfully control free pointing in tasks that already involve moving, 
turning, and looking (answer to research question 1); 
 
2. There were significant and substantial differences between the input devices for all three 
tasks; 
 
3. The mouse and Wii configurations were consistently better (answer to research question 
2), and the game controller and joystick were consistently worse; 
 
4. There were minor effects of game experience and gender. 
Overall the most important conclusion from these results is that there are avatar control 
configurations in which adding communicative expressiveness (free pointing) does not unduly 
burden the individual’s control abilities. 
6.9.1 Lessons and Design Issues 
Here I list eight main lessons learned from the study. 
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 Adding free pointing to CVEs is feasible. The study shows that people can handle the 1.
addition of free pointing to existing avatar controls. In all of the tasks, participants were 
able to complete the tasks successfully and without undue difficulty (although the device 
matters). This main result suggests that designers can feasibly incorporate this additional 
capability into CVEs.  
 A mode-switch mouse is a usable option. The mouse configuration made it impossible to 2.
turn and point simultaneously, yet the mouse had the best overall performance and was 
second best in preference. People were able to perform very well with the device. This 
configuration also represents the simplest extension of standard controls, and could easily 
be implemented in CVEs. Although the left button is often already used in some CVEs, a 
different mode switch could also be equally successful. 
 Direct input is good for pointing. The Wii controls had strong performance (best in the 3.
TLP task, second best in the MP task, and third in the MTLP task) and the best overall 
preference. Even though the participants did not have much experience with the controls, 
they got used to this configuration very quickly. Also, the Wii was the only condition 
where participants did not offload aiming to the avatar’s movement and rotation (that is, 
they always used the pointing controls to move the arm towards the object). Direct-
pointing configurations appear to be a useful new direction for avatar control systems. An 
additional benefit of direct pointing is that it can easily be extended to more complex 
gestures.  
 Effects of previous experience. People have more experience with the mouse and less 4.
with the Wii, yet these devices both showed better results than others. Also, gamers did 
not perform significantly better with game controllers. These results suggest that the 
differences between devices are not solely due to people’s experience and that although 
people can learn to control almost any device, there are configurations that are more 
natural and simpler for controlling free pointing. 
 Controlling two 2D inputs with one hand is difficult. The joystick was the worst 5.
configuration overall. It required people to control two actions (pointing and 
turning/looking) with one hand, and was disliked and seen as difficult. Comments (e.g., 
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“it’s confusing”) and observations also showed that people simply had more difficulty 
controlling the avatar in these configurations: for example, trying to turn one way and 
point in the opposite direction was problematic. The trackball configuration also had two 
2D inputs on one hand, and although it performed well in the MTLP task, people 
commented (e.g., “harder than I thought”) that the combined actions were difficult. 
 Variable-rate control is good for panning the view. For the gamepad and Wii controls, 6.
the TLP task had the best preference ranking compared to overall, MP, and MTLP. This 
is mainly because of the variable-rate controls that were used for look and turn. With the 
variable-rate control, the participants were able to control the turning rate by holding the 
thumbstick at a certain angle, allowing them to focus on other actions. This is interesting 
because many current CVEs put turning control on the mouse, which is a position-based 
device. 
 Physiological constraints affect device use. Participants felt that the Mighty Mouse 7.
trackball was unnatural for controlling arm movement because the trackball cannot be 
used normally (where the wrist is used for left and right control). Input configurations 
should be designed to fit with an understanding of ergonomic factors such as the range of 
motion of different limbs 
 Input sensitivity should be adjustable. Different participants had very different 8.
preferences in terms of input sensitivity (most obviously seen on the Wii Balance Board). 
While having default sensitivity is important, it should be adjustable. Although adjustable 
settings are common in desktop applications, it is not always common in CVEs to allow 
full specification of parameters. 
6.9.2 Generalization to Other Communication Tasks 
The results are likely to translate to more realistic collaborative task situations and other CVEs. 
First, real communication situations involve the additional task of generating verbal 
communication along with the avatar’s gestures. This is not likely to create problems for free 
pointing because the control situations in the study likely require more simultaneous activity than 
what is needed in many collaborative situations, and because people in real tasks will have far 
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more experience with the controls than the participants. In addition, using natural actions such as 
direct pointing can greatly simplify the task of generating these gestures. The results can also be 
useful in non-CVE systems where pointing gestures are important, e.g., rescue operations and 
equipment maintenance supported by remote experts. 
Second, pointing control worked for a broad range of participants: gamers and non-gamers, and 
men and women. It seems clear that the ability to control free pointing is not limited to only a 
small group of users. Finally, the devices are all readily available and do not require specialized 




CHAPTER 7  
COMPARING POINTING TECHNIQUES 
In previous chapters, I made distant pointing in CVEs more expressive by adding free and 
natural pointing to basic avatar actions, and showed that people can successfully use and control 
these pointing methods. However, we do not know whether free and natural pointing are useful 
for collaboration in CVEs when augmented-pointing techniques are available. To investigate this 
issue, I conducted a study observing how people communicate using free, natural, and 
augmented pointing in a CVE with realistic tasks. The primary goal is to determine if free and 
natural pointing are useful in CVEs even when augmented-pointing techniques are available. 
One main reason that distant pointing is challenging in desktop CVEs is that the field of view is 
too narrow, thus causing the problem of ‘fragmentation’—the display cannot show all the 
relevant information needed for communication, forcing collaborators to change their views to 
see such information (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000). Increasing the field of 
view width may make collaboration using free and natural pointing easier. Therefore, the 
secondary goal of the study is to explore how field of view affects the use of distant-pointing 
techniques. 
In this chapter, I answer the following two questions: 
1. Are free and natural pointing useful in CVEs even when augmented-pointing techniques 
are available? 
 
2. How does a wide field of view affect the use of distant-pointing techniques? 
7.1 Pointing Techniques 
The study compared five pointing techniques: natural pointing (the default), natural pointing 
with a long arm, a virtual laser beam, a spotlight technique, and an object highlight (See Figure 
7.1). 
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- Natural pointing. The avatar’s arm and extended finger pointed as controlled by 
participants. 
- Long arm. Similar to natural pointing, but with a double-length avatar arm, making it 
easier to see. 
- Laser beam. A red line (the ‘laser’) is drawn from the avatar’s finger. 
- Spotlight. A small red dot is drawn on the first intersecting object in the arm’s pointing 
direction. 
- Highlight. If a selectable object intersects the arm’s pointing direction, it is highlighted in 
red. 
A  B  
C  D  
Figure 7.1: Pointing techniques: A) long arm, B) laser beam, C) spotlight, and D) highlight. 
To better understand the importance of arm movement and avatar orientation, I also tested the 
three visual augmentations (laser beam, spotlight, and highlight) with two variations. The first 
variation is to point without the corresponding avatar arm movement. For example, when a laser 
beam was used with an immovable arm, the laser would come out from the avatar’s shoulder 
(see Figure 7.2B). The second variation is to point with an invisible avatar; the visual 
augmentations could still be seen when activated (Figure 7.2C). 
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A  B  C  
Figure 7.2: Using a laser beam with A) a regular avatar, B) a fixed arm, and C) an invisible avatar. 
7.2 Method 
In this section, I describe participants, experimental setup, apparatus, procedure, and tasks in the 
study. 
7.2.1 Participants 
There were 12 pairs of participants (15 male and 7 female) with the mean age of 26. The 
participants were university research assistants, and graduate and undergraduate students across 
nine departments. All had computer experience (10-80 hours/week using computer), and 17 of 
them had some experience with CVEs via video games.  
7.2.2 Experimental Setup and Apparatus 
Experimental room. The study was in a quiet room where two desktop workstations were 
located 10 feet apart at the opposite ends of the room. A pair of participants faced opposite 
directions so that they could only see their own displays, and could talk to each other freely 
without using headphones (Figure 7.3). 
Collaborative virtual environment. The CVE was built in XNA and C#, running on Windows 7. 
In the CVE, avatars were set on a balcony looking at the downtown area of a city (Figure 7.4). 
Users were able to control an avatar to move around the balcony, point anywhere with the 
avatar’s arm and forefinger, and look in any direction by turning the avatar’s head.  
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Figure 7.3: Physical setup of the experimental room. 
 
Figure 7.4: A CVE set on a balcony with a downtown view. 
Movement and arm control. Participants used the two input methods that were identified as 
being effective and easy to use from the study in Chapter 6, i.e., mouse and Wii control (with 
slight modifications). With either control, participants could move their avatars using the W-A-
S-D keyboard keys. All of the pointing techniques could be controlled by manipulating the 
direction of the avatar’s arm. For mouse control, the arm could be moved when the left mouse 
button was pressed; the arm pointed in the direction indicated by the left-right and up-down 
motion of the mouse. For Wii control, participants could move the arm using real-world pointing 
movements (pointing left, right, up, or down in the real world changed the avatar’s arm in the 
corresponding directions). Figure 7.5 shows how a participant used the Wii control. The Wiimote 
was strapped to the back of the hand that held the Nunchuk. Natural pointing was the default 




Figure 7.5: Wii control. 
View control. When using mouse control, participants could change the avatar’s view direction 
by moving the mouse with no buttons pressed (this meant that participants could only control 
either view direction or arm direction at one time). When using the Wii control, participants 
could change view direction using the thumbstick on the Nunchuk controller. In addition, 
participants could switch between first-person and third-person views by pressing the Tab key.  
CVE view width. One of the workstations had a single 24” monitor with a 1440 x 900-pixel 
resolution. The other workstation had three 24” monitors with a total resolution of 4320 x 900 
pixels, tripling the width of the CVE’s view. In both cases, the CVE view width increased when 
changing to third-person perspective where the camera was located behind and above the avatar. 
7.2.3 Procedure 
At the beginning of the study, the pair of participants was informed with the purpose of the 
study. Each signed a consent form, and filled out a demographic survey. Then, the participants 
performed collaborative tasks with the five pointing techniques (natural, long arm, laser, 
spotlight, and highlight) in a CVE. The experimenter observed how the tasks were done; the 
tasks were also video-recorded for analysis. After that, the participants filled out a post-test 
questionnaire regarding preferences on pointing techniques and view settings. At the end of the 
study, each participant was given $15.00 as remuneration and was debriefed as to the purpose of 
the study. The study took about one hour and thirty minutes to complete. 
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7.2.4 Tasks 
Participants carried out a set of referencing tasks and a set of creative tasks. In the referencing 
tasks, one participant (the gesturer) indicated different referents in the scene to the partner (the 
observer). The gesturer chose a referent from each of these categories: buildings, rooms in 
buildings, cars, paths (e.g., the path from a building to a car), areas (e.g., a 2X2 block area), and 
general directions (e.g., where the downtown area should expand next). The participants could 
talk to each other and use their avatars to communicate.  
In the creative tasks, participants collaboratively constructed stories and made decisions based on 
scenarios given to them. For example, participants were asked to pretend to be roommates and to 
look for an apartment together, taking into consideration issues such as type of neighborhood, 
distance to work sites, and traffic. These tasks involved referencing and pointing from both 
participants, and were open-ended with no defined solution.  
Pairs worked on the tasks with each of the pointing conditions, with both the mouse and Wii 
controls, and with both the three-monitor and one-monitor setups. Participants could switch 
between first- and third-person views at any time.  
Data were collected via written notes during observation, video recording throughout the study, 
and a questionnaire at the end. Over 15 hours of video data were collected for interaction 
analysis. 
7.3 Results 
The results are organized by differences between pointing techniques, interpretation of natural 
and augmented pointing, and the effect of different view organizations. 
7.3.1 Differences Between Pointing Techniques 
Differences between the different pointing techniques can be described in six main areas: the 
ease of controlling the pointing gesture, the specificity of the technique, the feedback provided to 
the gesturer, the degree of visual clutter introduced, the ease of connecting the visual effect to an 
avatar, and participants’ overall preference for the techniques. 
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7.3.1.1 Controllability 
All of the techniques were controlled in the same way (through manipulation of the avatar’s arm 
direction), using either mouse or Wiimote control. Participants experienced no difficulties in 
pointing with either of these methods, and there did not seem to be any interaction between 
control method and pointing technique.  
There were other differences, however, in the way that participants specified referents in the 
scene. First, all of the augmented techniques had to be switched on and off with a key press, and 
several participants saw this as a non-trivial effort (since it required moving the left hand on the 
keyboard). For example, some people preferred the default natural pointing to the long arm 
technique for this reason. 
Second, the object-highlighting technique was seen as more difficult to control because it only 
worked with pre-defined objects in the scene. In a few cases, when participants did not see the 
highlight effect, they did not know whether they had missed with their pointing action, or 
whether the object was simply not selectable. Other participants found that this technique was 
hard to use because of its discrete movement (i.e., jumping from object to object). 
Third, in several cases, the gesturer inadvertently left the avatar’s arm in a raised position, even 
though they were not intending to point at something. There is no natural proprioceptive 
sensation of the avatar’s arm position, and the arm did not automatic lowered, so gesturers 
sometimes forgot to manually lower the arm to a non-pointing position. The following instance 
illustrates how this caused distraction. Sean was showing Emily a building (Figure 7.6 shows 
Sean’s view). He kept the city and Emily’s avatar in his view. While he was describing the 
building, Emily’s avatar’s arm was constantly moving and pointing at random referents. 
Although Emily knew how to use the controls to lower the arm when not explicitly pointing, she 
did not do so. As a result, Sean had difficulty interpreting Emily’s intentions. Sean commented: 
“I think the arms can be a little distracting, when trying to figure out what someone else is 
referring to. A few times my partner wasn't using her arm and just letting it hang in a random 
direction. I tried to infer meaning from the arm.” 
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Figure 7.6: Emily unintentionally pointing in random directions. 
7.3.1.2 Specificity and Perceived Accuracy  
There were substantial differences between the techniques in terms of accuracy and specificity. 
Participants felt that the laser beam and the spotlight were the most specific, followed by the 
highlight and then the two arm-based techniques. It was clear, however, that there was a strong 
relationship between the perceived accuracy of the different techniques and the size of the 
referent in the scene. For example, when participants had to refer to a small object or a precise 
location, they felt that the task was considerably easier with the laser or spotlight, and required 
less verbal communication. However, not even the laser was a complete replacement for verbal 
information (see Section 7.3.2).  
For larger targets, participants also perceived other techniques as being accurate—for example, if 
the referent was a building, then the object-highlight technique was at exactly the correct level of 
granularity. For indicating general directions, even the arm-based pointing techniques were seen 
as being sufficiently accurate for the task. 
Observations also showed how people used techniques of different specificity for different-sized 
targets. When participants used a more-specific technique (like the laser beam) with a less-
specific referent (e.g., an entire building, or an area of the city, or a general direction), they had 
to be careful that the other person did not over-interpret their pointing gesture. People used 
verbal communication to broaden the scope of the referent (e.g., saying “this entire building”) 
and moved the laser around the referent to avoid appearing to point to a more specific location.  
When people used a less-specific technique with a more-specific referent (e.g., the arm or the 
highlight to point to a single window in a building), they also used verbal communication, but 
now to provide information that would allow the hearer to identify the specific referent. For 
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example, when referring to a room in an apartment building, participants would highlight the 
building and said “the leftmost room on the third floor of that building.” 
With the arm-based techniques, there was more verbal communication overall, and more 
interaction between the participants as the gesturer sought confirmation that the observer had 
identified different landmarks at increasing levels of specificity. That is, people often referred to 
obvious landmarks first (e.g., “OK, you see the stadium?”) before moving to smaller objects 
(e.g., “now look at the tall building to the right of that”). In addition, the arm-based techniques 
often led to more avatar movement: observers frequently moved their avatars much closer to the 
gesturer, so that they could see the pointing gesture from the same perspective as that of the other 
person. However, this occasionally led to confusion as shown in the following conversational 
fragment (with annotations as shown in Figure 7.7). 
G: I think that building down the en:::d there straight in front of me with the (3.5) I intended to say green line,  
G: but ah:: I don’t know if  [( ) 
D:   [( ) in your way here, I tell ya 
G: Which arm is mine?   
 
Figure 7.7: Transcription notations. 
George and Dan were looking for an apartment to share. George suggested an apartment building 
to Dan, who was standing to the right of George when Dan said, “I think that building down the 
en:::d there straight in front of me with the (3.5)”. During the 3.5 seconds pause, Dan moved 
towards George, overlapped his avatar with George’s, and pointed at the same building. George 
could not identify which avatar arm belonged to whom, leading to his question “Which arm is 
mine?” (Figure 7.8). 
Dan wanted to know exactly what George was seeing and pointing at. Although he knew that 
getting too close could cause problems such as blocking each other’s view (“in your way here, I 
tell ya”), he still moved close and even overlapped the avatars, causing confusion. 
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Figure 7.8: George’s and Dan’s arms were partly overlapped. 
7.3.1.3 Feedback 
The different pointing techniques were shown to provide different types and amounts of 
feedback to the gesturer, changing the way that the technique was used. First, the default arms 
were difficult to see in the first-person view, and most participants switched to the third-person 
view when using this technique. Second, the spotlight did not provide strong visual feedback—
the spot was small, could be hard to see when pointing at an oblique surface, and did not appear 
at all when pointing at the sky—and this caused some problems for participants (particularly in 
first-person view where the arm direction was not as visible).  
The object highlight and the laser beam provided the most obvious feedback. The highlight was 
easy to see, although as described above it could be difficult to determine whether objects were 
selectable or not; in contrast, the laser beam was always visible and was seen as the easiest 
technique to position. 
7.3.1.4 Visual Clutter 
There were some discussions about the degree of visual clutter that would be produced if there 
were several people in the CVE. Several participants mentioned that it would be more difficult to 
identify referents if there were several lasers visible in the scene—and that the clutter would be 
worse with the larger-scale highlighting technique. 
7.3.1.5 Determining Ownership 
A problem related to that of visual clutter is determining who owns the visual effect of an 
augmented technique. This caused problems in several tasks, particularly when both participants 
used the spotlight and highlight techniques simultaneously (which occurred frequently during the 
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open-ended tasks). Determining ownership was seen by participants as a main strength of the 
laser beam—since the beam always visually connected the gesturer and the referent. Ownership 
was also easy to determine for the arm-based techniques, since these are connected to the avatar.  
7.3.1.6 Preferences 
All of the participants stated that they preferred the augmented techniques to the two arm-based 
techniques, because of the increased specificity provided by the visual effects. However, 
participants also said that their preference would depend on the specificity requirement of the 
task—for example, if only general directions were required, then the arm-based techniques 
would be sufficient. 
The laser beam was the most preferred technique. The main reasons given by participants for this 
preference included its accuracy, its visibility, and the ease of determining ownership when 
multiple lasers were used at once. The only concerns expressed about the laser involved clutter 
when there were several people in the scene, and situations where visibility was not desired (e.g., 
in a game where people would not want to reveal their locations). 
In addition, when using augmented pointing, participants preferred pointing with the regular 
avatar to the avatar with a fixed arm and an invisible avatar. Most participants stated that they 
liked the regular avatar because it was more natural than the other settings. The invisible avatar 
was the least preferred overall because it was awkward not to being able to see the avatar. One 
participant commented: “it’s just strange to see the laser coming out of no where.” 
Participants also stated that they preferred to have multiple techniques available, so that they 
could match the technique to the specificity requirements of the task. As detailed in the next 
section, it was clear that people did make use of multiple techniques—in particular, they used the 
avatar’s arm direction (which was always available) even when using an augmented technique. 




Table 7.1: Characteristics of pointing techniques. 




- Important	  at	  early	  stages	  of	  pointing	  to	  provide	  staging	  actions	  
- Difficult	  to	  see	  the	  arm	  in	  first-­‐person	  view	  
- Not	  specific	  
- Accurate	  enough	  for	  indicating	  directions	  
- Initiate	  more	  interaction	  and	  verbal	  communication	  between	  users	  
Long	  Arm	  
- Not	  specific	  
- Accurate	  enough	  for	  indicating	  directions	  
- Initiate	  more	  interaction	  and	  verbal	  communication	  between	  users	  
- Turning	  the	  technique	  on	  and	  off	  is	  non-­‐trivial	  
Laser	  Beam	  
- Overall	  most	  preferred	  
- Connect	  the	  user	  to	  the	  referent	  
- Specific	  
- Easy	  to	  see	  
- Obvious	  feedback	  
- Turning	  the	  technique	  on	  and	  off	  is	  non-­‐trivial	  
Spotlight	  
- Specific	  
- Small	  and	  difficult	  to	  see	  
- Difficult	  to	  determine	  who	  is	  using	  the	  technique	  
- Turning	  the	  technique	  on	  and	  off	  is	  non-­‐trivial	  
Highlight	  
- Only	  work	  with	  pre-­‐defined	  objects	  
- Difficult	  to	  determine	  if	  objects	  are	  selectable	  
- Discrete	  movement	  
- Easy	  to	  see	  
- Obvious	  feedback	  
- Difficult	  to	  determine	  who	  is	  using	  the	  technique	  
- Turning	  the	  technique	  on	  and	  off	  is	  non-­‐trivial	  
7.3.2 Use of Avatar Position Alongside Augmented Pointing 
Augmented pointing techniques are much more visible, and in some cases, much more specific 
than pointing with just the avatar’s arm. These changes suggest the possibility that the 
communication problems identified in earlier work (e.g., related to mutual orientation or 
fragmentation (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000)) will be fully addressed through 
the additional visual information.  
The observations, however, indicate that although augmented pointing techniques such as the 
virtual laser beam can improve certain elements of communication, they do not remove the need 
to support other aspects of the pointing process. In particular, the study showed that even when 
augmentations were present, people still failed to notice or see some pointing gestures, and 
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people still looked at the avatar’s body and arm as a way to orient themselves to upcoming 
augmented pointing actions.  
7.3.2.1 Failing to See Augmented Pointing Actions 
There were several situations where observers failed to notice that a gesturer was making an 
augmented pointing action. The spotlight technique was particularly difficult to notice, but 
participants also missed the more obvious augmentations (highlight and laser beam) on several 
occasions. This occurred when the observer was looking in a different direction (i.e., the visual 
effect could be out of view, particularly with the single-monitor setup), or when the gesturer was 
pointing down at the road in front of the balcony (which meant that the laser beam was occluded 
by the balcony itself). However, some participants missed the augmentations even when they 
were visible on screen, as illustrated in the following conversational fragment. 
J: There’s (0.5) a little yellow building (0.8) right in between (.) and behind these two buildings right across the street from 
us. Next in the little lot next to the parking lot. Have a yellow one (.) in the middle. You see it? 
K: Yeah, I can see that. 
J: Okay, and::: I guess the (.) one visible, the ground level room on the right that's actually (1.2). ( ) You can actually see 
more from your angle. Okay, we’ll go ar:: ( ) top right. This little room right (.) he::re. This one on top floor. My laser 
pointing at it. 
K: Which one? I actually can’t. 
J: hey, come over here and have a look. 
K: Oh yeah there. I can see it. 
Jason wanted to point out a room on the top floor of a yellow building. At the beginning of the 
fragment, after he said “There’s (0.5)”, he started to point at the building (on the right monitor of 
Kate’s station; see Figure 7.9) with a laser beam, which was kept on for the whole fragment. 
When Jason uttered “a little yellow building (0.8) right in between (.) and behind these two 
buildings right across the street from us”, “in the little lot next to the parking lot”, and “Have a 
yellow one (.) in the middle”, Kate thought Jason was referring to another building with similar 
visual features (as shown in Figure 7.9, both buildings were in line with Jason’s arm direction). 
Kate positioned her avatar and adjusted her view to center the mistaken building. She thought 
she knew the correct building until Jason said “My laser pointing at it.” Kate then realized that 
she misunderstood (“Which one? I actually can’t”). 
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Figure 7.9: Kate did not see Jason’s laser beam. 
Although Jason was pointing at the building with a laser beam the whole time, Kate did not pay 
attention to it until he mentioned that his laser was pointing at the building. Kate commented at 
the end of the study that she was focusing on Jason’s verbal descriptions and the mistaken 
referent; therefore, she did not see the laser beam and misunderstood the referent as a result.  
This episode shows that in a busy visual environment, it is not always easy to notice even a 
substantial augmentation such as the virtual laser. It is also notable that although the laser was 
only about 25cm from Kate’s focus of attention, it was on a different monitor—it is possible that 
the 4cm visual gap of the monitor bezels made it more difficult to notice activity that was 
occurring on a different monitor. 
7.3.2.2 Watching the Avatar before an Augmented Gesture 
There were several episodes where participants appeared to gather information from the other 
person’s avatar as a way to orient themselves to an upcoming pointing action, even when the 
gesturer was using augmented pointing. For example, explication of the next fragment shows one 
participant using the gesturer’s viewing direction and arm direction to help determine where to 
look in the scene. 
M: That’s the room. 
K: Okay. 
M: Ah:::: the car:: (19) ah::: in the parking lot. 
K: Okay let me come over there. 
In this fragment, Mark had just finished showing Ken a room in an apartment building with the 
laser beam. Ken confirmed that he knew which room Mark was pointing at (“okay”). Right after 
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this confirmation, Mark turned off the laser and moved to the left of the balcony. As he was 
moving, he started to consider which car he wanted to show Ken next (“Ah:::: the car::”). Mark 
took several seconds to decide, and during that time, Ken turned his avatar towards Mark’s, 
adjusting his viewing angle so that he could see both Mark’s avatar and the cars (Figure 7.10). 
 
Figure 7.10: Ken’s view showing Mark (left monitor) and cars. 
Once Mark made his decision, he turned the laser beam on and said “ah::: in the parking lot.” 
Ken immediately moved his avatar beside Mark’s, such that he only saw the laser beam on his 
screen, not Mark’s avatar (Figure 7.11). 
 
Figure 7.11: Ken focused on Mark’s laser beam (left monitor). 
Knowing that Mark would use the laser beam to indicate a car, Ken could have oriented his 
avatar towards only the cars and waited for the laser beam to appear. However, Ken instead 
began by paying close attention to Mark’s avatar: Ken changed his view to keep track of Mark’s 
avatar orientation and arm direction. Before Mark turned the laser beam on and said “ah::: in the 
parking lot,” Ken already knew roughly where the referent would be (because he could see 
Mark’s arm direction) and was able to more quickly respond to the pointing gesture. 
Once the area of the referent was established and the laser was switched on, however, it is 
notable that Ken moved to a location where he could no longer see Mark’s avatar or arm. Once 
the general orientation is determined, the laser beam provides accurate information about the 
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referent; the observer no longer needs the avatar orientation information, and can focus their 
view on the target region. 
7.3.3 View Changes and Fragmentation 
Different displays and view perspectives were used in the study to explore how field of view 
affects pointing in CVEs. A three-monitor-wide display and third-person perspective were used 
to provide a wider field of view for improving interpretation of deictic pointing. However, 
episodes in the sessions suggested that even with these view features, fragmentation was still a 
problem. 
7.3.3.1 Preferences for the Wider Views 
All but one of the 24 participants preferred the 3-monitor display. Many participants commented 
that it gave them a much better ability to see the actions of their partners as well as the 
referents—for example, one participant said “It was easier to see everything and determine 
where [the other person] was looking.” The three-monitor display also changed the way that 
people used the CVE. People could look around without changing their view controls, but the 
more spacious display and the increased number of visible objects make visual attention more of 
a problem (as in the previous section, it is not enough that objects be visible in the display; the 
person should also attend to the information). 
In addition, most participants preferred the third-person view for two reasons: it showed more of 
the scene, particularly in the one-monitor display, and it showed more of the avatar’s arm for 
pointing feedback. Some participants used the first-person view for a ‘zoom-in’ effect; this was 
sometimes necessary because in the third-person view, the avatar occasionally occluded some 
objects. 
7.3.3.2 Use of the First-Person and Third-Person Views 
Participants used different viewing perspectives in different settings and situations. The first-
person view was used more often with the three-monitor setup and the third-person view was the 
primary choice with the one-monitor setup. Also, participants tended to use the first-person view 
when they were generating gestures. The following fragment shows a typical example. 
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D: That car::: (4) That car there (3.5) next to the pylon. 
I: Okay. 
Dora was using the one-monitor setup and the third-person view. She wanted to show Ivan a car 
on the freeway. After saying “That car:::”, Dora tried to point at the car that was partially 
occluded by her avatar, but she had difficulty doing so (Figure 7.12A). She then changed the 
perspective to the first-person view and told Ivan “That car there.” She then adjusted her view so 
that the car was in the center of the screen, pointed at it with a laser beam, and said “next to the 
pylon.” (Figure 7.12B) 
A  B  
Figure 7.12: Dora’s one-monitor setup: A) with the third-person view; B) with the first-person view. 
Dora used the third-person view as her default viewing perspective allowing her to see more of 
the scene to compensate for the narrow field of view. However, in third-person view, her avatar 
blocked the middle area of the scene. She spent about four seconds trying to point at a car that 
was partially occluded by her avatar, and then realized that the first-person view was the best 
perspective for the task at hand. She switched to using the first-person view so that she could 
clearly see and point to the car.  
7.3.3.3 Knowing Collaborators’ Viewing Perspectives 
Participants’ actions were highly dependent on what their partners could see. Participants often 
made assumptions about the viewing perspectives their partners were using. However, wrong 
assumptions could lead to confusion as shown in the following fragment: 
T: Can you mo::ve to my position? And face yourself to the road. (5.5) If you face yourself to the road and (0.8) lower your 
camera view, you’ll see two black cars on the road. 
J: Two black cars? 
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T: The two black cars (0.6) on the left, on the opposite direction, there’s a dark blue car 
J: um:::::: 
T: Can you see that? 
J: I can only see a black car. 
Thomas wanted to show Joyce some cars. He pointed at the cars and helped Joyce finding the 
cars by giving her instructions (“mo::ve to my position”, “face yourself to the road”, and “lower 
your camera view”). Joyce followed his instructions, but still could not see the black cars he 
mentioned. Thomas then gave a further description, but without success. However, Thomas gave 
the instructions based on the assumption that Joyce was using the same view (first-person view) 
as he was, when in fact she was using the third-person view. In third-person view, Joyce’s avatar 
was blocking her view of the objects being discussed (the black cars). Figure 7.13 shows what 
Joyce saw.  
 
Figure 7.13: Joyce’s avatar was blocking her own view. 
7.3.3.4 Third-Person Views and Fragmentation 
View fragmentation in CVEs is a well-known problem (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 
1998, 2000). The following examples show how participants recognized the problem used the 
third-person view to solve it. 
M: I just wanna be sure that we're pointing to the same building. 
K: yeah yeah understand. 
M: ar (.) did you use tab? 
K: I’m I’m on the first person right now. 
M: first person, so 
K: Let me check where you’re pointing at. (1.5) Can you point at it? 
M: Yeah of course (.) I'm (.) pointing to that building.  
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Mark wanted to confirm that Ken and him were both pointing at the same referent. However, at 
the beginning of the fragment, Ken was using the first-person view and facing the buildings, thus 
he could not see Mark’s avatar (Figure 7.14). Mark tried to understand what Ken was able to see, 
and so he asked, “did you use tab?” This question might have reminded Ken that he could 
change his viewing perspective. Ken replied that he was in the first-person view, but he switched 
to the third-person view (Figure 7.15) to see Mark’s pointing gesture (“Let me check where 
you’re pointing at.”) 
 
Figure 7.14: Ken was facing the downtown and could not see Mark’s avatar in the first-person view. 
 
Figure 7.15: Ken was able to see the downtown and Mark’s avatar in the third-person view. 
Ken was focusing on the buildings, but he also wanted to look at where Mark was pointing to 
better understand what the referent was. Instead of changing his view back and forth between 
Mark’s avatar and the referent, Ken simply switched to the third-person view and was able to see 
all the relevant information. This shows that using the third-person view can alleviate the 





Table 7.2: Characteristics of views and displays. 
	   Characteristics	  
Views	  
First	  Person	  
- Zoomed-­‐in	  effect	  
- Less	  occlusion	  
- Tended	  to	  use	  when	  generating	  gestures	  
- Mostly	  used	  with	  the	  three-­‐monitor	  setup	  
Third	  Person	  
- Generally	  preferred	  over	  first-­‐person	  view	  
- May	  overcome	  some	  fragmentation	  problems	  
- Provide	  more	  of	  the	  scene	  
- Show	  more	  of	  the	  avatar’s	  arm	  
- May	  occlude	  important	  information	  at	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  screen	  
- Mostly	  used	  with	  the	  one-­‐monitor	  setup	  
Displays	  
One	  Monitor	   - Generally	  not	  preferred	  
- Easy	  to	  miss	  important	  information	  
Three	  Monitors	   - Strongly	  preferred	  to	  one-­‐monitor	  setup	  
- Bigger	  horizontal	  view	  
7.4 Discussion 
The observational study provides answers to the main research questions: 
1. Are free and natural pointing useful in CVEs even when augmented-pointing techniques 
are available? 
Yes, free and natural pointing are useful because they generated arm movements that 
were regularly used as context even when augmented techniques were available, and 
provide staging actions that were especially important at early stages of pointing. 
 
2. How does a wide field of view affect the use of distant-pointing techniques? 
The three-monitor display was strongly preferred, and people switched between first- and 
third-person views depending on the needs of the situation. 
Other findings about the use of different deictic-pointing techniques in CVEs include: 
- Augmented techniques were preferred over natural arm-based pointing; 
- The pointing techniques differ substantially in terms of controllability, accuracy, 
feedback, visual clutter, and ownership; 
- The laser beam technique was preferred overall because of its specificity, visibility, and 
clear connection to the gesturing avatar; 
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- The increased specificity of augmented pointing was used by participants to simplify 
their verbal references. 
7.4.1 Natural and Augmented Pointing 
In the study, I tested five different kinds of pointing techniques—natural, long arm, laser, 
spotlight, and highlight. People preferred all of the versions that provided extra information, 
primarily because of the added specificity that this information made possible. However, other 
features were also important: for example, people also liked the laser because it visually 
connected the referent to the gesturer.  
While augmented pointing techniques helped referencing in many situations, these techniques do 
not solve the entire problem—they are not a replacement for the context provided by staging 
actions (such as avatar position, direction, and arm movement), or for the disambiguation 
capabilities of speech. All these communication channels remained critical to the success of 
collaboration. Collaborators relied on different resources at different stages of referencing 
conduct. Before the onset of pointing actions, observers paid close attention to the locations and 
orientations of gesturers. When the gesturer started to point, the arm direction gave additional 
information about the direction of the referent, and observers often adjusted their views so that 
they could see both the arm and the potential referent. Once the gesturer activated a technique, 
observers would often change their view to focus more closely on the visual effects. 
Augmented pointing could improve the referencing process by providing additional information. 
Gesturers used the techniques to precisely indicate referents, and the visual effects helped 
observers locate what gesturers wanted to show. However, most of the benefit of using 
augmented pointing came at the later stages of referencing. Observers still needed to pay 
attention to the avatar’s arm direction at the earlier stages of pointing, suggesting that augmented 
pointing cannot entirely replace free arm movements. Furthermore, collaborators still needed to 
talk to each other even when they were using augmented pointing: the techniques helped 
simplify verbal descriptions, but collaborators still relied heavily on speech.  
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7.4.2 View Extents, Field of View, and Viewing Perspectives 
Knowing what collaborators could see was often critically important. Several episodes showed 
that collaborators wanted to know their partner’s view: observers moved their avatars close to the 
gesturer, even to the point of overlapping. By knowing what was in the gesturer’s view, the 
observer could more easily understand both the pointing gesture and the verbal conversation.  
The study explored the value of a wide display, and showed that the three-monitor view 
improved people’s ability to coordinate activities in pointing-based communication. 
Furthermore, participants made frequent use of the third-person view, and with it were able to 
overcome some of the fragmentation problems that have been seen in earlier research.  
However, the third-person view is not a complete solution. Although collaborators can see more 
objects, those objects are smaller and harder to see. Also, collaborators’ own avatars occlude the 
middle of the screen, which is the most important area because collaborators often adjust the 
views to put the referent at the center. Last, there is no visual feedback to indicate to others 
which view is being used; misunderstanding about what the other person could see led to several 
problems in the tasks. 
7.5 Lessons 
There are five main lessons learned from the study. These can help designers support distant 
pointing in CVEs. 
1. Free arm movement. People paid a large amount of attention to avatar arm movements, 
even when augmented pointing techniques were used. Being able to move the arm 
provided a staging action that helped collaborators predict the general direction of a 
referent. Having the arm indicate direction as well as the augmentation simplified verbal 
descriptions of referents in some episodes. 
2. Large field of view. All but one participant preferred using the three-monitor to the one-
monitor setup, and all made frequent use of the third-person view. A larger field of view 
and more screen real estate greatly helped collaborators stay aware of each other’s 
actions, knowledge that was crucial to smooth communication. 
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3. Clear connection between the gesturer and the referent. A main reason for the laser’s 
success was that it linked the gesturer and referent. The explicit connection made 
referents easier to identify, and reduced the problem of determining which beam 
belonged to which participant. 
4. View awareness. There were several episodes where confusion occurred because 
collaborators did not know what the other person could see. Providing an indication of 
the other person’s view (first- or third-person) could avoid some common communication 
errors.  
5. Clear pointing and non-pointing states. People need to know when others are pointing 
or not; adding a simple method for lowering an avatar’s arm would reduce confusion 
about inadvertent and unintended pointing.  
Overall, the study suggests that if designers want to support deictic pointing in CVEs, the best set 
of techniques will be a combination of free-arm pointing for context and staging, and the laser 
beam for added specificity. In addition, wide displays and third-person views should be provided 
to improve the visibility and interpretability of staging actions. 
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CHAPTER 8  
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, I provide a summary of the main findings, and discuss overall progress on the 
main research problem and the importance of different pointing techniques. I then provide a set 
of design guidelines for distant pointing in CVEs. Finally, I discuss limitations and 
generalizability of the findings and the design recommendations. 
8.1 Summary of Main Findings 
In the first study, I observed how people point at distant referents and interpret others’ pointing 
gestures in the real world. From the observations, I identified five important aspects of distant 
pointing (i.e., accuracy requirements, types of pointing, speech, field of view, and avatar actions) 
that can be applied in CVEs. I then addressed these issues in my subsequent studies. 
To examine if natural pointing has sufficient accuracy to be used in CVEs, I conducted the 
second study to compare pointing accuracy in the real world and a CVE. The main finding was 
that we can interpret pointing direction in CVEs almost as well as we can in the real world, 
suggesting that natural pointing can be successful especially in situations where pointing does 
not need high accuracy. 
The third study was conducted to determine whether people can control free pointing together 
with other avatar actions. I compared five input configurations based on commonly-available 
input devices. The main finding was that people are able to control free pointing while 
controlling the movement, orientation, and view direction of an avatar, and that the mouse and 
the Wii configurations are the best overall. 
After determining that natural pointing is accurate enough to be used in CVEs and that free 
pointing can be controlled along with basic avatar actions, I conducted the fourth study to 
determine if free and natural pointing are useful in realistic collaborative settings. I observed 
how collaborators communicate using free, natural, and augmented pointing in a CVE with 
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realistic collaborative tasks. There were two main findings. First, the laser beam was the most 
preferred pointing technique because of its specificity and visual connection between referents 
and gesturers. Second, free and natural pointing are useful even when augmented pointing 
techniques are available, and that they are particularly important at early stages of pointing. 
8.2 Progress on the Original Research Problem 
The research problem I addressed in this dissertation is that pointing in CVEs is limited in 
comparison with pointing in the real world. In particular, pointing in CVEs is limited in terms of 
generation, control, and observation.  
Pointing in current CVEs is generally created with fixed movement, i.e., instead of continuous 
and gradual generation of pointing gestures that we use in the real world, pointing is often 
created immediately with discrete movement in CVEs (e.g., command-based pointing). After a 
pointing command is executed, the avatar generates a pointing gesture. The users, however, 
generally have no control over the speed and direction of the gesture. They cannot pause the 
gesture, change its speed, or adjust the pointing direction. 
Controlling pointing gestures is another limitation in current CVEs. In the real world, controlling 
an arm and index finger to point is generally easy. However, manipulating these movements in 
CVEs is much more difficult because it requires controlling at least two more degrees of freedom 
for the arms and hands. Existing input devices would not work because of the extra controls. In 
addition, users are already busy with other avatar actions (e.g., movement and view controls).  
The third limitation is that pointing in CVEs is harder to observe than in the real world. In 
CVEs—especially desktop CVEs—the field of view is much smaller that that in the real world, 
making pointing gesture much harder to see. Observing a pointing gesture via a monitor (where 
the gesture generally only appears in a small portion of the screen) is undoubtedly more difficult 
than observing someone points in real life. It is even more difficult when the observer needs to 
pay attention to the pointing gesture as well as the referent. 
To solve the research problem, I developed pointing techniques for improving the expressiveness 
of pointing gestures in CVEs. The pointing techniques are free, natural, and augmented pointing. 
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Users are able to move the avatar arm freely without restrictions from other actions of the avatar 
(free pointing), to point using avatar arm movements without extra visual effects (natural 
pointing), and to use pointing techniques that have extra visual aids (augmented pointing). With 
these three kinds of pointing, users are no longer limited to fixed pointing gestures and are able 
to control pointing speed and directions.  
In addition, I reconfigured five commonly-available input devices (mouse, trackball, gamepad, 
joystick, and Wii controls) to control an avatar’s pointing direction. With these input devices, 
users can control pointing together with avatar’s movement, orientation, and view direction. 
While the mouse and the Wii configurations are consistently better than other settings, there may 
be other input methods (e.g., using motion sensors such as the Kinect) that could outperform the 
mouse and Wii controls. Although the configurations tested in this research may not be the 
perfect solution to the problem of control limitation in CVEs, they provide extra control—arm 
movement—to widely-available devices for pointing. 
For the issue of gesture visibility in CVEs, I showed that pointing gestures can be easier to 
observe by increasing field of view with the multi-monitor setup and the third-person view. 
Multiple monitors provide a wider field of view making it easier for the observer to see pointing 
gestures and the referents without changing view direction. The third-person view also let users 
see more of the scene including the users’ avatar, making it easier to see others’ and their own 
pointing gestures. While these methods are not a perfect solution (e.g., the user’s avatar located 
in the centre of the screen in third-person view and may occlude important information), they 
make observing pointing gestures much easier. 
8.3 Importance of FN and FA Pointing  
Two main kinds of pointing were used in my studies: free-and-natural (FN), and free-and-
augmented (FA). They were shown to be useful in supporting collaborations in CVEs. The two 
kinds of pointing have different properties, and so one is better the other in different situations. 
In this section, I discuss the importance of FN and FA pointing. 
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8.3.1 Free Arm Movements 
Traditionally pointing in CVEs can only be performed with limited arm movement. For example, 
pointing in most first-person shooter (FPS) games has no arm movement and avatars can only 
point at the centre of the view—i.e., they point by adjusting the location and view orientation of 
an avatar who is holding a weapon that always points at the centre of the screen. There are other 
CVEs that support pointing gestures with only fixed arm movements (e.g., pointing by typing a 
command such as ‘/point’ in World of Warcraft) that raise the arm straight to the front of the 
avatar. 
Unlike traditional pointing methods, both FN and FA pointing allow users to move the avatar 
arm freely without these restrictions. Having free arm movement and being able to use it in 
concert with moving, turning, and looking are critical. Here, I provide three typical situations in 
CVEs to illustrate why they are important. The situations are oriented around a typical game 
scenario called a ‘collaborative escort mission’ (Figure 8.1). The objective of the mission is for 
two players to escort an in-game character (the VIP) from one location to another. There are 
several requirements to an escort mission: the players need to move from the starting location to 
the destination, defend against enemies on the way, and ensure the VIP’s safety. The following 
situations describe episodes where one player must communicate referents to their partner. In 
current versions of FPS games, this communication needs to take place through a combination of 
weapon-based pointing and verbal descriptions, neither of which is likely to be as successful as 
FN and FA pointing. 
 
Figure 8.1: First-person view in an escort mission (Rainbow Six). 
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The first situation is about pointing at different targets in the same view. Multiple enemies are 
often located at different places on the screen simultaneously. While keeping an eye on the VIP, 
the player must both point out targets to the partner, and shoot at some of the enemies (Figure 
8.1). It is important to maintain a certain viewing angle to keep all of the targets, the VIP, and the 
partner in view at the same time. With FN and FA pointing, the player is able to move the 
avatar’s arm freely and point at different targets within the view. This type of action is not 
possible with common pointing methods where weapon-based pointing is tied to the center of the 
view. 
Pointing at targets while moving is also crucial during an escort mission. Sometimes it is 
dangerous to stop or even slow down. Players must keep moving while at the same time keeping 
track of the VIP and pointing out enemies. This situation requires that the player be able to point 
freely with the avatar while also looking, moving, and turning to follow a path or track the VIP.  
Another situation is that the player needs to point at targets while changing the view. After 
arriving at a relatively safe location during the mission, the player may need to communicate the 
locations of multiple enemies that are spread out over a wide area. This situation requires 
pointing with the avatar while also moving the view (both horizontally and vertically) to cover 
the entire range where enemies are located. 
8.3.2 Pointing without Additional Visual Effects 
The primary difference between FN and FA pointing is that the gesture of FN pointing has no 
visual effect other than the movement of the gesture. It was shown to be good for indicating 
referents that do not require high accuracy (e.g., distinct or far-away referents, and general 
directions) and is particularly important at early stages of pointing. Also, FN pointing may be 
more preferable depending on the purpose of CVEs where naturalness is more important than 
accuracy. 
In both the real world and CVEs, observers shift their attention during the four stages of distant 
pointing (i.e., orientation, preparation, production, and holding) from gesturers to referents. 
During orientation, the gesturer orients themselves so that the observer is able to see the referent 
and the pointing gesture that is about to be made. Knowing that the gesturer is going to generate 
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a pointing gesture, the observer pays attention to the gesturer’s arm and hand to look for 
preparatory motions such as taking the hand out of the pocket. Then the focus is shifted from the 
gesturer’s arm to the referent as the arm is pointing towards the referent during the production 
stage. Finally, the observer mainly focuses on the referent when the gesturer is holding the 
gesture.  
One reason why FN pointing is good for early stages of pointing is that it has no extra visual 
effects to avatar arm movements. This lets observers focus on the avatar and the arm movements, 
which is where the attention should be during orientation and preparation. In addition, gesturers 
only need to let observers know the general direction of the referents during these two stages. FN 
pointing provides the right amount of information to the observers without being too specific. 
Also, without extra visual effects, it is clear to observers that pointing gestures are still at the 
orientation and preparation stage.  
Furthermore, naturalness of pointing gestures may be more important than pointing accuracy in 
some CVEs. For example, adventure games that emphasise atmosphere and storytelling may 
require more naturalness but less accuracy than FPS games that focus on shooting at targets. FN 
pointing would be more suitable for the former than the latter. 
8.3.3 Pointing with Additional Visual Effects 
With the addition of visual effects, FA pointing can provide more specific indication of referents 
than FN pointing, and is more suitable to be used at the later stages of pointing (i.e., production 
and holding). 
As discussed earlier, observers’ attention switches from gesturers to referents during production 
of a gesture and mainly stays on the referents during the holding stage. Most augmented effects 
(e.g., laser beam and object highlighting) provide visual effects that make referents more obvious 
and easier to see. Therefore, FA pointing is more suitable for the later pointing stages where the 
observers need to know exactly where referents are. In addition, because referents are more 
prominent, much time can be saved from typing or speaking detailed descriptions of referents, 
making collaboration more effective. 
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Some visual effects convey more information than just indicating referents. For example, a laser 
beam connects the referent to the gesturer. The observer not only knows where the referent is, 
but also knows who is pointing at the referent. However, this kind of FA pointing is not suitable 
for orientation and preparation stages because the visual effects can mislead the observer into 
thinking that the gesturer is pointing at the referent before the gesture is produced. 
8.4 Design Guidelines 
In Chapter 3, I presented design guidelines based on problems of distant pointing in existing 
CVEs. Here, I provide a more comprehensive list of design guidelines that incorporate the 
lessons learned from the four studies I conducted. The guidelines have four main parts: arm 
movement, controls, augmented techniques, and other supports. 
Arm Movement 
1. Free arm movement. Like pointing in the real world, avatars should be able to point in 
any direction in a CVE. As discussed earlier, pointing only at the centre of the screen or 
where an avatar is facing is inconvenient and can cause problems in many situations. 
CVE designers should provide mechanisms to support free arm movement. (Based on 
Sections 3.6, 6.9.1, and 7.5) 
2. Avoid unintentional pointing. Whether someone is pointing or not is generally obvious 
in the real world. It takes effort to hold the arm to point but almost no effort to lower it 
after pointing. It can be the opposite in some CVEs (i.e., no user interaction is needed for 
holding the arm, but requires user input to lower the arm). For example, deselecting a 
highlighted object in Second Life can only be done by clicking somewhere else on the 
screen, and lowering the arm with free pointing can only be done by moving the mouse 
down. Gesturers may forget to retract the pointing gesture and cause confusion. To avoid 
this, effort could be added for holding the arm. For example, constantly pressing a button 
to raise the avatar arm. When the button is not pressed, the arm would automatically 
lower. (Based on Section 7.5) 
3. Incorporating pointing with other avatar actions. While pointing is important for 
referential communication, other avatar actions cannot be ignored. Actions such as 
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changing avatar’s location, orientation, and view direction help convey referential 
information and smooth collaboration. For example, gesturers are more likely to point at 
referents in front of them and in their field of view. Observers can then get a general idea 
of where referents are by looking at the location, orientation, and view direction of the 
gesturer before pointing gestures are produced. (Based on Sections 4.4 and 6.9.1) 
Controls 
4. Speed and direction. Gesturers should have continuous control of the speed and direction 
of pointing gestures. It is critical to synchronize pointing gestures with other 
communicational conduct such as speech and view direction. Without continuous control 
over pointing speed and direction, it is difficult to have coherent verbal and gestural 
communication. (Based on Sections 3.6 and 4.4) 
5. Easy to generate. Generating and controlling pointing gestures should be intuitive and 
easy to use. Common input devices (e.g., a mouse) and direct input devices (e.g., a 
Wiimote) can be good for generating pointing gestures with intuitive mapping: for 
example, pointing up by moving the mouse forward or the Wiimote up. Gesturers should 
not need to memorize pointing commands or navigate through menus to create pointing 
gestures. (Based on Sections 3.6 and 6.9.1) 
Augmented techniques 
6. Varying accuracy. Because pointing accuracy requirements vary depending on the 
situation (e.g., showing distinct referents does not need high pointing accuracy, but 
identifying a referent within a group of similar objects does), an avatar should be able to 
point with the appropriate accuracy level. Augmented pointing can provide such 
flexibility. For example, a laser beam is more accurate than a spotlight, which is more 
accurate than an elongated arm. Designers should provide pointing techniques with 
different accuracy. (Based on Sections 4.4, 5.5, and 7.5) 
7. Ownership. When using augmented techniques, it is important to know who generates 
the pointing effects. The ability to identify the ownership of augmented effects becomes 
increasingly critical as more collaborators use pointing gestures in a CVE. Without 
proper identification, it is difficult to know which object is being referred to when 
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multiple augmented effects appear together. Linking referents to gesturers with lines 
(e.g., a laser beam), colours, or patterns (e.g., effects with unique shapes) can help 
alleviate the ownership problem. (Based on Section 7.5) 
Other supports 
8. Speech. It is natural and useful to provide verbal description while pointing in the real 
world, and this is the same in CVEs. In addition to providing a basic communication 
channel such as text chat, CVEs should support verbal communication for more effective 
referential activities. (Based on Section 4.4) 
9. Wide field of view. Much research has shown that a narrow field of view leads to 
communication problems in CVEs (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000). 
Providing a wide field of view allows collaborators to see both gestures and referents, to 
establish mutual orientation, and to be aware of everything that happens in the 
environment. CVEs should provide wide fields of view by, e.g., supporting multiple-
monitor setups or third-person views. (Based on Sections 4.4 and 7.5) 
10. View awareness. CVEs should be able to show what collaborators see. As discussed 
earlier, gesturers are more likely to point at referents that are within their view, so 
knowing what they see makes it easier to identify referents. Also, view awareness is 
particularly important when collaborators can switch between first- and third-person 
views. Not knowing which views collaborators are using can cause much confusion, as 
seen in Chapter 7. CVE designers should provide view awareness mechanisms, such as a 
wire frame of collaborators’ view frustum (Fraser et al., 1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 
2000), a popup window showing what others can see, or a function to temporarily switch 
views between collaborators. (Based on Section 7.5) 
8.5 Limitations and Generalizability 
This research focuses on distant pointing in desktop CVEs. In the studies, there were one or two 
collaborators using the CVE simultaneously; the scenes were a room with artificial targets or 
cityscape from a balcony; and input devices were commonly available with new mappings. The 
research focus and study designs have direct influences on the findings and design 
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recommendations. Here, I discuss limitations based on the types of pointing, CVEs, group size, 
tasks, and input devices; then discuss generalizability. 
8.5.1 Pointing at Nearby Referents 
Distant pointing is the primary focus of this research. Arm movements and augmented 
techniques used in the studies were designed for distant pointing. The findings may not apply to 
non-distant pointing (i.e., pointing at referents within reach). For example, the laser beam may 
not be the most useful. One main reason why it was considered the best technique is that it 
creates a visual link between a referent and the gesturer. However, this link is unnecessary if the 
gesturer is close enough to touch the referent. Perhaps natural pointing would be the best for 
pointing at reachable referents because gesturers no longer need to activate and deactivate 
augmented techniques. 
In addition, pointing with a straight arm is insufficient for close-up pointing. With only a straight 
arm, gesturers cannot point at themselves. A bendable elbow (and maybe wrist) becomes 
necessary. 
8.5.2 Other CVEs 
A desktop CVE was used in all the studies. When other types of CVEs (e.g., immersive CVEs) 
are used, some findings could be affected. In particular, findings related to field of view are 
likely to be different. Users of immersive CVEs usually either wear head-mounted displays or 
are surrounded by walls of projected images (Figure 8.2). Generally, this type of CVE gives 
users much bigger fields of view than what desktop CVEs can provide. The main benefit of 
using a third-person view in a desktop CVE is to have a larger field of view. This benefit, 
however, is nullified by the large field of view in immersive CVEs. 
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A  B  
Figure 8.2: Immersive CVE settings: A) with a head-mounted display; B) surrounded by walls of displays. 
8.5.3 Group Size 
Some augmented techniques and design recommendations may not be optimal for CVEs with 
more than two people. When multiple augmented effects (e.g., highlight, spotlight, and laser) 
appear, it is critical to be able to identify which effect belongs to whom. Using unique colours 
and patterns can help in identifying ownership. However, as the number of people in a CVE 
rises, these identification methods become less effective—it is more difficult for CVE designers 
to assign unique colours and patterns, and for CVE users to remember the colours and patterns of 
their collaborators. 
Also, problems that do not exist in two-person CVEs with augmented pointing may arise in 
CVEs with more people. Visual clutter is one example. In two-person CVEs, there are at most 
two augmented effects appearing at the same time. If more people use a CVE and more visual 
effects in the scene, the augmented techniques not only become less effective, but also create 
distractions that can hinder collaboration.  
8.5.4 Tasks 
The tasks used in the studies did not put people in situations where the visual effects of 
augmented pointing could be a detriment (e.g., a shooter game). Because the augmented 
techniques used in the studies publicize the fact that a pointing gesture is being made, using these 
techniques maybe improper in those situations. People may also develop different strategies for 
using different techniques. 
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Also, the realistic scene used in the study was on a balcony facing a cityscape. There was limited 
space for avatar movement and most referents were on one side of the environment. If tasks were 
set in an open field where people are surrounded by objects and can go anywhere in the field, 
different dynamics may develop between collaborators. The fragmentation problem (Fraser et al., 
1999; Hindmarsh et al., 1998, 2000) may also be more severe because referents can be in any 
location. 
8.5.5 Input Devices 
The input devices used in this research were all widely available. As technology improves, more 
advanced input devices will become available and common. These devices could possibly be 
more suitable for controlling distant pointing. For example, the Kinect sensor was not available 
at the time when I was working on the study that compared input devices, but this sensor is now 
commonly available and could possibly be better than the mouse and the Wiimote because of its 
ability to track natural movements. 
8.5.6 Summary 
While there are some findings that are more applicable to the specific settings of the studies and 
the focus of this research, most of the findings can be generalized to other settings. For example, 
the important aspects of distant pointing, the accuracy of different pointing techniques, the 
ability to control pointing with other avatar actions, the characteristics of input configurations for 
distant pointing, and the importance of free, natural and augmented pointing should be applicable 
to other CVEs with different group size and tasks. 
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CHAPTER 9  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Deictic pointing—pointing at referents during conversations—is ubiquitous in daily activities 
and is important in real-world communication; it is also important CVEs because CVEs are 
three-dimensional virtual worlds that resemble the real world. However, pointing in CVEs is 
very limited compared to how we point in the real world. To address this problem, I designed, 
developed, and evaluated new pointing techniques for CVEs, and provided design guidelines for 
improving the expressiveness of pointing gestures in CVEs.  
In this dissertation, I focused on distant pointing—where referents are out of reach—in desktop 
CVEs. I first presented a framework that describes the stages and enactment of distant pointing 
based on previous work. The framework helps guide the design and development of pointing 
techniques used in this research. I observed how people point at distant referents in the real 
world and identified important aspects of distant pointing. I then designed and developed distant-
pointing techniques based on the insights gained from the observational study, and built a CVE 
that incorporates the pointing techniques as the bases for the subsequent studies. I verified that 
natural pointing has sufficient accuracy to be used in desktop CVEs by comparing pointing 
accuracy in the real world and a CVE. I then reconfigured commonly-available input devices for 
controlling free pointing, determined the best input devices for free pointing, and verified that 
people can control free pointing together with other avatar actions. I conducted an observational 
study comparing different distant pointing techniques, and verified that free and natural pointing 
are useful and important in CVEs even when augmented techniques are available. Finally, I 
provided a set of guidelines for designing distant pointing in desktop CVEs. 
9.1 Contributions 
The main contribution of this dissertation is the design and evaluation of distant-pointing 
techniques that improve the expressiveness of pointing gestures in desktop CVEs. I developed 
free pointing that allows avatars to have free pointing movement that is independent from other 
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avatar actions. Combining free with natural and augmented pointing, avatars can generate 
pointing gestures that were not previously possible.  
This work also has the following minor contributions: 
- A framework that can be used to guide the design and development of distant pointing. 
(Chapter 3) 
- Identification of important aspects of distant pointing from observational work. (Chapter 
4) 
- Verification that natural pointing is accurate enough to be used in desktop CVEs. 
(Chapter 5) 
- Determination of the best way to control free pointing among five commonly-available 
input devices that have new input mappings. (Chapter 6) 
- Verification that free pointing can be controlled together with other avatar actions. 
(Chapter 6) 
- Verification that free and natural pointing are useful and important for distributed 
collaboration even when augmented techniques are available. (Chapter 7) 
- A set of guidelines for designing distant pointing in desktop CVEs. (Chapter 8) 
9.2 Future Work 
To further improve pointing expressiveness in CVEs and to expand the scope of the audience 
who can benefit from this work, the limitations listed in the previous chapter must be addressed. 
Below, I list six future research directions that can extend this work. 
Pointing at nearby referents. Pointing at referents within reach is extremely common. Thus, 
extending this research to include nearby referents is valuable. To do that, more flexible gestures 
(e.g. with a bendable elbow, a rotatable wrist, and movable fingers) need to be explored. 
Immersive CVEs. As technology advances, immersive CVEs can become more affordable and 
common. Exploring different pointing techniques that can take advantage of the large field of 
view of immersive CVEs is an important future direction. 
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CVEs with many users. Common CVEs allow many users to interact with each other at the same 
time. Pointing techniques used in this research may no longer be suitable for such CVEs. For 
example, ownership of augmented effects will be increasingly difficult to determine as the 
number of users increases; visual clutter caused by the effects will also be amplified. New 
pointing techniques need to be designed for CVEs with many users.  
Visibility control. Pointing techniques used in this research can be seen by all users in the CVE. 
However, this may not be desirable in all situations. For example, publicizing a pointing gesture 
in first-person shooter games can put the gesturer in danger. Controlling who can see a pointing 
gesture can be critical and is worth exploring. 
Input devices. This research uses commonly-available input devices for controlling pointing 
gestures with the purpose of benefiting a large number of people. Advanced, expensive, and 
uncommon devices will gradually become more affordable and widely available. Using different 
input devices, such as motion sensors, is valuable to explore. 
Other gestures. With more advanced input devices, more flexible gestures (with movable fingers 
and wrists) can be generated. This can help exploring complex gestures, such as iconic gestures, 
that were shown to be useful in referential communication (as discussed in Chapter 4). 
By following these future research directions, pointing gestures can become more expressive, 
referential communication in CVEs can be much easier, and more people can benefit from the 




Absolute input: each point on the input space corresponds to a point in output space. 
Adapters: objects that change one’s focus and nimbus (Benford et al., 1994; Benford & Fahlen, 
1993) (e.g., a loudspeaker increases one’s nimbus). 
Augmented pointing: a type of pointing that has additional visual effects. 
Aura: boundary of the presence of an object (Fahlén & Brown, 1992) (a concept of a spatial 
model of awareness). 
Avatars: three-dimensional representations of the users and are commonly shown as human-like 
shapes. 
Awareness: “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own 
activity” (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992, p. 107). 
Beats: hand movements that move along with the rhythm of the speech and have only two 
movement phases (McNeill’s classification (1992)). 
Boundaries: dividers of areas that affect the properties of aura, focus, nimbus, and interactions 
between objects (Benford et al., 1994) (e.g., walls and windows). 
Cohesive gestures: gestures that are used to link together temporarily separated parts of a 
discourse that are within the same theme (McNeill’s classification (1992)). 
Collaborative virtual environments (CVEs): computer generated three-dimensional worlds 
that resemble the real world, and allow people to interact with one another and objects in the 
environment via their avatars. 
Computer supported cooperative work (CSCW): a field that has a multidisciplinary nature 
and “covers anything to do with computer support for activities in which more than one person is 
involved.” (Bannon & Schmidt, 1989, p. 359) 
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Degree of freedom: the number of independent ways that can change the space configuration of 
a mechanical system. 
Deictic gestures: pointing gestures for indicating objects or events either concrete or abstract 
(McNeill’s classification (1992)). 
Deictic pointing: a pointing gesture that provides a deictic reference. 
Deixis: a reference to a thing that is relevant to the context of an utterance. 
Desktop CVE: a CVE that is setup in a desktop environment. 
Direct input: implies that the input space is the same as the output space (e.g., touch screens or 
Wii remotes). 
Distant pointing: a type of deictic pointing where the referent is out of reach. 
Emblems: well-formed gestures that need to be performed in some specific ways (part of 
Kendon’s continuum (1988)). 
Enactment of distant pointing: describes how distant pointing occurs. The enactment is 
characterized in terms of movement and visual effect in this dissertation. 
Expressive phase: a phase of a pointing gesture that contains either a stroke or a stroke-less 
hold, also called independent hold (Kita et al., 1998). 
Focus: the attention of observers (Benford et al., 1994; Benford & Fahlen, 1993) (a concept of a 
spatial model of awareness). 
Fragmentation: describes the screen cannot display all the relevant things needed for 
communication (Hindmarsh et al., 1998). 
Free pointing: a type of pointing that is independent from other avatar actions. 
Gesticular phrase (G-Phrase): a part of G-Unit that is composed by different phases (i.e., 
preparation, stroke, and recovery) (Kendon, 1980). 
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Gesticular unit (G-Unit): a part of pointing gestures that starts when a limb moves from a rest 
position (e.g., one’s lap or the arm rest of a chair) and ends when the limb moves back to another 
rest position. A G-Unit contains one or more gesticular phrases (Kendon, 1980). 
Gesticulation: idiosyncratic spontaneous hand and arm movements during speech (part of 
Kendon’s continuum (1988)). 
Hand internal preparation phase: a phase of a pointing gesture that is for shaping and 
orienting the hand for an expressive phase (Kita et al., 1998). 
Head-mounted display (HMD): a helmet-like device with a display in front of each eye. 
Iconic gestures: gestures that depict the appearances of objects or actions of events, and have a 
close formal relationship to the semantic content of speech (McNeill’s classification (1992)). 
Immersive CVEs: CVEs that give users a feeling of being in a virtual environment. Users of 
immersive CVE usually use motion-tracking devices along with a head-mounted display (HMD) 
or a spatially immersive display (SID). 
Index: one of Peirce’s classes of signs (Buchler, 1955) that has a physical connection to the 
object of interest. 
Indicating: the method of signaling for an index. 
Indirect input: the input and output spaces are separated (e.g., the mouse and keyboard). 
Kendon’s continuum: an ordering of hand gestures (i.e., gesticulation, language-like gestures, 
pantomimes, emblems, and sign languages). 
Language-like gestures: gestures that are grammatically integrated in the utterance (part of 
Kendon’s continuum (1988)). 
Liberating movement phase: a phase of a pointing gesture that is for freeing the hands from 
some constrained locations (Kita et al., 1998). 
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Location preparation phase: a phase of a pointing gesture that moves the arm to the starting 
position of an expressive phase (Kita et al., 1998). 
Metaphoric gestures: pictorial gestures that show abstract ideas (McNeill’s classification 
(1992)). 
Mutual orientation: the orientations of people in a conversation. With mutual orientation, 
people can see each other and the referents. 
Natural pointing: a type of pointing that does not have any visual effect other than the 
movement of the gesture. 
Nimbus: the projection of the information from the person being observed (Benford et al., 1994; 
Benford & Fahlen, 1993) (a concept of a spatial model of awareness). 
Non-immersive CVEs: CVEs that primarily use a desktop display with a mouse and a keyboard. 
Omni-directional locomotion system (ODLS): an input device that allows users to control 
avatar’s movement by walking in any direction in-place. 
Pantomimes: gestures without speech (part of Kendon’s continuum (1988)). 
Position control devices: input devices that control the position of an object (e.g., a cursor). 
Post-stroke hold: a period to extend the period of a stroke (Kita, 1990; McNeill, 1992). 
Preparation: a part of G-Phrase that is the movement of a limb from a rest position to the 
beginning of a stroke (Kendon, 1980). 
Pre-stroke hold: a period where the gesture waits for the speech to occur (Kita, 1990; McNeill, 
1992). 
Rate control devices: input devices that control the speed of an object (e.g., a cursor). 
Ray casting: a visual technique of projecting a ray from the user’s hand or input devices. 
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Recovery: a part of G-Phrase that describes the limb moving back to a rest position or becomes 
ready for another stroke (Kendon, 1980). 
Referent: the thing being referred to. 
Relative input: the input and output space are offset with variable mapping. 
Restricted pointing: a type of pointing that is restricted by other avatar actions. 
Sign language: a set of gestures that has a full linguistic system (part of Kendon’s continuum 
(1988)). 
Signal: “the presentation of a sign by one person to mean something for another.” (Clark, 1996, 
p. 160) 
Situation awareness: “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of 
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near 
future.” (Endsley, 1988, p. 792) 
Spatially immersive display (SID): a type of display that usually has four to six walls arranged 
like a cube. Images are projected to the walls. 
Stages of distant pointing: orientation, preparation, production, and holding. 
Stroke: a part of G-Phrase that is an accented movement with a distinct peak of effort in the 
sense of dance movements (Dell, 1977; Kendon, 1980). 
Telepointers: replicated pointers that track the locations of other users’ mouse cursors. 
Virtual cursor: a 3D cursor in a virtual environment that allows users to control its location in 
3D (Hinckley et al., 1994). 
Virtual environments: computer generated three-dimensional environments that resemble the 
real world. 
Workspace awareness: “the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction 
with a shared workspace” (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002, p. 412).  
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APPENDIX A: STUDY MATERIALS 
This appendix contains materials for the four studies in this dissertation. 
Study 1:  
- consent form 
- photographs used in task 1 
Study 2:  
- consent form  
- demographic survey  
- post-experiment questionnaire 
Study 3:  
- consent form 
- demographic survey 
- NASA-TLX Form 
- post-experiment questionnaire 
Study 4:  
- consent form 
- demographic survey 





























1.   Age:  ________ 
 
2.   Sex:     M     F          (circle one) 
 
3.   University major and year: __________________________________________________ 
 
4.   Handedness:   Right         Left                 Ambidextrous 
 
5.   How many hours a week, on average, do you spend working with computers? 
 
⁭ 0-4          ⁭ 4-8          ⁭ 8-16          ⁭ 12-16          ⁭ 16-20          ⁭ 20+ 
 
 
6.   How many hours a week, on average, do you spend playing video games (including PC, 
console, and arcade)? 
 
⁭ 0-4          ⁭ 4-8          ⁭ 8-16          ⁭ 12-16          ⁭ 16-20          ⁭ 20+ 
 
7.   If you play video games, what kind of video games do you usually play? E.g. first person 









1) How confident were you in the following cases:  
a. pointing at the targets accurately (pointing task) in the virtual environment? 
 
not confident at all           not confident          neutral          confident           very confident 
 
b. pointing at the targets accurately (pointing task) in the real world environment? 
 
not confident at all           not confident          neutral          confident           very confident 
 
c. knowing where the avatar was pointing (watching task) in the virtual environment? 
 
not confident at all           not confident          neutral          confident           very confident 
 
d. knowing where the experimenter was pointing (watching task) in the real world environment? 
 







2) How difficult did you feel in the following cases:  
a. pointing (pointing task) in the virtual environment? 
 
not difficult at all             not difficult            neutral            difficult             very difficult 
 
b. pointing (pointing task) in the real world environment? 
 
not difficult at all             not difficult            neutral            difficult             very difficult 
 
c. looking at the avatar pointing (watching task) in the virtual environment? 
 
not difficult at all             not difficult            neutral            difficult             very difficult 
 
d. looking at other people pointing (watching task) in the real world environment? 
 




3) In the pointing task in the virtual world, you used two different field of views:  
-  small field of view (you see a relatively shorter arm, but bigger targets) 
-  large field of view (you see a relatively longer arm, but smaller targets) 
 
















4) In the watching task you observed from two different locations: 
- observed from the side 
- observed from behind 
 








b. In both locations, did you feel any differences between the virtual world and the real world? 




5) In the whole study (the virtual world and the real world), you were at two different distances 
from the wall: 
- far 
- near  
 























1. Personal Information: 
Gender  ⁭ Male ⁭ Female 
Age  ⁭ __________________________________________ 
 
University major or occupation__________________________________ 
 
 





3. How many hours a week, on average, do you spend playing video games (including PC, 








5. Please rate your gaming experience: 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Low      High 
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1) Please rate your overall preference (each device must have a different rating) 
 
Mouse (mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Trackball (trackball + mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Wii Controls  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 
preferred        preferred 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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2) Please rate your preference for the moving + pointing task (each device must have a different 
rating) 
 
Mouse (mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Trackball (trackball + mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Gamepad (right thumbstick + d-pad) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Joystick (main stick + buttons) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Wii Controls (wiimote + balance board) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




3) Please rate your preference for the turning + pointing task (each device must have a different 
rating) 
 
Mouse (mouse only) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Trackball (trackball + mouse) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Gamepad (right thumbstick + left thumbstick) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Joystick (main stick + hat) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Wii Controls (wiimote + numchuk) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 





4) Please rate your preference for the moving target task (each device must have a different 
rating) 
 
Mouse (mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Trackball (trackball + mouse + keyboard) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Gamepad (right thumbstick + right thumbstick + d-pad) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Joystick (main stick + hat + buttons) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 




Wii Controls (wiimote + numchuk + balance board) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
least         most 







Study 4 (in Chapter 7): Consent Form 
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APPENDIX B: CVE 
This appendix contains information of the CVE used in studies 2, 3, and 4 in this dissertation. 
XNA Platform 
The CVE was built using Visual Studio 2008 with C# that uses features in the XNA Framework. 
The XNA Framework is based on the .NET Framework that has important libraries for running 




The avatars were built using SketchUp. The buildings and the balcony used in study 4 were 




Different input devices were used in the studies: a keyboard, a mouse, an Apple Mighty Mouse 
(with a trackball in the normal mousewheel location), a gamepad, a joystick, a Wiimote, a 
Nunchuk, and a Wii Balance Board. All these inputs were mapped to control an avatar via 
transformation functions. For example,  
x' = vx  
where  
x' is the degree of the avatar’s arm rotates, 
v is a variable controlling how much the arm rotates, and 
x is the distance of the mouse cursor travels.  
The larger the value of v is, the more the arm rotates with the same mouse movement, and vice 
versa. 
External Libraries 
• WiimoteLib v1.7 (http://wiimotelib.codeplex.com) was used to control Wii devices.  
• GT#—Groupware Toolkit for C# (http://hci.usask.ca/research/view.php?id=34) was used 
to handle networking.  
 
